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Abstract
The mid-infrared (2-14 µm) spectral region contains the strong absorption lines of many
important molecular species, which make this region crucial for several well-know
applications such as spectroscopy, chemical and biochemical sensing, security, and
industrial monitoring. To fully exploit this region through absorption spectroscopic
techniques, compact and low-cost narrow-linewidth (NLW) mid-infrared (MIR) laser
sources are of primary importance.
This thesis is focused on three novel compact NLW MIR lasers: demonstration and
characterization of a new glass-based spherical microlaser, investigation of the
performance of a novel fiber laser, and the design of a monolithic laser on a silicon chip.
Starting with fabrication of spherical microcavities based on MIR transparent materials, I
showed the feasibility of achieving quality factors of more than 10 million in whisperinggallery mode (WGM) microresonators made of different types of fluoride glasses. Next
using Erbium doped ZBLAN glass spherical microresonators, I demonstrated a new ultralow threshold NLW MIR microlaser. In particular, all aspects of this room temperature
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continuous-wave (CW) microlaser with a wavelength of 2.71 µm are carefully
characterized and studied and the origin of the measured mode structure and polarization
is described using a simple analysis. To amplify the output power of this laser, I designed
and fabricated a MIR fiber amplifier with a record gain of about 30 dB at 2.71 µm that
facilitated the characterization process and boosted the MIR power level to usable level
while preserving the laser linewidth.
To demonstrate the application of MIR microresonators and microlasers, I studied
intracavity absorption spectroscopy based on active and passive high quality WGM MIR
microlasers and microresonators. I also estimated the sensitivity and detection limit of
gas sensors based on these devices. The outcome of my analysis shows that ppm level
sensitivity should be achievable using both active and passive microresonators.
Next, I modeled the performance of two newly proposed configurations for NLW MIR
generation based on stimulated Raman scattering. First, I studied a new family of Raman
fiber lasers that are capable of generating any NLW MIR line in the 2.5-9.5 µm spectral
region. I demonstrated the feasibility of this MIR laser family, calculated the threshold
conditions, identified the condition for its single-mode operation, and laid the foundation
for the first experimental demonstration of such lasers. Finally, I explored the
performance of silicon-based on-chip Raman lasers and the parameters that have
prevented expanding their wavelength to MIR range. Using the outcomes of this study, I
proposed and then analyzed a new architecture for on-chip silicon Raman lasers capable
of generating single NLW lines around 3.2 µm with sub-mW threshold pump power.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Narrow-linewidth mid-IR lasers
Compact narrow linewidth (NLW) mid-infrared (MIR) sources in the 2.5 to 14 µm
wavelength range are essential for trace level spectroscopic sensing of certain molecular
species (as elaborated in the Section 1.2) [1-6]. Beyond sensing, these sources play an
important role whenever high spectral brightness and long coherence length in MIR range
are needed (in particular nonlinear optical interactions in MIR high optical quality factor
cavities [7,8]). Although MIR optical parametric oscillators (OPOs) [9,10] frequently
meet the requirements of linewidth, tunability, and power, they are generally
cumbersome and expensive, and invariably too large for applications—such as remote
sensing—that require field-usable portable sources. MIR semiconductor-based quantum
cascade lasers (QCLs) [11,12,6] have exhibited significant improvements in the last
decade, but narrow-linewidth tunable QCLs are primarily based on external cavity
configurations [12] that require complex fabrication, and are relatively expensive as
commercial products. In addition, QCLs often require cooling for continuous-wave (CW)
operation particularly at shorter MIR wavelengths, notably in the 2 to 4.5 µm wavelength
range. This spectral region is highly advantageous for many of the above-cited
applications because of the availability of compact, low-cost and high-sensitivity
photodetectors (compared to photodetectors operating in longer MIR wavelengths). In
addition, numerous strongly absorbing molecular transitions are located in this spectral
range [3,4]. Tunable mid-IR solid state lasers [13,14] based on transition-metal dopants
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in bulk crystals such as Fe:ZnSe and Cr:ZnSe have also been demonstrated in the 3.8 – 5
µm spectral range, but they are bulky, expensive and have limited wavelength coverages.
In this thesis, I focus on three novel compact NLW MIR lasers to overcome the above
mentioned limitations (i.e. cost, complexitiy, size, and wavelength coverage) of existing
NLW MIR lasers.
The first NLW MIR source is a whispering-gallery mode laser (WGML). WGMLs are
mirrorless micron-sized lasers based on optical gain in cylindrically symmetric
microcacvities that support low-loss whispering-gallery modes (WGMs) [15,16]. These
lasers benefit from the small mode volume and ultra-low propagation loss of WGMs. As
such WGMLs can have very low threshold powers and extremely narrow linewidths. So
far WGMLs have been demonstrated based on two types of gain mediums:
semiconductor hetero-structures and doped glasses. Electrically pumped semiconductor
microdisk lasers were the first reported MIR WGMLs. The gain medium of these lasers is
based on heterostructures such as InAs/InAsSbP [17]. In these lasers, the surface
roughness left from the fabrication process results in relatively low optical quality factor
of the microdisk cavity and therefore moderate to large laser linewidths. Moreover, most
MIR semiconductor microdisk lasers should be cooled down to cryogenic temperatures
for continuous wave (CW) operation [17].
Glass based WGMLs are spherical or toroidal microcavities made of doped glasses
(typically used as the gain medium in fiber lasers and amplifiers) [15]. These lasers are
optically pumped and fabricated using a relatively simple melting process (via electric
heating or CO2 laser absorption) that results in extremely low surface roughness. This
smooth surface, combined with low optical absorption within the transparency window of
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the selected host glasses, provides very high quality factor (high-Q) WGMs that can
support narrow laser linewidths of potentially less than 100 kHz [18]. While the advent of
rare-earth doped MIR transparent glasses have enabled rapid development of MIR fiber
lasers and amplifiers [19-21], for many years the wavelength of glass based WGM lasers
has been limited to visible and near-IR (NIR) range [15]. Although several NIR WGMLs
have been fabricated using MIR transparent glasses [22,23], the dopants and doping
levels only supported visible to NIR laser operation. Note that the small output power of
the WGMLs (limited by their small mode volume) makes them unattractive for
applications where NLW visible and NIR sources are required (i.e. fluorescent
sensing/imaging and telecommunication).
The microlaser studied here is a room temperature CW MIR WGML based on heavily
doped Er:ZBLAN microsphere, pumped at 980 nm that generates narrow band emission
at 2.7 µm [24,25]. In contrast to visible and NIR applications such as fluorescent
spectroscopy and sensing, for absorption based molecular sensing in the MIR range, the
low power of WGMLs is not a critical limitation because this approach only requires
direct monitoring of laser power variations. Due to the high sensitivity of WGMs to the
surrounding media (through evanescent wave that extends beyond the cavity boundary),
the WGMLs are natural candidates for intra-cavity sensing [26]. As such MIR WGMLs
can play an important role in trace level detection of gasses [3,4,26].
The second category of NLW MIR sources that are proposed and studied in this
thesis are MIR distributed feedback (DFB) Raman fiber lasers (RFLs). These lasers are
capable of generating a single line covering 2.5-9.5 µm [27]. RFLs are very attractive
sources of laser radiation, particularly at wavelengths at which there are not readily
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available “invertible” atomic, ionic, or molecular transitions [28-33]. This advantage is
due to the broad range of available phonon energies (because of the amorphous nature of
the glass), which not only leads to a very broad Raman gain bandwidth, but also enables
the feasibility of using multi-Stokes or “cascading” processes [31,32]. Although efficient
MIR Raman [32,33] and rare-earth-doped [19-21] fiber lasers and amplifiers have
demonstrated in broad spectral ranges, achieving narrow linewidths in these lasers is
challenging because of the inherent broad gain bandwidths as well as very large gains and
low thresholds of competing processes. For example, stimulated Brillouin scattering
(SBS) and four-wave mixing (FWM) can occur readily when NLW radiation is
propagating in very long and nearly-single mode fibers [34-38], resulting in a large laser
linewidth. As such, the spectral outputs of MIR Raman fiber lasers demonstrated in
fluoride, tellurite, and chalcogenide fibers [32,33] are limited to relatively broad
linewidths on the order of few nanometers. To overcome these linewidth limits, NLW
Raman fiber lasers have been proposed and demonstrated at near-infrared wavelengths in
silica and germanosilicate fibers via the use of advanced DFB structures [39-43]—
notably π−phase shifted (PPS) Bragg gratings [44] —which enable strong feedback over
a very narrow band of wavelengths. This strong feedback enables effective discrimination
against lasing at wavelengths outside this narrow bandwidth in relatively short fiber (less
than one meter long) lasers, and circumvents the onset of SBS and FWM processes in
such RFLs. In principle, it should be relatively straightforward to extend the NIR PPSFBG-RFL platform to MIR Raman fiber lasers. However, this extension is not fully
obvious due to potential problems related to the availability of appropriate low-loss MIR
fibers, the possibility of fabricating appropriate PPS-FBGs, and the need to identify
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specific PPS-FBG RFL designs that allow single-mode NLW operation of such MIR
RFLs. To date, no experimental demonstration or theoretical analysis of the feasibility of
extending this design to the MIR spectral range has been reported.
The third family of NLW MIR lasers studied in this thesis is silicon based DFB
Raman lasers. In recent years there has been growing interest in silicon based NLW MIR
sources because of the possibility to use standard techniques for monolithic fabrication of
silicon waveguides. The small size and potential for mass production make these sources
very attractive for applications ranging from integrated biological and environmental
sensing to free-space communication and light detection and ranging (LIDAR) [45-47].
Within NIR and telecom band (1.2-1.7 µm), absence of a silicon-based laser has been
addressed by hybrid integration of III-V semiconductors on silicon. However due to the
wavelength flexibility and superior spectral purity of Raman lasers (compared to
semiconductor lasers), NIR silicon-based Raman lasers have been also developed and
studied as possible alternatives [48]. So far, several NIR range integrated silicon Raman
lasers have been demonstrated based on Fabry-Perot cavities [49,50], microring cavities
[51] and photonic crystal cavities [52]. Despite several theoretical studies and many
attempts to demonstrate MIR Raman lasing in silicon waveguides [53,54], to date no
experimental demonstration has been reported. As previously mentioned, MIR range CW
NLW semiconductor lasers are much more complicated and expensive than their NIR
counterparts. In addition hybrid integration of such lasers on silicon has not been reported
yet. So given the growing interest in MIR silicon photonic circuits, design analysis, and
eventual demonstration of on-chip NLW MIR silicon Raman lasers is very important.
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1.2 Importance of mid-IR region and related applications
MIR spectral region is rich with vibrational and rotational absorption lines of several
important gaseous species [3,4]. The absorption lines in MIR region are much stronger
than their NIR counterparts (on the order of 1-2 magnitudes stronger absorption cross
sections) [4], which makes MIR region very attractive for ultra-precise gas absorption
spectroscopic applications. Fig. 1.1 shows the absorption spectrum of several gas species
in MIR (linear scale) [4].

Fig. 1.1. Absorption lines of several important gases in MIR spectral region (cited from [4]).

To identify the gaseous molecule, a stable NLW laser line is tuned through the each
absorption line in Fig. 1.1. Generally, optical absorption due to presence of a gas is
quantified by the Beer-Lamber’s law [4]:
𝐼/𝐼! = exp(−𝑛𝜎𝑙)

(1.1)

Where I0 is the intensity of the incident light, I is the intensity of the light after interaction
with the gas, n is the concentration of the gas, σ is the absorption cross section and l is
the length of interaction. It is desired to increase the interaction length (l) as the induced
intensity variation (by molecular absorption) is given by: ∆𝐼/𝐼! ≅ −𝑛𝜎𝑙. Conventionally,
a multi-pass cell or a high-Q cavity can satisfy this need. Passive WGM microcavities
can enable long photon lifetimes (on the order of µs), which result in a long interaction
length in a small volume. For optical quality factor of ~107, the interaction length of over
6

100 meters can be achieved in a volume less than 1 mm3. Note that, as opposed to FabryPerot cavity where the entire cross-section of the optical beam can interact with the gas,
in WGM microcavities only a fraction of power that resides outside the microcavity
interacts with the surrounding molecules [26] and contributes to absorption. The effective
interaction length for a microcavity is given by: 𝑙!"" = Γ𝑄!"! 𝑣/𝜔! , where Qtot is the total
quality factor of the cavity, ω0 is the angular frequency, v is the light velocity in the
microcavity and Γ [26] is the fraction of WGM power residing outside the sphere
(evanescent tail). For instance, a microsphere with a refractive index of 1.5 and Qtot=107
can provide an effective length as large as leff ~ 1 m at 3.0 µm wavelength. This means
that an interaction length of one meter can be achieved using a microcavity that is as
small as the hair diameter. This effective path length is comparable with the interaction
length in well-known spectroscopic techniques such as direct tunable diode laser
spectroscopy (TDLS), wavelength modulated spectroscopy (WMS), photoacoustic
absorption spectroscopy (PAS) and nondispersive infrared spectroscopy (NDIR) [4].
Another highly sensitive approach for gas sensing is intracavity absorption spectroscopy
where the interaction between optical wave and the molecules occurs within an active
cavity that the laser light is generated [4]. MIR WGMLs are particularly suited for this
type of spectroscopy/sensing. For a WGMLs, interaction with target molecules through
the evanescent tail of the resonant optical field of the WGML results in detectable output
power variations. Although the sensitivity of single-mode laser intra-cavity absorption
spectroscopy is similar to sensing with a passive microcavity monitored by a tunable
laser, intracavity sensing only require a low-cost NIR pump laser. For instance MIR laser
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emission at 2.7µm (studied in this thesis) can be generated using a NIR pump at 980 nm
[24,25].
Another interesting gas sensing method based on high-Q MIR microcavity is exploiting
thermo-refractive effect. In this technique, a MIR laser illuminates the molecules
surrounding a passive or active MIR transparent microcavity and the refractive index
change induced by absorption of MIR radiation by the surrounding molecules (via
thermo-refractive effect), affects the optical modes circulating inside the microcavity.
Basically, the resulting variations of gas temperature, shifts the resonance frequency or
changes the level of transmitted output power. When a passive MIR microcavity is used,
the thermo-optical perturbation can be even picked up using NIR laser (as the optical
mode only monitors the thermally induced index change). This technique can be
implemented using a passive high-Q MIR WGM microcavity, a broadband MIR source, a
narrow band MIR filter, and a NIR NLW laser.
In addition to gas sensing, MIR region is suitable for distance/velocity measurements
using light detection and ranging (LIDAR) [2,55]. Since high atmospheric transmission is
desired for long-range detection, the 3.7-4 micron is superior (see Fig. 1.2) compared to
NIR wavelengths not only because of lower absorption but also due to lower Rayleigh
scattering.

Fig. 1.2. Atmospheric transparency window. The red arrow shows the high transmission in MIR
around 4.0 µm (cited from [56]).
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With the exception
of Chapter
9, based
the on
materials
used
in the
Chalcogenide
glasses are
the chalcogen
elements
S, Se,designs
and Te andand
the demonstrations
addition of other elements such as Ge, As, and Sb leads to the formation of stable
glasses w1 x. The addition of halides leads to the formation of chalcohalide glasses
w 2 x. Examples of stable glasses include As 2 S 3 w 1 x, Ge 20 S 40 Br40 w2 x, As 2 Se 3 w 1 x, and
Ge 30 As 10 Se 30Te 30 w 3 x. More recent efforts have reported on rare earth doping for
active applications and, consequently, alternative glasses have been developed.
Examples of these glass systems include Ge-Ga-S w 4 x, Ge-As-Ga-S 2w 5 x,3Ga-La-S w6 x, 2
Ga-Na- S w 7 x, Ge-S-I w8 x, and Ge-As-Se w 9 x.
Since the chalcogenide glasses transmit to longer wavelengths in the infrared
( IR ) than silica and fluoride glasses ( Figure 1 ), there are numerous
potential
2
applications in the civil, medical, and military areas. These can be essentially
divided into two groups, namely, ``passive’’ and ``active ’’ applications. The passive
applications utilize chalcogenide fibers as a light conduit from one location to
anothe r without changing the optical properties, other than that due to scattering,
absorption, and end face reflection losses associated with the fiber. Active applications of chalcogenide glass fibers are where the initial light propagating through
the fiber is modified by a process other than that due to scattering, absorption, and
end face reflection losses associated with the fiber. Examples of these include fiber
lasers, amplifiers, bright sources, gratings, and nonlinear effects.

described in this thesis are limited to three types of MIR transparent glasses: ZBLAN
(ZrF4-BaF2-LaF3-AlF3-NaF), which is a fluoride glass; As S and As Se3, which are
chalcogenide glasses; and tellurite glass (which contains TeO ). The NLW laser proposed
in Chapter 8 is designed based on silicon, which is a crystalline MIR transparent material.
Fig. 1.3 shows the relative transmission of several MIR glasses (tellurite glass is not
shown in this figure).

Figure 1. Infrared transmission spectra for several glasses ( thickness of about 2 ] 3 mm).
Fig. 1.3. Relative transmission
for silica, ZBLAN and three chancogenide glass fibers (taken from
[57]).

It is known that Rayleigh scattering dominates the ultimate glass transmission at lower
wavelengths and multi-photon absorption at longer wavelength. However, the peak
transmission of the most fabricated glasses (and glass fibers) is still limited by structural
losses caused by imperfect fabrication process [57]. Table. 1.1 shows the typical
transparency window and their loss at peak transmission wavelength of MIR glass fibers
as well as bulk silicon.
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Table 1.1. Typical loss and transparency window of MIR materials in this thesis [27]

Low-OH silica [58]

Typical Loss (dB/m) @
peak transmission
0.001 @ 1.6 µm

Transparency Window
(µm)
0.35 – 2.4

ZBLAN [27]

0.04 @ 2.7 µm

0.5 - 4.5

As-S [27]

0.12 @ 4.8 µm

1.5 - 6.5

As-Se [27]

0.25 @ 6.5 µm

1.5 – 10

Tellurite (TBZN) [27]

0.25 @ 3.6 µm

0.22 - 4.5

Silicon (linear loss) [45]

~1.0 @ 1.7 µm

1.2 - 9

Glass fiber/Bulk

1.4 Summary and thesis outline
This thesis presents three novel NLW MIR lasers:
1. WGM glass based microlaser (stand alone and amplified)
2. DFB Raman fiber lasers
3. DFB silicon Raman lasers
In addition the overall performance of gas sensors based on active and passive high-Q
WGM microcavities is discussed.
Table. 1.2 shows the characteristics of each one of the lasers.
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Table. 1.2. Summary of the characteristics of the proposed NLW MIR lasers in this thesis

Proposed
MIR laser
Er:ZBLAN
spherical
microlaser
Fiber
amplified
Er:ZBLAN
spherical
microlaser
DFB Raman
fiber laser
Resonantly
pumped DFB
silicon
Raman laser

Size of gain
medium

Power

Linewidth

Wavelength
coverage

Tunability

200 µm

10 µW

1MHz

2.71-2.73 µm

700 pm

N/A

1 mW

1 MHz

2.71-2.73 µm

700 pm

10 cm

>100 mW

<1 MHz

2.5-9.5 µm

2 nm

700 µm

>100 µW

<50 MHz

2.5-4.0 µm

1 nm

In Chapter 2, I review the theory of WGMs in spherical microcavities by studying the
optical modes in a ZBLAN microsphere in MIR region. Then, I investigate the role of
eccentricity and the loss mechanisms in MIR microcavities.
In Chapter 3, I describe the fabrication of high-Q fluoride glass microspheres using a
fully controlled home-made electrical microheater. By tapering the ZBLAN fibers, I
demonstrate fabrication of microspheres with diameters ranging 40-200 µm.
In Chapter 4, I review the Erbium emission at 2.7 µm and study the threshold pump
power, temporal stability, polarization characteristics and, spectral and modal properties
of the first room temperature Er:ZBLAN MIR microlaser. Then, I study the modal
structure of WGM microlasers and explain some of the experimental observations based
on the theoretical framework introduced in Chapter 2.
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In Chapter 5, I optimize the pumping efficiency of the Er:ZBLAN MIR microlaser.
Next, using a highly efficient MIR fiber amplifier, I increase the output power of the
optimized microlaser to a usable power level and estimate its linewidth.
In Chapter 6, I theoretically study absorption spectroscopy using passive and active MIR
WGM spherical cavities. I also discuss the practical limitations behind the failure of the
proof of concept experiment on intracavity absorption spectroscopy using Er:ZBLAN
micorlaser.
In Chapter 7, I study the design of a new family of NLW MIR lasers based on π-phase
shifted DFB structure embedded in single mode MIR fibers. I calculate the optimum
design parameters that result in single-frequency operation and lay the foundation for
future experimental efforts.
In Chapter 8, I calculate the required condition for MIR silicon Raman lasing and
discuss the issues responsible for failed attempts on demonstration such lasers. Next, I
propose and analyze a novel design based on DFB structure for ultra-low threshold MIR
silicon Raman laser.
In Chapter 9, I discuss future experimental and theoretical efforts that may enhance the
performance of MIR sources presented in this thesis.
Appendix I contains the derivations related to origin of microlaser mode structure that is
presented in Chapter 4.
Appendix II contains the derivation of the equation that describes required condition for
MIR silicon Raman lasing that is presented in Chapter 8.
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Appendix III contains the methodology that is used to calculate the effect of threephonon absorption (3PA) loss on the threshold pump power of DFB silicon Raman lasers
(Chapter 8).
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Chapter 2
Whispering-gallery modes in mid-IR spherical microcavities
WGM microcavities have been studied for decades as mirror-less and compact optical
cavities [1,2]. These microcavities can confine and store optical energy in a small volume
and for a relatively long time period (compared to optical oscillation period). As such, the
strength of light-matter interactions inside these microcavities is enhanced by orders of
magnitude. This strong interaction is a result of small effective area of Aeff~10 µm2 and
large resonant power buildup due to low optical loss along the closed optical path. These
properties, combined with ease of fabrication, make the WGM microcavities as great
candidates for designing compact and ultra-narrow linewidth lasers. This chapter
discusses the basic properties of WGMs of spherical microcavities and their coupling to
fiber-taper waveguides. Since this thesis is focused on spherical WGM microcavities and
lasers operating in MIR range, examples and related analysis are based on MIR
transparent soft-glasses at the relevant pump and laser wavelengths of 980 nm and 2700
nm.

2.1 Optical modes in spherical microcavities
Spatial electromagnetic field profile of WGMs of a spherical cavity can be found by
solving Helmholtz equation in spherical coordinates and are given by [2,3]:
𝛹!,!,! 𝑟, 𝜃, 𝜑 = 𝑁! 𝜓! (𝑟)𝜓! (𝜃)𝜓! (𝜑)

(2.1)

where (𝑛, 𝑙, 𝑚) are the mode numbers for radial, angular, and azimuthal field profiles
(𝜓! , 𝜓! , 𝜓! ) respectively. These single variable profiles can be expressed as [2,3]:
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𝜓! 𝑟 =

𝑗! 𝑘𝑛! 𝑟

for 𝑟 < 𝑅!

𝑗! 𝑘𝑛! 𝑅! exp −𝛼! 𝑟 − 𝑅!
𝜓! 𝜃 = exp [−

!" !
!

(2.2)

for (𝑟 ≥ 𝑅! )

]𝐻!!! ( 𝑚𝜃 )

(2.3)

𝜓! 𝜑 = exp [±𝑖𝑚𝜑]
𝑁! is the normalization factor (for 𝛹!,!,!
𝑁! =

!
!

where 𝛽! =

2!!!!! 𝑙 − 𝑚 ! 𝑅! ! [ 1 +

𝑙(𝑙 + 1)/𝑅!

!
!! !!

!

over all space) and is given by [2]:

𝑗! ! 𝑘𝑛! 𝑅! − 𝑗!!! 𝑘𝑛! 𝑅! 𝑗!!! 𝑘𝑛! 𝑅! ]

𝛼! =

and

(2.4)

𝛽! ! − 𝑘 !

!!/!

(2.5)

for a dielectric sphere with

refractive index of ns and radius of Rs in the vacuum. 𝑗! and 𝐻!!! are the spherical Bessel
function of the order 𝑙 and Hankel function of the order 𝑙 − 𝑚 respectively. 𝑘 = 2𝜋/𝜆 is
the propagation constant in vacuum.

Fig. 2.1. Coordinates of r, θ, φ correspond to radial, azimuthal and angular modes of a dielectric
spherical microcavity. Green color shows orientation of excited WGM.

The angular, azimuthal, and radial WGM mode numbers (𝑙, 𝑚, 𝑛) around a specific
wavelength (λ) can be found by solving this equation [2] (characteristics equation):
𝜂! 𝛼! + 𝑙/𝑅! 𝑗! 𝑘𝑛! 𝑅! = 𝑘𝑛! 𝑗!!! (𝑘𝑛! 𝑅! )
𝜂! =

1
𝑛! !

TE modes
TM modes
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(2.6)
(2.7)

For instance, Fig. 2.2 shows TE WGM mode numbers (𝑛, 𝑙) for a spherical ZBLAN
microcavity found near specific wavelengths by identifying the crossing points between
the left hand side (LHS) and right hand side (RHS) of Eq. 2.6. Each side is plotted against
angular mode number l. Fig. 2.2 (a) is plotted for λ=980 nm and Fig. 2.2 (b) is plotted for

λ=2714 nm (wavelengths corresponding to pump and laser wavelengths of Er:ZBLAN
MIR spherical microlaser respectively).

Laser (2714 nm)

(a)

Pump (980 nm)

(b)

Fig. 2.2. Angular and radial TE WGM numbers of a perfect ZBLAN spherical microcavity (Rs =
28 µm). (a) n,l for λ=2700 nm, and (b) r,p for λ=980 nm (q,p).

To visualize these solutions, angular mode number l gives the number of intensity
maxima around the sphere, which is similar to standing waves in a Fabry-Perot cavity.
The radial mode number n gives the number of maxima in the radial direction. Finally, |l20

m+1| (where m is the azimuthal mode number and -l<m<l) gives the number of maxima
in the angular direction that is perpendicular to radial direction. Fig. 2.3 shows the
WGMs intensity profile in radial and angular directions for fundamental mode (lm,n)=(0,0) and a higher order mode (l-m,n)=(10,3) of a ZBLAN microsphere with radius
of 28 µm for laser excitation around λ=980 nm.
(a)
n=3

n=1

l=m

(b)

l-m=10

Fig 2.3. Intensity profiles of TE WGMs in a ZBLAN microsphere (Rs= 28 µm) for laser
excitation around 980 nm. (a) Radial mode profile inside the microsphere. (b) Angular mode
profile in angular (θ) direction.

For a perfect sphere, the resonant frequency of each mode can be estimated by the
corresponding angular mode number l and radial mode number n; azimuthal modes
(which are different m numbers) for a pair of l,n are degenerate in frequency. If the cavity
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is not perfectly spherical (nonzero eccentricity), all the azimuthal modes become nondegenerate, which means that for a specific angular mode number l, there are 2l+1
different resonant frequencies corresponding to each azimuthal mode. Since it is difficult
to make a perfect microsphere with zero eccentricity, in practice for most fabricated
microspheres, several closely-resonant frequencies can be found for each value of l. Fig.
2.4 shows the excited modes of an Er doped silica microsphere as the pump wavelength
is scanned near 980 nm [4]. Visual observation of these modes would be impossible in a
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perfect sphere, since single pump wavelength would excite all the degenerate azimuthal
modes and simultaneously result in near uniform green fluorescence emission due to upconversion.

Fig. 2.4. Green fluorescent light due to selective excitation of WGMs in an Er:silica microsphere
(with eccentricity) by
tuning
pump of
laser
wavelength
near
nm. Inusing
each
panel, the wavelength
Figure
3.8: Excitation
whispering-gallery
modes
in a980
microsphere
a tapered
optical
ﬁber. The equatorial
plane of the to
WGM
is deﬁned
by the of
steml and
of them.
mi-The green color is
is matched to resonant
wavelength
corresponding
specific
values
crosphere, and is angled with respect to the taper axis. The number ﬁeld of maxima
due to up-conversion
fluorescence
figure
taken
from
[4]).
in the
polar direction emission.
is given by −(This
m + 1. The
opticalwas
modes
are made
visible
in this
experiment by the presence of erbium ions, implanted into the microsphere surface.
The green luminescence is originating from the 2 H11/2 stark level of erbium, excited
via a combination of coorporative up-conversion and excited state absorption.

Resonance frequencies associated with mode numbers (l,m,n) for an ellipsoidal
microcavity with an eccentricity of 𝜀 = 𝑎! − 𝑏 ! /𝑎 are approximately given by [5]:
!",!"
𝜈!,!,!
~𝐹𝑆𝑅. [𝑙 + 0.5 − 𝐴!

!!!.!
!

!!

− Δ!",!" + (1 − !! )(𝑙 − |𝑚|)/2]
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(2.8)

∆ !" = 1/𝛽!
∆ !" = (1 − 𝛽! ! )/𝛽!

(2.9)

Where a is the axis that passes through the coupling junction (see Fig. 2.5), FSR is the
free spectral range of the cavity (𝐹𝑆𝑅 = 𝑐/𝜋𝐷𝑛! ), 𝛽! is the propagation constant of
WGM (𝛽! =

𝑙 𝑙 + 1 /𝑎), and An is the nth zero of Airy function An =[2.338; 4.088;

5.521; 6.787; 7.944; 9.023]. Note that Eq. 2.8 is an approximate solution for l>>l-|m|,
corresponds to sin(θ)~θ.

Fig. 2.5. Definition of optical axis (a and b) for ellipsoid with respect to exited WGM (green
color).

Fig. 2.6 shows resonant wavelengths of a perfect ZBLAN microsphere when R=a=b=28
µm for wavelength ranges between 975-985 nm. Three colors black, red, and blue are
associated with first three radial modes n=1, n=2, n=3 respectively.

Fig 2.6. Resonance frequencies for a prefect ZBLAN sphere (a=b=28µm) around 980 nm. The
black line indicates the first radial mode number n=1, the red line indicates the second radial
mode number n=2, and the blue line for third radial mode number n=3.
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For a similar dimension ellipsoid when a=28µm and b=27µm, all the azimuthal modes
become non-degenerate therefore spectrum contains many closely spaced resonance
frequencies (see Fig 2.7a). Here, the minimum mode separation for degenerate azimuthal
modes is due to eccentricity given by ~ 𝐹𝑆𝑅. 𝜀 ! /2.
(a)

(b)

Fig 2.7. Resonance frequencies for a ZBLAN ellipsoid (a=28µm and b=27µm) around 980 nm
for spectral range of: (a) 975-985 nm. (b) 979.9-980.1 nm.

Fig. 2.7 (b) shows the spectrum within a smaller wavelength range of 200 pm, which
reveals that there are several modes in such a small range. For such an ellipsoidal cavity,
a narrow linewidth pump laser (Δλ = 1 pm) will only excite 1 or 2 modes, resulting in
seeing a excitation state similar to the ones found in Fig. 2.4.
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2.2 Loss mechanisms in whispering-gallery mode microcavities
The loss experienced by a WGM of a microcavity is quantified by its optical quality
factor (Q), defined as the ratio of the energy stored inside the cavity and the round-trip
loss. In practice, the total quality factor (Qtot) is measured using the approximation of
!

!

𝑄!"! ~ ∆! = ∆! where 𝜈 and 𝜆 are the resonant frequency and resonant wavelength of the
corresponding WGM and ∆𝜈 (∆𝜆) is the FWHM of Lorentzian fit to the mode spectrum.
As a result, a smaller round-trip loss results in higher Q-factor and smaller ∆𝜈. The main
sources of loss in microresonators are [2,3]:
1.

Intrinsic loss (material absorption + impurities + other scattering losses such as
surface roughness)

2. WGM loss (radiation of the WGM due to total internal reflection at circular
curvature)
3. External loss (power exchange with an external coupler)
The total quality factor of the microcavity can be written as a sum of all quality factors
associated with each loss mechanism:
𝑄!"! !! = 𝑄!"# !! + 𝑄!"# !! + 𝑄!"# !!

(2.10)

Each Q-factor will be defined in the following Sections.

2.2.1 Intrinsic loss
Intrinsic losses are major restricting factors for the quality factor of microresonators
(Qint). Besides scattering losses due to surface roughness and losses due to other
impurities of the glass, material absorption of dielectric microcavity limits the ultimate
achievable quality factor for a microresonator (which material absorption limits the
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quality factor; absorption limited quality factor: Qabs). For an ideal glass microsphere
with very low impurities and surface roughness, the material absorption is mostly due to
Rayleigh scattering in shorter wavelengths or multi-phonon absorption in longer
wavelengths. In this case, the absorption limited quality factor of a microsphere is
calculated knowing the absorption coefficient of the glass by [2,4]:
𝑄!"# =

2𝜋𝑛!""
𝜆𝛼

(2.11)

where 𝛼 = 𝐴𝑒 !!" + 𝐵𝜆!! is the linear absorption (m-1), that the first term is due to
multi-phonon absorption and the second due to Rayleigh scattering [6]. Parameters
(a,A,B) are found by precise loss measurement for high-purity glasses. Fig. 2.8 shows the
calculated Qabs using measured (a,A,B) parameters in ref. 6 and Eq. 2.11 for silica glass
and low-phonon energy glasses such as chalcogenide (As2S3, As2Se3) and ZBLAN.

Fig. 2.8. Ultimate achievable quality factors in silica, ZBLAN and chalcogenides (As2S3, As2Se3)
glass microspheres (absorption limited quality factors).

Fig 2.8 clearly shows that for Erbium’s 2.7 µm laser emission, ZBLAN glass is superior
and allows for attainment of ultimate Qabs of ~ 1012. Fig 2.9 shows the calculated intrinsic
quality factor Qint (intrinsic losses include material absorption losses, impurities, and
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surface roughness) using measured values of loss in the corresponding optical fibers.
Since the microspheres are usually melted from glass fibers, I expect Qint ~ Qabs for
perfectly fabricated spheres that are crystal-free, defect-free, and have smooth surfaces.

Fig. 2.9. Calculated absorption limited Q-factor based on measured value of propagation loss in
the corresponding glass fibers.

Note that the contradiction between Fig. 2.8 (Qabs) and Fig. 2.9 (Qint) is due to other loss
sources such as scattering and impurity losses that will show up for Qint. Qabs was
calculated based on material absorption losses for ideally pure glasses. Comparing Qabs
and Qint of ZBLAN spheres in these two figures for short and long wavelengths indicates
that despite the maturity ZBLAN fabrication processes, ZBLAN fiber fabrication adds
some scattering losses most likely due to microcrystalization and impurities in glass
fibers.
I focused on fabrication and study of fluoride glass microspheres (InF3, AlF3 and
ZBLAN) for Erbium 2.7 µm emission. Table 2.1 shows the measured intrinsic Qint for the
well-known MIR glass spherical microcavities. Measured Qs for chalcogenide and
tellurite microspheres were taken from reports in references 7-9.
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Fabricated high-Q mid-IR microspheres

Table. 2.1. Measured intrinsic quality factors Qint for MIR spherical microcavities.
Photograph of the fabricated
microsphere

Fiber Loss
(dB/m)
@ 3 μm

Refrac>ve
index
@ 3 μm

Measured
Q-factor
(intrinsic) at
1550 nm

As2Se3

0.25

2.65

2×106

As2S3

0.2

2.41

7×107

Glass

Reference

Chalcogenide
Vanier, F. et al.
[7]
(2013)

Ruan, Y., et al.
(2014)

Tellurite
(TZNL)

µm
5 5μm

0.24

2.0

1.3×107

Guo,[8,9]
Ch., et al.
(2015)

0.1
0.05
0.06

1.49
1.46
1.51

3.6×106
5.5×105
4×107

Way,
B., et al.
[10]
(2012)

90 µm
Fluoride

InF3

InF3
AlF3
ZBLAN

ZBLAN

(ZrF4-BaF2- LaF3-AlF3NaF)

- Vanier, Francis, et al. "Raman lasing in As 2 S 3 high-Q whispering gallery mode resonators." Op@cs leAers 38.23 (2013)
- Ruan, Yinlan, et al. "Tellurite microspheres for nanopar@cle sensing and novel light sources." Op@cs express 22.10 (2014)
- Guo, Changlei, et al. "Low-threshold s@mulated Brillouin scaAering in high-Q whispering gallery mode tellurite microspheres."
Op@cs express 23.25 (2015)
7
- Way, Brandyn, Ravinder K. Jain, and Mani Hossein-Zadeh.
"High-Q microresonators for mid-IR light sources and molecular sensors."
int
Op@cs leAers 37.21 (2012)

Our measured value of Q ~4×10 at 1550 nm [10] for ZBLAN glass is very close to7 the
calculated number in Fig 2.9, which indicates a slight post-process loss for the
microsphere. As such, I expect Qint of ZBLAN microspheres at 3 µm (where the
scattering losses are even lower at longer wavelengths), to be to be above 108 [10].

2.2.2 Radiation loss
Continuous total internal reflection at the dielectric-air boundary confines the propagating
waves within the dielectric microcavity. Although total internal reflection at a straight
interface is a loss-less process, the total internal reflection for a curved interface becomes
radiative [2-4]. This loss mechanism is called whispering gallery loss and is due to
tunneling of photons out of their bound state [4]. For large spheres and short wavelengths
(when R.ns/λ >> 10), WGM losses (radiation losses) are usually insignificant, and the
optical quality factor associated to radiation loss (Qrad) is typically much larger than Qint
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and can be neglected. For instance, calculations using analytical solution for WGM loss
using ref. 3, shows that for fundamental mode of a ZBLAN microsphere with diameter of
40 µm, Qrad is in the order of 1033 and 1011 at 980 nm and 2700 nm wavelengths
respectively. These values for Qrad are over 3 orders of magnitude larger than Qint of
ZBLAN microspheres. Fig. 2.10 shows the calculated Qrad for fundamental mode of
ZBLAN spheres with radius of 10, 20, and 40 µm as a function of wavelength.

Fig. 2.10. WGM quality factor (radiation quality factor) for ZBLAN microspheres with radius (R)
of 10, 20, and 40 µm plotted against wavelength. The red region shows where Qrad becomes
larger than Qint.

For ZBLAN spheres with R > 20 µm, Qrad are larger than Qint within the whole ZBLAN
transparency window. However, for smaller spheres Qrad can be a dominating factor for
wavelength range of above 2.0 µm.
For an excitation around a specific wavelength, Qrad is smaller for higher order radial
modes, while for a specific radial mode, Qrad becomes larger for higher order azimuthal
modes. Fig. 2.11 (a) and (b) show the calculated Qrad of a ZBLAN spheres with R=20 µm
for the first four radial mode numbers when (l=m) and for the first radial mode n=1 as a
function of l-m.
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(a)

(b)

ZBLAN R=20 μm
2700 nm

ZBLAN R=20 μm
n=1

980 nm

2700 nm

Fig 2.11. Radiation quality factor (Qrad) for ZBLAN microsphere with radius of 20 µm: (a)
Plotted against radial mode number n for l=m. (b) Plotted against l-m for first radial mode
number n=1. (l,m) are angular and azimuthal mode number respectively.

Note that since refractive index of other MIR glasses (chalcogenides and tellurites) are
larger than refractive index of ZBLAN glass, it is expected that Qrad to be higher for
similar microspheres made of these glasses.

2.2.3 External coupling loss
Another source of loss in microcavities is due to coupling loss. In each round-trip, a
portion of the circulating optical power leaks out through the coupling junction that is
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air and the resonator. Fig. 2.4 (a), (b) and (c) show prism coupling, angle-polished fiber
coupling and fiber-taper/waveguide coupling, respectively. They are all based on the
energy exchange between the evanescent field of WGM and that of the guided or totally
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(similarmedium.
to the output
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Prism coupling allows for tuning the phase-matching condition by changing the incident
beam angle while angle polished fiber enables the integration and one-time adjustment of
the phase matching condition by choosing the polished fiber angle. Fiber-taper coupling
is the most efficient technique for laboratory experiments, although it is very fragile. To
fabricate the fiber taper, a fiber is pulled using a hydrogen flame or an electrical heater
until its width becomes very small (usually 0.5-2 µm). The adiabatic profile of the fiber31

taper results in high transmission (ideally > 90%). The coupling strength (𝜅!" ) between
microsphere and the fiber-taper can be calculated from the overlap integral between the
electric field of fundamental mode of the fiber-taper (𝛷!"!" ) and the electric field of the
microsphere WGM ( 𝛹!,!,! ) . By taking into account the phase mismatching term
(∆𝛽 = 𝛽! − 𝑚/𝑅! ), coupling amplitude is given by [3]:
!,!,!
𝜅!"
𝑅! , 𝑅! , 𝑔, 𝑛! , 𝑛! =

𝑘 ! 2𝜋𝑅! /γ!
∆𝛽 !
𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑅!
)
2𝛽!
2𝛾!

(𝑛! ! − 1) 𝛷!"!" 𝛹!,!,! 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦
(2.12)

where the fiber taper LP01 mode field (𝛷!"!" ) is given by [3]:
𝛷!"!" 𝑟 =

𝛼! 𝐽! 𝑘! 𝑅!

𝐽! !! 𝑘! 𝑅! 𝐽! 𝑘! 𝑟

for 𝑟 ≤ 𝑅!

𝑉! 𝜋𝐽! 𝑘! 𝑅!

exp −𝛾! 𝑟 − 𝑅!

for 𝑟 > 𝑅!

(2.13)

for a fiber-taper refractive index of 𝑛! and radius of 𝑅! surrounded by air. Ja is the
regular first kind Bessel function of order “a”. In Eqs. 2.12 and 2.13, fiber taper
propagation constant 𝛽! is found by solving fiber-taper characteristic equation [3]:
𝑘!

for parameters

𝑘! =

𝐽! 𝑅! 𝑘!
𝐽! 𝑅! 𝑘!

= 𝛼!

𝐾! 𝑅! α!

𝑘 ! 𝑛! ! − 𝛽! !

𝛾! = 𝛼!

(2.14)

𝐾! 𝑅! 𝛼!
𝛼! =

𝐾! 𝑅! 𝛼!

𝛽! ! − 𝑘 !

𝑉! = 𝑘𝑅! 𝑛! ! − 1

𝐾! 𝑅! 𝛼!

where Ka is the second kind Bessel function of order “a”. Finally external quality factor
!,!,!
of the cavity is related to coupling amplitude (𝜅!"
) through [3]:
!,!,!
𝑄!"#
𝑅! , 𝑅! , 𝑔, 𝑛! , 𝑛! = 𝑚𝜋 |𝜅|!
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(2.15)

Fig. 2.13 shows the calculated effective refractive index (neff) of a low-OH silica (dry
silica) fiber at 980 nm and 2700 nm for various fiber-taper waist diameters by solving Eq.
2.14 for 𝛽! = 2𝜋𝑛!"" /𝜆.

Fig. 2.13. Effective refractive index of low-OH silica (dry silica) fiber-taper for 980 nm and 2700
nm wavelengths plotted against the taper waist diameter.

Note that low-OH silica fiber-taper becomes multimode for 980 nm and 2700 nm
wavelengths at waist diameters of larger than 0.71 and 2.1 µm respectively. The effective
index of WGMs is only related to the corresponding azimuthal mode number −𝑙 ≤ 𝑚 ≤
𝑙 for a specific angular mode family l and is given by:
𝑛!"" ~

|𝑚| 1
.
𝑅 𝑘

(2.16)

Among all WGMs, fundamental mode has the highest effective index. Fig. 2.14 shows
the effective index of fundamental WGM (l=m, n=1) of a ZBLAN microsphere at 980
and 2700 nm against the microsphere radius.
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Fig. 2.14. Effective refractive index of fundamental mode of a ZBLAN microsphere for modes
around 2700 nm and 980 nm wavelengths plotted against the sphere radius.

The effective index of the fundamental mode of sphere is usually much larger than the
low-OH fiber-taper, making the phase matching at pump (980 nm) and laser wavelength
(2700 nm) quite difficult. This is one of the main challenges for MIR spherical
microlasers as pumping efficiently and preserving high Qext for laser modes are desirable.
Table 2.2 shows the calculated effective index for LP01 mode of a 1µm diameter fibertaper made of MIR glass fibers as a better alternative to low-OH silica fiber.

Table 2.2. Effective index of MIR glass fiber-tapers with 1µm waist diameter.

Glass fiber
Chalcogenide (As-S)
Chalcogenide (As-Se)
Tellurite (TZN)
ZBLAN

neff for 980 nm
2.39
2.82
1.95
1.399

neff for 2700 nm
1.94
2.32
1.50
1.01

Since using thinner fiber-tapers can increase the coupling efficiency due to larger
evanescent power; for long MIR wavelengths, higher index fiber-tapers may provide
more efficient coupling to a lower index microcavity (such as ZBLAN). For instance,
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tellurite fiber-taper could be used for long MIR wavelengths for efficient coupling to a
fluoride glass microsphere.
Fig. 2.15 shows the calculated external quality factors for the first two TE radial modes
(n=1 and 2) of a ZBLAN sphere (R=90 µm) coupled to LP01 mode of a low-OH silica
fiber taper (waist diameter of 1 µm) for excitation at 980 nm.

Fig 2.15. Calculated external quality factor of the first two radial modes of a ZBLAN
microsphere (n=1,2) with radius of R=90 µm for in contact with low-OH silica fiber-taper with
diameter of 1µm plotted against l-m. l and m are angular and azimuthal mode number
respectively. The excitation wavelength is 980 nm.

The optical fields of the WGMs with odd l-m numbers have no maximum near
microcavity’s equator (defined by position of the fiber taper), so they will be weakly
coupled to the fiber-taper. As such modes with odd l-m have larger Qext compared to
modes with even l-m. The existence of a minimum Fig. 2.15 is due to the different levels
of phase matching for each azimuthal mode and fiber-taper. Fig. 2.16 shows the coupling
strength due to optical field overlap and phase matching strength between fiber-taper
mode and the first radial WGM of Fig. 2.15 (n=1).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.16: Coupling and phase matching strength for first radial mode of a ZBLAN microsphere
(R=90 µm, n=1) in contact with a low-OH silica fiber taper (waist diameter of 1 µm) for
excitation around 980 plotted against l-m (l and m are the angular and azimuthal mode number
respectively): (a) Coupling strength is only due to electric field overlap. (b) Phase matching
strength related to velocity matching of light in fiber-taper and light in microcavity.

As expected, the coupling strength becomes smaller for larger values of l-m, yet the phase
matching strength reaches its maximum value for a specific l-m within the same range
(where ∆𝛽 = 𝛽! − 𝑚/𝑅! is almost zero). Comparing the role of coupling strength and
phase matching strength, Fig. 2.16 reveals that the phase matching is the dominant factor
that controls the coupling between low-OH silica fiber-taper and a ZBLAN spherical
microcavity.
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2.3.1 Coupling regimes
The circulating optical field in a microresonator can be described by three main
parameters: frequency detuing (𝜔 − 𝜔! ), decay time of the resonator mode due to
internal loss {intrinsic+radiation} (𝜏! ), and the decay time of the resonator due to the
external coupler (𝜏!"# ). The optical quality factors associated with each decay time are
given by: 𝑄! = 𝜏! 𝜔! . Fig. 2.17 shows a schematic diagram of a fiber-taper coupled to a
microsphere. Here the incident and output optical field amplitudes are Ui and Uo
respectively. A is the amplitude of circulating in a microresonator.

Fig. 2.17. Schematic of fiber-taper coupled microsphere Ui,Uo, and A are incident, output and
intra-cavity electric field amplitudes respectively. τ0 and τext are intrinsic and external decay rate.

The steady state solution for optical amplitudes A, Ui, Uo are given by [2]:
𝐴
=
𝑈!

𝑖
𝜅𝜏!"#

(2.17)

1
1
2𝜏! + 2𝜏!"# + 𝑖 𝜔 − 𝜔!

𝑈!
1/𝜏!"#
= 1−
1
1
𝑈!
(2𝜏 + 2𝜏 ) + 𝑖(𝜔 − 𝜔! )
!
!"#

(2.18)

Where the cavity decay time due to external coupling (𝜏!"# ) is related to coupling
amplitude (𝜅) and cavity round-trip time (𝑇!" = 2𝜋𝑅𝑛!"" /𝑐) by: 𝜏!"# = 𝜅 ! /𝑇!" .
The coupling condition then falls within three categories [2]:
1. Under-coupled: 𝜏!"# > 𝜏! or 𝑄!"# > 𝑄! .
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and

0 < Arctan

!!
!!

<𝜋

2. Over-coupled: 𝜏!"# < 𝜏! or 𝑄!"# < 𝑄! .
3. Critically-coupled: 𝜏!"# = 𝜏! or 𝑄!"# = 𝑄! .

and

Arctan

!!

=𝜋

!!
!

Fig. 2.18 shows the transmission spectrum of a microcavity (𝑇(𝜔) = | !! |! ) for different
!

coupling conditions for a cavity with Q0=107.

Fig. 2.18. Transmission spectrum for three coupling regimes: under-coupled, over-coupled, and
critically coupled.

In addition, the cavity build up factor can be calculated using Eq. 2.17 [2]:
|

𝐴 !
𝜆
𝑄!"# !!
| = !
𝑄!"# (1 +
)
𝑈!
𝜋 𝑅𝑛!""
𝑄!

(2.19)

The cavity build up factor is larger for WGMs that have closer Qext to Q0, and its
maximum value occurs when the mode is critically coupled (i.e. Qext = Q0).

2.3.2 Quality factors associated with TE/TM polarizations
The solution of the equation (Eq. 2.6) for TE and TM WGMs shows that the TE modes
associates with slightly higher angular mode number l. As a result, TE modes have larger
Qrad than TM modes (i.e. Qrad~e2l) [2]. However, for a relatively large sphere, the
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contribution of Qrad in total quality factor of the microcavity is negligible as Q0<<Qrad
(see Fig. 2.10). As a result, external quality factors, Qext, associated with TE and TM
WGMs of the spherical cavity are the main contributing part in total quality factor of
microcavity. Fig 2.19 shows the calculated Qext for TE and TM modes of a ZBLAN
microsphere (R=90 µm) in contact with a fiber-taper (1µm waist diameter) for excitations
around 980 nm and 2700 nm (pump and laser wavelength of Er:ZBLAN MIR WGML).
(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.19. Qext of TE and TM modes for the first radial mode (n=1) of a ZBLAN microsphere
(R=90 µm) in contact with a low-OH silica fiber-taper with 1µm waist diameter plotted against lm (l,m are the angular and azimuthal mode number respectively): (a) for excitation around 980
nm (b) for excitation around 2700 nm.
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As evident from Fig. 2.19, the external quality factors associated with TE and TM modes
have different values. The difference depends on the wavelength and order of the excited
WGM. For instance, for WGMs around 980 nm, all TM WGMs with 60<l-m<110 have
larger external quality factor than TE WGMs. For WGMs around 2700nm with l-m<90,
all TM WGMs have larger external quality factor than TE WGMs, though for WGMs
with l-m>90, all TE modes have larger Qext.

2.4 Summary
In this chapter a brief review of various aspects of WGMs in MIR spherical microcavities
were presented. Starting from the general theory of WGMs, I discussed the spatial
distribution of optical field in the cavity, contribution of different loss mechanisms in the
total Q-factor, and required condition for efficient coupling to WGMs. Also various
coupling regimes and the corresponding build-up factor were calculated.
I showed that eccentricity plays an important role in the design of spherical microlasers.
In the presence of eccentricity the degenerate resonance frequencies of azimuthal modes
allow for selective excitation of WGMs with specific spatial profile near the pump
wavelength. The estimated values of effective index for several MIR glass fiber-tapers
suggest that tellurite glass fiber-tapers enable the most efficient coupling to WGMs in
ZBLAN microspheres.
Next, using the measured values for linear absorption loss of several glass fibers, I
confirmed that for Erbium’s 2.7 µm emission, ZBLAN glass microsphere is superior as it
supports WGMs with higher quality factors compared to the microspheres made of
chalcogenides and silica glasses. By calculating the radiation quality-factors associated
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with the WGMs of a ZBLAN microsphere I showed that in MIR range, radiation loss is
negligible for microcavities with a radius of larger than 20 µm.
The calculated values of Qext and Qrad for WGMs of a ZBLAN sphere around 980 nm,
show that in large spheres (radius>20 µm), TE modes have larger Qext than TM modes.
As such pumping with TM polarization is more efficient for MIR Er:ZBLAN spherical
microlaser.
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Chapter 3
Fabrication of high-Q soft-glass microspheres
3.1 Challenges of fabrication of soft-glass microspheres
The basic physics of microsphere formation in glasses is similar to the formation of
microspheres such as marbles or ball bearings, which involves a relatively wellunderstood interplay between the surface tension and viscosity of the material. However,
a great degree of smoothness of the surface and minimization of the subsurface structural
imperfections caused by the formation of micro-crystallites in soft glasses [1-4] are
required for fabrication of a high-Q (>107) WGM spherical microcavity.
Transition of an amorphous material (in this case glass) to microsphere, requires
increasing the temperature of the glass to the point that the surface tension forces take
over the molecular bonding forces of the bulk material. As opposed to crystalline material
that melts at a specific temperature (due to the periodic arrangement of atoms), here the
transition process is much more complex due to the level of disorder in the network of
atoms. Three distinct temperatures separate different phases for a glass that is absorbing
heat from an external source [4,5]. Tg (softening or glass transition point) is the
temperature at which the glass begins to soften. Tx (crystallization temperature) is the
temperature at which the covalent molecular bonds become loose enough for the
molecules to rearrange themselves as localized crystalline lattices within the amorphous
material. Tm (melting point) is the temperature at which all the bonds are broken and the
molecules can flow as liquid. Fig. 3.1 shows the typical differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) of the ZBLAN glass [5]. At softening point (Tg) and melting point (Tm), glass
absorbs the heat while at crystallization temperature (Tx) glass releases energy due to
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formation of microcrystals (transition to lower entropy). Tp is the peak crystallization
temperature. Typically, the parameter Tx-Tg can be used to quantify the tendency of a
specific glass to form crystals during re-shaping process (cooling) [5]. Larger Tx-Tg
means lower probability of crystallization.
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glass.
g is glass transition temperature, Tx is crystallization
temperature, Tm is melting temperature (cited from [5]).
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with 2.0 mol% of TiO2 showed three crystalline phases: β-BaZrF6, BaZrF6,
and NaZrF5. It is important to mention that Tx for 2.0 mol% of TiO2-doped
sample is higher than Tp for all samples. At Tp, all samples crystallized in
ﬁve different phases; apart from those crystallized at Tx, the phases
β-BaZr2F10 and Na7Zr6F31 could also be observed. The main crystallization phases were β-BaZrF6 and β-BaZr2F10 when the samples were
44the ZBLAN system [19–21]. There
treated at Tp, which was expected for
was also a transformation from NaZrF5 to Na7Zr6F31 when the 2.0 mol%
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The crystallization kinetics of these glasses was studied by

Table 3.1. Typical melting parameters of soft glasses (Units in oC).

Glass
Tellurite
(TWN)

Tg

Tx

Tm

Tx - Tg

reference

354

496

600

142

[10]

Chalcogenide
(GeAsSe)

404

524

683

120

[11]

ZBLAN

539

603

716

64

[5,6]

Fig. 3.2. Crystalized ZBLAN fiber under scanning electron microscope (SEM). Microcrystallization is obvious in the surface roughness, which acts as strong scattering sources that are
much larger than light wavelength (taken from [8]).

3.2 Fabrication of high-Q fluoride glass microspheres using fusion splicer
The fabrication of soft glass microspheres is much more challenging than silica glass
microspheres. Due to complex phase transitions of fluoride glass during melting and
solidification, fabricating high-Q fluoride microspheres, require enforcement of a specific
temperature profile. To explore the feasibility of fabricating high-Q fluoride spheres, at
the beginning I used a commercial fusion splicer (Vytran-FFS2000). The Vytran’s
microheater consisted of a U-shape filament made of tungsten. The control parameters of
the system were melting time, injected electrical power, and the position of the fiber tip
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with respect to the microheater. This device provides an inert environment by constantly
blowing argon gas inside the heater zone.

Fig. 3.3. Photograph of U-shape filament of Vytran-FFS2000.

To fabricate the spheres, fluoride fibers were cleaved using a tension cleaver (such as
Newport FK11 or 12). By varying the splicing power, time, and position of the fiber, best
value of the melting parameters were found. Note that optimum parameters depend on the
size and properties of the fiber (for my ZBLAN fibers, optimal melting time and power
were around 4 seconds and 4-5 Watts). Fig. 3.4 (b) shows the variation of the measured
linewidth of WGMs as a function of the position of the ZBLAN fiber tip (fiber diameter
of 125 µm) relative to the center of filament. These results indicate that a position
between 0.5 and 1.5 cm is optimal for fabricating high-Q ZBLAN microspheres.
(b)
(a)

0

1.5

3.0

Fig. 3.4. (a) Position of the fiber tip with respect to the center of the filament (1.5 shows the
center of the filament). (b) Measured linewidth of WGMs plotted against fiber-tip position.
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3.3 Fabrication of high-Q fluoride glass microspheres using home-made microheater
To increase the yield for fabrication as well as enhancing the quality factors of ZBLAN
microspheres, a home-made microheater was built [12]. The microheater is superior to
Vytran fusion splicer because:
•

It eliminates the induced asymmetries induced by gravity by melting the fiber
while placed parallel to the gravitational force (in Vytran splicer the fiber-tip is
perpendicular to gravity force),

•

It increases the uniformity and symmetry of the heating zone (the Vytran splicer
the heating elements is a U-shape filament which results in asymmetric heat
distribution inside the coil), and

•

It increases the fabrication yield by monitoring the temperature variation profile
and quantifies the optimum temperature variation profile.

The heart of the system is a microheater that consists of a nickel-chrome (nichrome) coil
wrapped around a capillary made of quartz that provides uniform and symmetric heat
distribution within the melting zone inside the capillary. The microheater components
(nichrome coil and quartz capillary) will not degrade because their softening points are
well above the melting points of soft glasses (<800 oC). Fig. 3.5 shows a close–up
photograph of the microheater element and a ZBLAN microsphere formed on a fiber tip
(for actual dimensions, see Fig. 3.6). To fabricate a microsphere using this system, a
small length of cleaved ZBLAN fiber is symmetrically placed inside the melting zone
and current is injected into the coil to raise the temperature of the ZBLAN fiber tip well
above its softening point, where the microsphere is naturally formed due to surface
tension. Upon formation, the microsphere moves away from the heating zone (see Fig.
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3.5 (b)) and it quickly cools down. The melting zone is slowly purged with an inert gas
(nitrogen or argon) to prevent oxidation and increase the cooling rate. The quality of the
resulting microsphere is controlled by the value and duration of the current that flows
through the coil, the position of the fiber in the heat zone (inside the capillary), and the
flow rate of the inert gas.
(a)
(b)
Fabricated
sphere
Nichrome
Coil

Quartz
Capillary

Thermocouple

Argon
gas
1.5 mm

Fig. 3.5. (a) Photograph of the microheater filament and formed ZBLAN microsphere. (b)
Schematic diagram showing the formation of microspheres using microheater.

Fig. 3.6. Actual dimensions of the microheater elements.
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The optimal value of these parameters for a given fiber diameter results in the formation
of high quality microspheres with diameters that are typically 1.5-2 times larger than that
of the fiber diameter. In order to monitor and control the temperature, a thermocouple
(with approximately a 0.5 second response time) was placed in to touch the nichrome
coil. As typical thermocouples are not small enough to be placed inside the capillary, I
calibrated the read out of this thermocouple to the melting point of the fiber. In addition,
a correction factor for the optimal temperature and its temporal variations was recorded.
Fig 3.7 shows the photograph of the whole device. The cleaved fiber tip is positioned
precisely inside the microheater by an XYZ adjusters and an angle adjuster. The
symmetrical positioning is confirmed using two cameras that image the fiber from the
bottom and side. A LabVIEW control interface (see Fig 3.7) was designed to control the
melting parameters such as current and time. The LabVIEW interface also monitored the
power (V×I) and resistance (R) of the heater (nichrome coil) as well as controlling the
inert gas injection using an electric valve.

Fig. 3.7. Photograph of the whole microheater device.
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To identify the optimum sphere formation parameters, several melting parameter sets of
current and time were tested. The optimum parameters were usually ~14W and ~4s. Note
that because of the changes of coil resistance due to the aging process, using the same
power and time could not guarantee the same temperature profile. To address this issue, I
rely on thermocouple readout to repeat the optimal result (I adjust the time and power to
obtain a target temperature). Fig. 3.8 shows the photograph of fabricated ZBLAN
microspheres of ~200 µm diameter with different melting parameters. The effect of
melting parameters (such as alignment of the fiber inside the capillary combined with
heating power and time) is evident from the shape and clarity of the resulting ZBLAN
microspheres. Z is the distance between cleaved fiber tip and the tip of microheater (see
Fig. 3.6). X/Y defines the position of the tip inside the microheater, as center means it is
symmetrically aligned.

Fig. 3.8. Fabricated ZBLAN microspheres with different melting parameters.
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For high-Q fabricated spheres, my temperature measurements at 0.5 mm above the
capillary (which corresponds to final position of fabricated sphere when it moves away
naturally), reveals that the sphere temperature decreases from ~650 oC to below 40 oC in
a fraction of a second. Fig. 3.9 shows the photograph of fabricated fluoride glass
microspheres along with scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of ZBLAN sphere,
showing their extremely smooth surface. Using a tunable NLW 1.5 µm laser and a silica
fiber-taper coupler, I measured the optical quality factor of fabricated fluoride glass
microspheres. Table. 3.2 shows the maximum measured values.

ZBLAN (SEM)

Fig. 3.9. Photograph of fabricated fluoride glass microspheres (ZBLAN, InF3, AlF3) along with
the SEM image of high-Q ZBLAN microsphere.
Table. 3.2. Measured optical quality factor for fluoride glass microspheres
Fluorides

Measured
Q-factor (intrinsic) at
1550 nm

InF3

3.6×10

AlF3

5.5×10

ZBLAN
(ZrF4-BaF2- LaF3-AlF3-NaF)

4×10

6

5

7
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High-Q optical mode

Given the ZBLAN fiber loss at different wavelengths (see Fig. 2.9), the maximum
measured value of Qint ~4×107 at 1.5 µm can be projected to a Qint of over 108 at 2.7-2.8
µm [13].

3.4 Fabrication of small diameter microspheres
In my sphere fabrication process, the diameter of the fabricated microsphere is
determined by the diameter of initial fiber, the fabricated spheres are 1.5-2 times larger
than the initial fiber diameter. Since ZBLAN fibers and specially uniformly doped
Er:ZBLAN fibers with smaller diameters was not available, in order to fabricate smaller
microspheres, the original ZBLAN fiber was rapidly pulled using step motors inside the
microheater to make a ZBLAN half-taper. This process requires short heating time and
moderate heat, when compared to fabricating microspheres [15]. By using these halftapers, I could fabricate microspheres with diameters ranging between 30 and 200 µm by
starting from 100 µm diameter fibers. Fig 3.10 shows the photograph of a ZBLAN halftaper along with the small microsphere diameter of ~ 30 µm that is formed after melting
the tip.

melting

Fig. 3.10. Left: a ZBLAN half-taper. Right: after melting, a small sphere is formed at taperd
region.

Fig. 3.11 (a) shows the photograph of a passive ZBLAN microsphere with a diameter of
~55 µm. Again, as a NLW tunable MIR laser was not available, I inferred the Q’s of the
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microspheres in MIR range (or at 2.7 µm) from the measured value at 1.55 µm. Fig. 3.11
(b) shows the measured transmission spectrum, which was normalized to the maximum
transmission of each microsphere. The corresponding loaded optical quality factor for
this microsphere near 1550 nm is 9.2×106 corresponding to an intrinsic Q > 107 near 2.7
µm [15].
(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.11. (a) Photograph of a ZBLAN microsphere with a diameter of 55 µm. (b) Normalized
transmission of a taper-coupled tunable 1550 nm in this passive ZBLAN microsphere (for
estimating its intrinsic Q).

3.5 Fabrication of Erbium doped ZBLAN microspheres
Active microspheres were fabricated using similar fabrication process. In this case, the
initial fibers (micro-rods) were clad-less ZBLAN fibers, doped uniformly with Erbium (at
a concentration of 8 mol%) with a diameter of 100 µm. As I did not have access to any
laser source with a wavelength far from ground state absorption lines of Erbium, I was
not able to measure the quality factor of doped spheres. Nevertheless, for MIR
wavelengths, I expect very small difference between the loss in doped and undoped
ZBLAN microspheres. The main source of deviation could be scattering from rare-earth
ions of the cavity.
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3.6 Summary
In this chapter, fabrication of high-Q fluoride glass microspheres with diameters ranging
from 30-200 µm fabricated from fibers with 100 µm diameter was reported. The largest
measured Q-factor at 1.5 µm was 4×107 for ZBLAN microspheres, corresponding to a
projected Q-factor of over 108 at 3.0 µm. To fabricate these high-Q microspheres, a
home-made microheater that provided cylindrically symmetric and uniform heating zone
was built. The microheater allowed controlling the heat flow, providing an inert
environment for melting, and avoiding crystallization through rapid cooling. By
monitoring the reformation process (cooling process) using a thermocouple, I realized
that high-Q ZBLAN spheres cools down from 650 oC to below 40 oC in fraction of a
second. In addition, using the recorded thermocouple readout for fabricated high-Q
microspheres, I was able to increase the fabrication yield.
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constant, T is the temperature, Ezl is the groundZBYA glass.
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Fig 4.2 shows Erbium energy levels. For Er’s 2.7 µm emission, a 980 nm excitation is
used to directly populate the I11/2 energy level, however other pump wavelengths that can
populate I11/2 indirectly can be also used (e.g. 780 nm that can populate I11/2 via I9/2). The
emission around 2.7 µm is associated with transition from I11/2 to I13/2. The natural
lifetime of I13/2 is much longer than that of the I11/2. Population inversion between I11/2
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and I13/2 can not be achieved only by pumping at 980 nm, because this 3-level system is
self-terminating due to insufficient decay rate from I13/2 to I15/2 (ground state). This
system remains self-terminating even when low-phonon energy host glasses are used to
reduce the multi-phonon decay rate of upper laser level. One way to overcome the
unfavorable decay rates is to increase the Erbium concentration [2]. High dopant density
enhances Er-Er interaction probability and increases the following cross relaxation
processes between Erbium ions significantly.
Cross relaxation #1 (ETU1):
One electron in lower laser level (I13/2) of ion#1 transfers its energy to an electron
in I13/2 of ion#2. As a result, ion#1 will have an electron in its ground state and
ion#2 will have an electron in I9/2 level (that rapidly appears in upper laser level
through a multi-phonon decay).
Cross relaxation #2(ETU2):
One electron in upper laser level (I11/2) of ion#1 transfers its energy to an electron
in I11/2 level of ion#2. As a result, ion#1 will have an electron in its ground state
and ion#2 will have an electron in F7/2 level.
The first process not only increases the population inversion (N11/2 – N13/2) by sending an
electron to upper laser level, but also increases the population inversion by providing an
electron in the ground state that can re-contribute in the pumping process. Although the
second process seems to depopulate the upper laser level, it transfers an electron to the
ground state that can contribute to pumping and one electron to F7/2 level that it might
appear on upper laser level after multiple radiations.
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Fig. 4.2. Cross relaxation processes for Er-Er interaction (taken from ref. 2).

Pollnau et al. have measured and showed that for ZBLAN glass, the ratio of first and
second process becomes optimized for 5-8 mol% Er concentration [3]. For lower
concentrations, such as below 1 mol%, it is difficult to achieve population inversion [3].

4.2 Characterization of Er:ZBLAN spherical microlaser
As mentioned in chapter 1, in WGMLs the gain medium also serves as the cavity and the
high quality factor of WGMs result in narrow-linewidth emission with an ultra-low
threshold pump power. By making high-Q WGM microcavities from heavily doped
Er:ZBLAN, I was able to demonstrate the first room temperature MIR WGML. The
microspheres are made from uniformly doped Er:ZBLAN clad-less fibers using the
method described in chapter 3. The Erbium concentration in the sphere is ~8mol%. A
fiber taper is used to couple the pump power into and the MIR power out of the
microsphere [4,5]. To prevent the high absorption of silica fiber-taper for the output MIR
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power, the fiber-taper was made from a low-OH silica (dry silica) fiber (Thorlabs
FG050LGA, NA=0.22, core diameter=50 µm; see Fig. 4.3 for transmission spectrum). I
measured the loss of this fiber using cut back method. The loss is ~5 dB/m @ 2.7 µm and
~0.001 dB/m @ 980 nm.

Fig. 4.3. Transmission spectrum of silica fiber for low-OH (dry) and high-OH (regular) contents
(taken from [6]).

While MIR fiber-tapers made of chalcogenide have already been demonstrated [7], due to
fragility and specific physical properties of soft glasses, pulling fiber taper made of soft
glasses is a very difficult task. Unfortunately to the best of my knowledge, a single-mode
low-OH fiber is not available and 50 µm was the smallest available core diameter. As a
result, a significant amount of the pump power is lost due to spatial filtering of the higher
order modes in the transition from multimode 50 µm core to the single mode 1 µm
diameter air-clad taper. A commercial narrow linewidth fiber–coupled diode laser with a
wavelength of 978 nm was used to pump Er3+:ZBLAN microspheres. The spectrum of
the pump laser consisted of four equally spaced (~0.1 nm) narrow linewidth modes (<
0.03 nm). To deliver maximum pump power to the tapered region, the output of the
pump laser from a single mode silica fiber was symmetrically spliced to the multimode
low-OH fiber. This way, the pump is coupled to the LP01 mode of low-OH fiber that
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8mol% Er3+

would pass through the adiabatic transitional region with minimal loss (see Fig. 4.4). In
most measurements, the fiber-taper waist that had a diameter less than 1.5 µm was in
Microlaser power

contact with the microsphere (i.e. the coupling gap was zero).

Silica
SM-980

Low-OH
silica ﬁber

loss 2dB/km

loss 1dB/km

1
modes at
980nm

D
d
loss 3dB/m
@2.7 µm
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modes at
980nm

Fiber taper:
SM at 980 for 0.75 µm > diameter

Fig. 4.4. Diagram showing
the junction between single-mode silica fiber (pump laser output) to
- Behsan Behzadi, Ravinder K. Jain, and Mani Hossein-Zadeh. “Characteriza;on of a room-temperature
the multimode low-OH
Under silica
review,fiber
JLWT. that is tapered down to < 1.5 µm for coupling the pump power
to the microcavity and coupling out the MIR radiation.

Contact mode coupling improves the mechanical stability and reduces power
fluctuations. Fig. 4.5 (a) shows the configuration used to test the Er3+:ZBLAN MIR
WGML (see Fig. 4.5 (b) for a side view of the microsphere). The microlaser output
power was collimated with a ruby ball lens of 7 mm diameter and measured by a cooled
(In-As) MIR detector (or Thorlabs PDA20H) after passing through a bandpass filter to
eliminate the residual pump power. For power measurement, I used lock-in amplification
with 1 kHz modulation frequency, which is far from the relaxation oscillation of the laser,
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio in the detection system. For spectrum analysis, the
collimated power was coupled to a MIR optical spectrum analyzer (Bristol Instruments,
Model 771B-MIR).
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mid-IR microspher

(a)

F-TP

60 µm

(b)

ZBLAN
dn/dT= −1.475 ×10-5 K-1
dR/RdT= 1.72 ×10-5 K-1

Fig. 4.5. Experimental setup used for characterization of fiber-taper coupled MIR Er:ZBLAN
spherical microlaser. (b) Side view of fiber-taper coupled Er:ZBLAN microlaser (F-TP shows the
fiber taper axis).

For almost all microlasers, the measured threshold pump power was found to be between
100-350 µW, and the slope efficiency between 0.1-0.37%, depending largely on the
coupling condition (fiber-taper diameter and alignment), surface quality, and shape of the
spheres (eccentricity). Fig. 4.6 shows the typical measured output power for an
Er3+:ZBLAN microsphere (diameter of 190 µm) with zero-coupling gap (fiber-taper in
contact with the microsphere). Note that the MIR power inside the microsphere laser is
equally distributed between clock-wise and counter clock-wise circulating modes and the
measured power accounts for only 50% of laser power generated. In addition, the
attenuation through the low-OH fiber and reflection from the dielectric-air interfaces
before the output port further reduce the power. The estimated total power at the coupling
junction, which is used for estimating the slope efficiency of the laser, takes into account
all of these factors.
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Fig 4.6. Typical threshold measurements of MIR spherical microlaser with diameter of ~190 µm.

4.2.1 Temporal stability
Fig. 4.7 shows the long-term power stability of the microlaser for over 7 minutes. The
microlaser power decreases with rate of ~0.3 nW/min with mean fluctuation of less than
2.5%.

Fig. 4.7. Measured power of a typical Er:ZBLAN spherical microlaser over 7 minutes. Inset: a
close up view, showing the amplitude of the power fluctuations.

A signal to noise ratio of 23dB was measured with 1s averaging time [8]. Typically, the
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signal to noise ratio improves at higher output powers. Most likely the power fluctuations
arise from a combination of the pump power fluctuations and thermo-optical drifts. As a
result, using more stable pump lasers and thermal stabilization can reduce the fluctuations
significantly.

4.2.2 Polarization
To study the laser polarization, first I optimized the microlaser output power by adjusting
the polarization of the pump using a fiber polarization controller. Next, the relative
polarizations of the pump and microlaser radiations were measured independently using
band pass filters centered at 980 nm and 2700 nm and a broadband linear polarizer (see
Fig 4.8 (a) for the experimental setup). Fig. 4.8 (b) shows the normalized transmitted
power for pump and laser as a function of polarization axis of the polarizer, where 0°
corresponds the position where the laser power is maximum. This measurement (that has
been repeated several times) shows that the pump and laser waves are orthogonally
polarized. This behavior is most likely related to the properties of TE and TM WGMs
[9,10]. Usually, one of these polarizations has larger coupling to fiber-taper, so the
external quality factor (Qext) of TE and TM polarizations are not equal. This is also
evident from my calculation in Fig. 2.19 of Chapter 2 for Qext of TE and TM WGMs of
an Er:ZBLAN sphere (R=90 µm) in contact with a fiber-taper with 1 µm waist diameter.
Note that a smaller difference between Qext and Q0 corresponds to a larger buildup factor
(see Eq. 2.19). Here Q0 is the quality factor of the cavity without external coupler
(Q0~4×104 at 980 nm). As such, my calculations in Fig.2.19 indicate that for 980 nm
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excitation, TE polarization results in larger circulating pump power inside the Er:ZBLAN
microsphere (QextTM - Q0 > QextTE - Q0).
Similar discussion is true for TE and TM WGMs around 2700 nm. WGMs that have the
largest spatial overlap with the pump WGMs while preserving higher Q will have the
maximum contribution to the output power. Since pump WGMs have higher overlap with
laser WGMs of l-m>90, the laser would have a TM polarization (see Chapter 2, Sections
2.1 and 2.3.2). This is my best explanation for the experimental observation on pump and
laser polarizations of an Er:ZBLAN microlaser.
(a)
MIR
polarizer

PC
980nm
pump

OSA
PD

9!

(b)

Fig. 4.8. (a) Experimental setup for polarization measurement. The distance between fiber-taper
and linear polarizer was <10cm. The fiber was straight from pillarization controller all the way to
the PD. (b) Measured relative polarizations of the pump and laser for an Er: ZBLAN microlaser
with a diameter of 90 µm in contact with fiber-taper (coupling position is optimized) at two
output powers.

Fig. 4.8 also shows that the polarization degree of the laser wave decreases at higher
powers, which indicate that a portion of the laser power is also circulating in the modes
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with the same polarization as pump that have smaller Qtot; At higher pump power the
threshold condition can be satisfied for modes with smaller Qtot (smaller feedback). To
confirm that the output power of a single-mode (single-frequency) laser is linearly
polarized, I monitored the peak intensity of a single line using a MIR optical spectrum
analyzer (OSA) and linear polarizer. The setup was similar to Fig. 4.8 (a) but instead of a
photodiode, an OSA was used. Fig. 4.9 shows the sine squared (sin2) fit to the peak
intensity variation versus the linear polarizer angle, which shows that the output for
single mode microlaser is linearly polarized.

Fig. 4.9. Peak intensity of single-line of microlaser plotted against the linear polarizer angle
(solid line).

4.2.3 Spectral and modal properties
For a given pump power, the output spectrum of the Er:ZBLAN microsphere laser
depends on the spatial overlap between WGMs excited by the pump radiation and the
WGMs that have enough gain (near the gain peak) and enough output coupling to the
fiber-taper. However unlike most of previous studies, the large spectral gap between the
pump wavelength (980 nm) and the MIR emission (2.7 µm) wavelength, the geometrical
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characteristics of the microcavity have a much more significant impact on the spatial
overlap between the pump and laser WGMs. As such, the lasing spectrum is much more
strongly affected by the size and eccentricity of the microsphere, the diameter of the fiber
taper and the coupling gap (between the taper and the microsphere). In my experiments
these parameters were limited by the microsphere fabrication process, the original
diameter of the Er:ZBLAN microrods and the stability of the fiber taper, i.e. fluctuations
in the gap size. In addition, the selected pump laser had a power dependent multiline
spectrum itself, which was exploited for controllable multimode laser operation leading
to desired multiline output spectra for specific coupling conditions. All spectral
measurements shown here were obtained with the taper coupler in the contact mode,
since this is more stable and results in higher slope efficiency. Fig. 4.10 (a) shows the
measured spectra from Er:ZBLAN microsphere laser of diameter D = 181 µm at four
different pump powers. Each spectrum consists of multiple WGMs corresponding to
different angular mode indices. These laser modes appear within 2.705 and 2.720 µm
spectral range that corresponds to the low pump power gain peak (~2.713 µm) in
Er:ZBLAN [1,11]. When absorbed pump power is 3.75 mW two modes (MF-1) that are
one free spectral range (FSR) apart from each other (FSR-1= 8.11 nm) are observed.
These modes gradually shift to longer wavelengths with an increase of the pump power
(4.2 mW). Further increasing the pump power to 5.45 mW excites a new mode family
(MF-2) where 3 modes are oscillating simultaneously. The first and last modes are one
free spectral range (FSR) apart from each other (FSR-2 = 8.28 nm). The second peak
corresponds to TE mode matches the FSR for TE and TM modes. The lack of the
corresponding other TE peak separated by FSR-2 is due to unavailability of pump power
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supporting its growth and lower gain (see below). The measured FSRs, (FSR-1 = 8.11 nm
and FSR-2 = 8.28 nm) are close to calculated FSR of 8.10 nm for WGMs confined near
the surface (first radial mode n=1) assuming a diameter (optical path length) of 90 µm
and effective index of 1.5.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.10. (a) Spectrum of multi-mode Er:ZBLAN microlaser at four different levels of absorbed
pump power: 5.75, 5.82, 4.21, and 3.75. (b) Spectrum of the residual pump power at 5.45 mW
and 3.75 mW. Inset: spectrum of the input pump power.

The red-shift at higher absorbed pump power within each mode family (MF-1 and MF-2)
is due to the thermo-optical effect and expansion of microsphere that can be estimated
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∆𝑇! + ! !" ∆𝑇! where R is the radius of the microsphere, γ is the

fraction of power residing inside the microsphere and neff is the effective index of
corresponding WGM mode. ΔT1 and ΔT2 are the local (where WGM circulates) and
global temperatures. For ZBLAN glass, 𝑑𝑛/𝑑𝑇 = −1.475×10!! (𝐾 !! ) and 𝑑𝑅/𝑅𝑑𝑇 =
1.72×10!! (𝐾 !! ). This red shift will be exploited for tuning of the single-mode laser as
will be discussed in Section 4.2.5 below. The excitation of the new mode family appears
to be caused by the red-shift of the 980 nm pump laser at higher pump powers that are
coupled to new pump modes which subsequently stimulate new WGM laser modes based
on their spatial overlaps within the microsphere. Fig. 4.10 (b) shows the residual pump
spectrum when absorbed pump power is 5.45 mW and 3.75 mW (corresponding to the
excitation of MF-1 and MF-2). The inset shows the spectrum of the input pump power.
The dips appearing near the peaks correspond to WGMs wavelengths excited near the
pump wavelength that upon absorption sustain MIR laser oscillation near 2.7 µm. As the
location and relative strength of each pump line depends on the driving current, one can
control the spectrum of the MIR microlaser by changing the pump current (power). While
limited, this level of tunability along with multimode operation can be useful for sensing
application. Basically by varying the power (spectrum) absorption of the surrounding
medium can be monitored at multiple wavelengths. This could be particularly important
for identifying gases with close absorption lines in a mixture.

4.2.4 Single-mode operation
While a 2-4 modes spectrum is typical, I was able to achieve single mode operation with
careful adjustment of the pump laser power (and thereby its spectrum) as well as location
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and orientation of fiber taper with respect to microsphere (to excite different mode
families). However I was not been able to establish a systematic algorithm for achieving
single mode output reproducibly. In general, as with many other laser systems, lower
pump powers are more conducive to generating single mode lasing outputs, whereas
higher pump powers tend to yield multimode outputs (since more modes may reach the
threshold).

Fig. 4.11. Spectrum of single-mode microlaser. Inset: The measured linewidth is limited by the
resolution of the spectrum analyzer which is 50 pm.

Fig. 4.11 shows the spectrum of a single mode microlaser with an output power of about
1.4 µW. The measured linewidth was limited by the resolution of the spectrometer (< 50
pm or 2 GHz), but the actual laser linewidth is anticipated to be much smaller (< 3 MHz).

4.2.5 Tuning the microlaser
The naturally narrow linewidth output of MIR WGM microlaser makes its tunable
operation highly desirable in molecular sensing applications. In principle tuning the laser
wavelength by controlling the temperature of the microsphere is the simplest technique
for wavelength tuning. However tuning the temperature of the microlaser simultaneously
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shifts the resonant wavelengths near the pump and laser wavelengths resulting in
excitation of new families of laser modes and therefore mode hoping (as opposed to
gradual tuning of the same mode family). Moreover using external heat source also
affects the strength of coupling between microresonator and fiber–taper that increases the
probability of mode hoping. As such I only tuned the microlaser by varying the absorbed
pump power similar to [12]. As shown in Fig. 4.12, when the pump power change is
small enough (to avoid excitation of different family of modes as shown in Fig. 4.10), the
wavelength of the single mode microlaser continuously shifts at a rate of about 0.2
pm/µW up to 280 pm (11.2 GHz). Such tuning should be usable for spectroscopic
applications where laser has to be tuned to resolve overlapping absorption lines of a gas
molecule. Here the maximum tuning range is limited by mode hoping due to spectral
shift of the pump laser. Although the gain spectrum itself can be strongly dependent on
the pump power, due in part to population redistribution between the Stark levels [11],
the observed wavelength tuning is fully attributable to thermal expansion of the ZBLAN
glass caused by extra absorbed pump power (corresponding to an temperature increase of
0.01°C/ µW) [10].

Fig. 4.12: Spectrum of single-mode Er:ZBLAN microlaser at four different pump powers (the
numbers are absorbed pump powers).
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4.2.6 Origin of microlaser mode structure
The diagram in Fig. 4.13 shows the relation among pump power, optical and geometrical
properties of the microsphere laser and the output MIR power associated with each
WGM inside the cavity.

Fig. 4.13. The relation among pump power, pump spectrum and geometrical properties of the
microsphere laser and the output MIR power associated with each WGMl-m,n inside the cavity.

The laser modes are labeled as WGMl,m,n and the pump modes are labeled as WGMp,q,r
where l,m,n and p,q,r are the angular, azimuthal and radial mode orders for WGMs near
the pump (980 nm) and laser (peak gain of erbium - 2714 nm) wavelengths respectively.

κl-m,n and κp-q,r are the coupling amplitudes for MIR and pump power respectively. These
coupling amplitudes are controlled by fiber-taper diameter (Dt), microsphere diameter
(Ds) and the coupling gap (g) and are related to the external quality factor (Qext) through
𝑄!"# = 𝑚𝜋/𝜅 ! . Note that here κl-m,n and κp-q,r cannot be tuned independently as pump
power and the laser are both coupled to the cavity via a single fiber taper. For a given
pump power and spectrum the energy coupled to WGMp,q,r is controlled by κp,q,r,
microsphere eccentricity (e) and intrinsic quality factor of WMGs near the pump
wavelength (Q0,P). The gain experienced by WGMl,m,n is proportional to its overlap with
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WGMp,q,r and pump energy circulating in WGMp-q,r. Finally the intrinsic quality factor
near laser wavelength (Q0,L) and κl-m,n determine the contribution of the energy
circulating in WGMl,m,n to the total MIR output power coupled to the fiber-taper. Clearly
due to complexity of these relations the prediction of dominant modes in the laser
spectrum is a difficult task. However estimated value of Qext’s and overlaps not only
narrows down the number of WGMl-m,n’s that can oscillate but also provides a guideline
for tailoring the geometrical parameters (i.e. Dt, Ds, g and ε) to generate a cleaner or even
single-mode spectrum with better slope efficiency. I calculated the coupling amplitudes
for pump and laser wavelength for a near perfect sphere (ε ⋍0) using the well-known
equations for WGM modes of microspheres [13] (see Chapter 2 for calculation
methodology). Fig. 4.14 (a) and (b) show calculated Qext for the first three radial
WGMl,m,n and WGMp-q,r (n and r =1,2,3) plotted against l-m and p-q for a ZBLAN
microsphere (Ds = 50 µm) coupled to the LP01 mode of a silica fiber-taper (Dt = 1 µm)
that is in contact with the microsphere equator (g = 0). A smaller diameter (Ds = 50 µm)
was used for these calculations for simplicity to understand modal behavior in the
presence of a fewer number of modes. The computations will be extended to larger
diameter microspheres in the future. The straight lines are Q0,P and Q0,L estimated based
on material absorption at pump and laser wavelength. A large portion of pump energy
circulates in WGMp,q,r’s that are near critically coupled to the fiber-taper (Qext ≈ Q0,P) and
their frequency is within the pump bandwidth. In fig. 4.14 two modes (i.e., r =1, p=261,
p-q=18 and r=2, p=252, p–q =18) are critically coupled.
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(a)

(b)
Laser

Pump

Fig. 4.14. Calculated Qext for the first three radial WGMp-q,r (a) and WGMl,m,n (b) plotted against
l-m and p-q for a ZBLAN microsphere (Ds=56 µm) coupled to the LP01 mode of a silica fibertaper (Dt=1 µm) that is in contact with the microsphere equator (g=0).

Among WGMl,m,n’s (laser modes) that have larger overlap with these dominant pump
modes, those with largest Qext have smaller oscillation threshold however due to small
coupling their contribution to the output power is small. As such few modes that have
enough overlap with a high energy pump modes and a Qext that is large enough to lower
the threshold power but small enough to allow power flow to the fiber-taper, will appear
in the output spectrum. Fig. 4.15(a) shows the calculated magnitude of dimensionless
spatial overlap integral between the normalized dominant pump modes (near critically
!,!,!
coupled) and the laser modes intensities (Γ!,!,!
). The threshold power for each WGMl,m,n

can be estimated by modifying the ring laser model [14]. In spherical microlasers the
!,!,!
pump power is also resonant in the cavity as such in addition to overlap factor (Γ!,!,!
) the

energy transfer efficiency from pump to laser modes (WGMl,m,n‘s) should include a
!,!,!
resonant power build-up factor (~𝑄!"! ! /𝑄!"#,!
). For critically coupled pump modes
!,!,!
(𝑄!"#,!
≈ 𝑄!,! ) the power build up factor is maximized and the efficiency is proportional

to:
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𝑄!,! !,!,!
Γ
4 !,!,!

(4.1)

Where 𝑄!,! ≈ 2𝜋𝑛! /𝜆𝑁!" 𝜎!"# is the absorption limited intrinsic quality factor of the
microcavity near the pump wavelength.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.15. (a) Contour plot showing the magnitude of overlap between different pump and laser
modes. (b) Estimated value of 𝜻th (that is proportional to threshold power) for the laser modes
shown in part-a.

Assuming that the resonant frequencies of the critically coupled pump modes are within
the pump bandwidth, the threshold power for WGMl,m,n (that include both clockwise and
counter clockwise modes) is proportional to (see Appendix I):
𝜁!!

!,!,!

=

!,!,! !!
− ln 1 − (𝑄!,!
)

𝑄!,! ×

!,!,!
!,!,! Γ!,!,!

(4.2)

!,!,!
where 𝑄!,!
is the total quality factor of the corresponding laser mode (WGMl,m,n).

Clearly the summation in the denominator is over the critically coupled pump modes.
Fig. 4.15(b) shows the estimated value of 𝜻th for the laser modes shown in part-a. The
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dominant laser modes are 4,90,1 and 6,90,1 pumped by 18,252,2 and 18,261,1
respectively. In reality the magnitude of ε (eccentricity) is slightly larger than zero and
has a strong impact on laser spectrum since it controls the frequency spacing among
modes with different values of l-m (or p-q) that are degenerate when ε =0. As such e
affects the output spectrum through pump modes that can be excited with a given pump
laser spectrum as well as the frequency of the dominant laser modes. Using the abovementioned framework one can find the optimal microsphere size and shape for a given
pump laser and visa versa. This analysis also suggests that a better control over the output
spectrum and slope efficiency can be achieved by decoupling κl-m,n and κp-q,r (and the
associated Qext’s) using independent couplers for the pump and laser (for example two
angle polished fibers). A thorough understanding of the microlaser spectrum requires a
careful analysis of the threshold for each WGMl-m,n’s the amount of gain it experiences
and its coupling to fiber taper. Note that the complexity and relevance of spectral analysis
increases with the difference between the spatial distributions of pump and laser inside
the microsphere and therefore their wavelength. For a typical NIR laser (λ=1550 nm) this
difference is less than 500 nm while for the MIR microsphere laser discussed here
(λ=2700 nm) the difference is 1720 nm.

4.3 Summary
I measured the threshold power, slope efficiency, output polarization and spectrum of
MIR Er:ZBLAN WGML in contact mode (fiber-taper in contact with the microsphere)
and using a low cost 980 nm pump laser. The output light is linearly polarized and the
long term power stability of the free running device is better than 2.5%. Both single mode
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and multimode spectrums have been observed and the measured linewidth of the laser is
better than 50 pm (limited by the resolution of the optical spectrum analyzer). I also
developed a semi-empirical theory that can predict the dominant lasing mode of
microlaser and explain the experimental observation on mode-hopping in Er:ZBLAN
microlaser. Using the qualitative relation among the parameters that affect the laser
spectrum, I explained the main features of the dominant lasing modes. This simple
analysis also provides guidelines for designing WGMLs with desired spectrum.
The main advantages of WGML MIR microlaser compared to MIR QCLs or ICLs are
simplicity, lower cost and narrower linewidth (potentially down to sub-MHz level). In
addition, the microlaser is much simpler than NLW fiber lasers and semiconductor lasers
that require expensive high quality mirrors or DFB structures. As mentioned before, since
the evanescent tail of the WGMs interacts with the surrounding medium, WGML can
naturally serve as an intracavity sensor while in DFB QCLs and ICLs the circulating
optical power is isolated from the environment. The need for optical pumping and low
level of output power are the main disadvantages of WGMLs compared to other MIR
laser technologies. However the optical pump for a MIR WGML is usually a NLW NIR
semiconductor laser that is relatively low cost and readily available due to its extensive
application in optical communication.
The MIR WGML demonstrated here can be turned into a compact system. The
microsphere and fiber-taper can be placed in a in a small (2×0.5×0.2 cm) hermetically
sealed package (operation in contact mode makes the device immune to small mechanical
vibrations.). Simply by connecting this small fiber-coupled device to a compact fixed
wavelength DFB pump laser, µW level NLW MIR power can be generated in a handheld
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system. A Bragg grating can be written on the output fiber to eliminate the residual pump
power. In principle even 10 µW is enough for many sensing applications. Note that MIR
LEDs cannot generate more than 100 µW within the 2.5-3 µm wavelength range and
NLW MIR semiconductor lasers are about 10 times more expensive than the estimated
cost for proposed system. As shown previously the spherical microlasers can be coupled
to on-chip waveguides [15]. So a ridge waveguide fabricated based on MIR transparent
material (such as silicon) may be integrated with Er:ZBLAN MIR microlaser to improve
its performance and in the meantime reduce the size of the device.
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Chapter 5
Power scaling and amplification of mid-IR spherical microlaser
5.1 Power scaling
In this chapter, I discuss power scaling methods and demonstrate near-mW level MIR
output powers at 2.71 µm from an amplified Er:ZBLAN MIR WGML which is a usable
power level for several important applications. The power scaling was achieved via three
steps: 1) improving the output power of the “seed source” MIR WGML, 2) designing and
fabricating a high-gain Er-Pr:ZBLAN fiber amplifier with a peak gain near the
wavelength of the seed laser, and 3) optimizing the power coupling efficiency between
the WGML and the amplifier. I confirmed that the resolution-limited measured linewidth
of the amplified MIR microlaser stays below Δλ = 50 pm (Δν =2 GHz), as needed for
high-sensitivity molecular detection applications.
The Er:ZBLAN MIR WGMLs described in chapter 4, they all had diameters (DL)
between 170 µm and 220 µm and internal slope efficiencies (ηint) between 0.1% and
0.37% and microlaser output powers (PL,J) between 100 nW- 700 nW for around 2 mW
incident pump power. Here, ηint = ratio of the laser output power coupled to the fiber
taper at the coupling junction (PL,J) and the absorbed pump power (Pp,Ab) (see Fig. 5.1
for definitions). For these microspheres only 15-28% of the incident pump power was
absorbed by microspheres.

Fig. 5.1 Definitions of the incident (PP,I), junction (PL,J) and transmitted pump (PP,T) and laser
(PL,T) powers for fiber coupled microsphere.
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A simple theoretical analysis based on reference [1], indicates that in the previous
measurements, the output power, Pout, for a given pump power, Pin, was limited primarily
by the coupling efficiency between the microsphere and the fiber taper, which resulted in
a small external slope efficiency (ηext) of ~0.05%. Here, ηext is the ratio between PL,J and
the input (incident) pump power at the coupling junction (PP,J). For larger microspheres
[2,3], the combination of poor phase matching with WGM modes [2] and the small
evanescent tail at the pump wavelength results in less efficient pumping. Fig. 5.2 shows
the calculated variation of ηext/ηint, as function of the Er:ZBLAN microsphere diameter
(with a doping level of 8 mole%). Here ηext/ηint is proportional to the pump absorption
efficiency or PP,Ab/PP,J where PP,Ab = PP,T – PP,J, and PP,T and PP,Ab are the transmitted
pump power and the absorbed pump power respectively. For each data point on solid
line here, the estimated values are based on the WGM with the largest achievable
coupling factor to the fiber-taper (of 1 µm waist diameter); as such, each point may
correspond to a different WGM near pump wavelength. The green region in Fig. 5.2
shows all the accessible values of ηext/ηint that depends on the excited WGM number
(excitation wavelength). For instance for spheres with diameter of > 44 µm coupling to
all WGMs will results in ηext/ηint <1. For small spheres (diameter < 44µm), there are
always WGMs that can provide ηext/ηint >1 though these region also corresponds to high
radiation losses at 2.7 µm (small Qrad, see Fig. 2.10) that are not favorable. As evident
from the figure, the pump absorption efficiency for a 180 µm diameter microlaser is
about 10 times smaller than its maximum value that occurs around DL ~ 44 µm, implying
preference for using smaller microspheres than the ones I used previously [2,3].
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Fig. 5.2. Ratio of the calculated external and internal slope efficiencies (ηext/ηint) calculated as a
function of the Er:ZBLAN microlaser diameter using a silica fiber-taper (of 1 mm diameter) that
is in direct contact with the microsphere near its equator. ηext/ηint=1-(Qabs-Qext/Qabs+Qext)2 where
Qabs and Qext are absorption limited and external quality factors [2] at λ=980 nm respectively (for
8 mole % Er:ZBLAN , Qabs~2×104). Green color shows accessible values depend on the excited
WGM.

As it was discussed in Chapter 3, the lower limit of the microsphere diameter was
determined by the available uniformly doped fibers/micro-rods. The smallest available
Er:ZBLAN fibers/micro-rods had a diameter of ~100 µm, the resulting high-Q
microspheres were typically of D = 150-250 µm diameter. In order to fabricate
microspheres of smaller diameter, I reduced the diameter of the original fibers by pulling
and tapering these fibers rapidly to avoid formation of micro-crystals during the process
in a custom electric microheater (see Chapter 3 for fabrication). I was able to fabricate
high-Q ZBLAN microspheres with diameters between 55 and 100 µm by melting the tip
of such tapered fibers using my original method [2,4]. Note that while a similar approach
has been previously used to fabricate small silica microspheres [5], the complex physical
characteristics of ZBLAN (especially its tendency for crystallization) has been a major
bottleneck for fabrication of small diameter ZBLAN microspheres. I fabricated several
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Er:ZBLAN microspheres (with uniform Er density of 8 mol %) of diameter between 30
and 150 µm, and characterized their lasing properties using a fiber taper coupler
fabricated using a multi-mode low-OH silica fiber and a standard experimental
configuration [2,3]. As expected, the largest ηext was observed with a microlaser of 55
µm diameter (the smallest fabricated high-Q microsphere). Fig. 5.3 shows the PL,J plotted
against PP,J for the original MIR WGML (D = 180 µm) reported in [2,3] and a WGML of
diameter D = 55 µm (this work). In both microlasers, the fiber-taper was in direct contact
with the small microlaser (g = 0).

Fig. 5.3. The total MIR output power plotted against incident pump power for a Er:ZBLAN
WGMLs: Red squares: D=55 µm. Blue squares=180 µm [3]. The inset shows the definition of the
junction and transmitted powers.

Note that PL,J was inferred from the transmitted laser power (PL,T), taking into account
the bidirectional nature of the microlaser and the propagation loss from the junction to the
output port. The measured MIR power is still two times smaller than PL,T due to
reflection from the dielectric-air interfaces (lens and filter) before the photodetector.
Based on my measurements, for the small (D = 55 µm) microlaser, 80% of the input
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pump power available at the coupling junction was absorbed, and subsequently converted
to MIR radiation (λ=2.71 µm) with an external slope efficiency of 0.29%. As a result of
the improved coupling efficiency and better spatial overlap of the pump and laser modes
[2], ηext was enhanced by about 6 times in the smaller microsphere. Note that the
measured value of ηext/ηin (80%) is lower than its theoretical value (~90%, see Fig. 5.2)
because in my calculation I only consider WGMs with maximum coupling to the fiber
taper, while in reality the pump may couple to other modes. Moreover is difficult to
measure the exact diameter of the fiber taper. Fig. 5.4(a) shows the variation of PL,J as a
function of the absorbed pump power (Pp,Abs = PP,T - PP,J) for the same microlaser for zero
and non-zero coupling gaps (g). The internal slope efficiencies (ηint’s) are 0.36% and
0.17% for g = 0 and g > 0 respectively. As such, for this microlaser, operation in the
“contact mode” not only makes the system more stable by eliminating the power
fluctuations induced by coupling fluctuations but also results in larger optical output
power. To show that g = 0 correspond to a near-critical coupling condition for the pump
wavelength, I measured PL,J and residual pump power (PP,T) as a function of gap (Fig.
5.4(b)). Here zero displacement corresponds to the largest gap at which the MIR output
power is detectable by the photodetector. Moving the microsphere 80 nm closer to the
fiber-taper makes the gap small enough for the electrostatic force to pull the fiber-taper
toward the microsphere and attach them together (as such smaller coupling gaps could
not be measured). The behavior in Fig, 5.4(b) shows that even for the smaller
microsphere, the residual pump power decreases (coupled pump power increases) by
decreasing the gap (g), indicating that the system is getting close to the critical coupling
condition, but is still under-coupled at the pump wavelength.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.4. (a) Plot of the total MIR output power for Er:ZBLAN microlaser (D = 55 µm) for two
values of gap. (b) Plot of the MIR output power and the residual pump power as a function of the
fiber-taper displacement. Note that in Fig, 5.4 (b), 80 nm displacement corresponds to zero gap
(g = 0).

5.2 Amplification
The next stage of power scaling requires increasing the output powers to desirable levels
with minimal degradation of the key specifications needed. For the target application
here, namely spectroscopic sensing, I focused on demonstrating a mW power level source
by using an optimized MIR fiber amplifier [6], with a target gain of 30 dB, limited only
by the onset of spurious parasitic oscillations [7,8] without serious degradation of the
amplitude noise or the linewidth of the microlaser-based MIR source. Due to the red-shift
[6] of the MIR gain at high pump intensities in heavily-doped Er:ZBLAN glasses, the
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microlaser output spectrum is not well-matched to the gain spectrum of an Er:ZBLAN
fiber amplifier whose doping closely matches that of the microsphere. In order to achieve
high gain at the microlaser output wavelength (~2.71 µm), I constructed a MIR amplifier,
depicted schematically in Fig. 5.5 below, using a double-clad “DCF” (13 µm core and
125 µm concentric circular clad) 4.8 m long Er-Pr:ZBLAN fiber (labeled “EPDF” in Fig.
5.5) with 2 mol% Er3+ and 0.5 mol% Pr3+ [14] and a 980 nm high power (>5 Watt) laser
diode (“980 nm HP DL” in Fig. 5.5) pump. A low-OH silica fiber, initially of 50 µm core
diameter was used for fabrication of the fiber taper (of estimated 1 µm waist diameter in
the microsphere coupling region).

Fig. 5.5. Experimental arrangement for amplifying Er:ZBLAN microlaser.

As part of the optimization process for the microlaser-EPDFA composite system, to
ensure efficient coupling between the microlaser and the EPDFA, we replaced the lowOH (dry silica) fiber-taper with a single-mode (SM) Ge-doped fiber taper (the Ge-doped
has a relatively low MIR loss, measured by cut-back method to be ~10 dB/m at 2.7 µm)
[9]. Note that fabrication of “preferred” fiber taper couplers -- with glasses of high MIR
transparency (typically soft glasses) and refractive indices close to that of the ZBLAN
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microsphere is quite difficult, and has not been demonstrated by us yet. Although the
transmission loss of the Ge-doped fiber used in this setup is ~5 times larger than that of
low-OH fiber, its smaller mode field diameter (MFD = 13 µm versus 66 µm) enables
more efficient coupling to the core of the EPDFA, whose MFD is ~16 µm. As shown in
the photographic “blow-up” of the coupling junction between the Ge-doped output
coupler fiber-to-EPDFA input in Fig. 5.5, this junction was butt-coupled and reflections
were minimized by means of an index matching liquid to enable high gain operation and
minimize the onset of oscillations [8]. The distal end of the EPDF was cleaved at an
angle of 11° to further inhibit the onset of such spurious oscillations. A dichroic 45°
beamsplitter (HR > 99.5% in the MIR and HT > 95% at 980 nm) was used to redirect the
MIR output power into a sapphire ball lens (5 mm diameter) which generated a
collimated beam into the MIR diagnostic equipment (OSA, detector, power meter) after
transiting through a bandpass filter (of BW Δλ ~200 nm, λo ~ 2700 nm) that blocks the
residual 980 nm pump radiation.
Fig. 5.7 shows the measured output power from an EPDFA (amplified Er:ZBLAN
microlaser) as a function of the EPDFA pump power. For this figure, the output power of
the Er:ZBLAN microlaser into EPDFA was 1.3 µW, yielding an amplified power of 986
µW (prior to the onset of spurious lasing at a pump power of 4.8 W, see inset of Fig.
5.7), which corresponds to the highest reported gain (28.7 dB gain) for a MIR fiber
amplifier.
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Fig. 5.7. Output power of the amplified MIR microlaser plotted against amplifier pump power
when the coupled microlaser power into the EPDFA is 1.3 µW. Inset: Threshold measurement of
EPDFA.

Note that the power delivered to the amplifier is less than the total laser power generated
at the coupling junction partly due to loss through the fiber taper, the Ge-doped silica
fiber coupling sections, and the coupling loss at the junction with the EPDF. In future
work, replacing the Ge-doped fiber-taper with a low loss MIR fiber-taper, with a MIRtransparent fiber spliced to a mode-matched optimally-pumped EPDFA should result in
at least a 2-fold increase in the output power of such a MIR source. Fig. 5.8 shows the
spectrum of the amplified MIR source with an OSA resolution-limited measured
linewidth of < 50 pm. The measured resolution-limited linewidth of the pre-amplified
near-threshold output of the microlaser was also < 50pm (inset of Fig. 5.8), indicating
that the resolution-limited linewidth of the amplified microlaser was not significantly
degraded by the amplification process in the EPDFA.
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Fig. 5.8. Spectrum of the amplified MIR power (blue line) and corresponding amplified
spontaneous emission (red line) when the launched power from the microlaser to EPDFA is 142
nW. The inset shows the same spectrums when the microlaser output power is 6 nW.

5.3 Linewidth estimation
Since a MIR spectrometer with required resolution and sensitivity was not available, I
was not able to directly measure the linewidth of the MIR Er:ZBLAN WGML. However
the amplification stage allowed for an indirect estimation of the laser linewidth based on
the inverse dependence of the linewidth on output power. In principle, if the linewidth is
about 50 pm when Ppump ~20 Pth, (Fig. 5.8 inset), near threshold it should be 20 times
larger (~1 nm, since Δνlaser ∝1/Pout).
Due to the limited sensitivity of the OSA, in order to measure the linewidth of the laser
near threshold, I used the Er-Pr:ZBLAN fiber amplifier [9,10] (described in Section 5.2).
Fig. 5.8 inset shows the spectrum of the microlaser whose output power (Pout) before
amplification is 6 nW (slightly above threshold). The lower limit for the total quality
factor (Qtot) of the laser cold cavity can be estimated from Schawlow-Townes linewidth
theory [11] as:
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where g1 (g2) and N1(N2) are the degeneracy and the population density of the lower
(higher) states of the laser transition; ν and Δνlaser are the laser frequency and linewidth
respectively. Assuming g1 = g2 and the fact that near and above threshold N1/N2 stays
around ~2/3 (population inversion clamping) [12], the lower limit for Qtot for the
microlaser associated with the spectrum in Fig. 5.8, is about 12,500 (Pout = 6 nW and

Δνlaser ~50 pm). Inserting this lower limit estimate into the above equation, one can
expect a linewidth of below 1 MHz when Pout = 7 µW (the maximum output power
measured from the Er:ZBLAN microlaser).

5.4 Oscillation and breakdown
One main question about WGM microlasers is the maximum output power when pump
power is not limited. The ultra-small mode-volume of these lasers combined with high-Q,
limits their output power not only due to relatively small number of active ions, but also
by reducing the threshold power for the onset of nonlinear optical interactions and
material damage. It is well-known that the large optical intensity inside high-Q
microcavities can trigger stimulated Raman and Brillouin scattering [13,14], four wave
mixing [15], opto-mechanical oscillation [16,17], harmonic generation [18] and thermooptical oscillation [19]. As previously demonstrated, among these phenomena thermooptical oscillation seems to be the dominant effect in ZBLAN spherical microcavities
[20]. The interplay between thermal expansion (that is relatively large in ZBLAN) and
thermo-refractive effect results in self-sustained oscillation at relatively low input powers
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[20]. This undesired effect that was previously observed in passive ZBLAN microspheres
at 1550nm, is also present in Er:ZBLAN microlasers operating near 2700 nm. Fig. 5.9
shows the oscillatory behavior of transmitted pump power of an Er:ZBLAN microsphere
when absorbed pump power surpassed 10 mW. Note that as the corresponding MIR
output power is usually detected using lock-in measurement, here I only observed the
oscillations in the absorbed pump (that is directly measured using a InGaAs PiN
detector). However it is obvious that pump and laser oscillations are inherently coupled
and the onset of pump oscillation will result in MIR output power oscillation. As
expected from studying similar phenomenon in passive ZBLAN microspheres, the
thermo-optical oscillation frequency is power dependent. Here when the absorbed pump
power is 18 mW, the oscillation frequency is 0.16Hz while for 20 mW power, the
osculation frequency decreases to 0.09 Hz.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.9. Oscillatory behavior for 8mol% Er:ZBLAN microspheres with 180 µm diameter at: (a)
18mW and (b) 20 mW absorbed pump powers.

Increasing the pump power eventually results in permanent microsphere damage, most
likely because of the combined effect of excessive thermal expansion and local
softening/melting. Fig 5.10 shows the transition from confined circulating pump WGMs
(green light) to breakdown, where pump power is scattered all over the sphere, perhaps
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due to formation of large scattering centers along the optical path in particular near tapersphere junction. Here the breakdown occurs when the power exceeds 21 mW.

Breakdown

Fig. 5.10. Breakdown of 8mol % Er:ZBLAN with 180 µm diameter microlaser at 22mW
absorbed pump power.

5.5 Summary
In summary, I demonstrated a NLW (<50 pm) 2.71 µm laser source with ~ 1 mW output
power by combining an optimized Er:ZBLAN WGML (as the seed laser) with an ErPr:ZBLAN fiber amplifier. Near threshold, linewidth measurement using the amplifier
enabled us to estimate a linewidth of below 1 MHz for the maximum measured output
power of microlaser (~7 µW). Achieving such a NLW using conventional MIR fiber
lasers is very difficult and requires complex laser designs, including the use and careful
alignment of bulky mirrors and/or gratings. The maximum gain of the amplifier stage is
limited only by the onset of laser oscillation. This is a well-known problem for singlestage fiber amplifiers and can be addressed by employing a multistage MIR fiber
amplifier where each stage is isolated from the previous one by an optical isolator. I
anticipate the achievement an output power of above 1 W with such a NLW MIR source,
limited only by the onset of SBS in the fiber amplifier.
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The performance of the seed microlaser was improved in part by reducing the
microsphere diameter such that in the “contact” mode (g=0), it was critically coupled to a
fiber-taper (of ~1 µm diameter) at the pump wavelength (980 nm). A simple analysis
shows that due to the large difference between the magnitude of the pump and laser
wavelengths (a factor of ~ 3), when the pump WGM is critically coupled, the laser WGM
is over-coupled. In other words, the output power of the microlaser is improved at the
expense of the total quality factor (Qtot) of the laser. For applications where a narrower
linewidth with lower power is preferred, one may prefer to use larger microspheres
(because the laser linewidth is inversely proportional to Qtot2). In such a case, the
microlaser output power could be much lower, and it may be even more desirable to
amplify the microlaser output power by means of a fiber amplifier system similar to the
one used here.
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Chapter 6
Gas sensing using high-Q mid-IR spherical microcavities
Numerous compact optical, opto-chemical and electro-chemical sensors have been
developed during the past few decades for detection of variety of gases, however there is
still demand for compact low-cost gas detectors and analyzers with faster response times,
better sensitivity, better selectivity and lower cost. Among different sensing modalities,
optical absorption spectroscopy is well-known for its selectivity and sensitivity. Several
platforms and configurations have been developed for gas sensing based on optical
absorption. Nevertheless, the cost, complexity, and the relatively large size of these
systems have limited their deployment in field applications [1,2]. Laser intra-cavity
absorption spectroscopy is a well-known technique for measuring the trace gas
concentrations with high sensitivity [3]. This technique takes advantage of long
interaction length of light with target molecules within the laser cavity and has been
successfully tested in numerous experiments based on solid-state, semiconductor and
fiber lasers [4].
The advent of high quality factor (high-Q) optical WGM microresonators [5] has enabled
scaling down the passive and active optical cavities to sub-mm size. The long photon
lifetime combined with evanescent optical wave that resides outside a WGM microcavity
results in a long interaction length (up to meters) and therefore high sensitivity to its
surroundings medium. As such these microcavities are excellent candidates for exploiting
the sensitivity of resonant optical absorption sensing on a chip-scale. While using passive
WGM microcavities for sensing requires precise locking of the desired resonant
wavelength (defined by the absorption of the target molecule) to a NLW laser, WGM
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microlasers naturally generate a NLW optical radiation when pumped by the proper
pump wavelength (usually much shorter than the required lasing wavelength) [5]. As
such not only the radiation is naturally emitted in the cavity modes, but also by choosing
the proper cavity diameter, structural (host) material, active ion (dopant) and dopant
density the laser wavelength can be selected near a specific spectral region for sensing.
The MIR WGML demonstrated and characterized in the Chapter 4 is an example of such
lasers. As the first MIR WGML, Er:ZBLAN spherical microlaser has paved the road
toward extending the wavelength of WGMLs from visible and NIR range (previously
shown in variety of wavelengths) to MIR range that is well-known as molecular fingerprint region [6,7].
Here using a simple model, I analyze the power variations of a single-mode WGM
spherical microlaser as a function of the absorption coefficient of its surround medium.
Next I propose a system based on multi-wavelength spherical microlaser arrays that can
generate unique and distinguishable power distribution over given number of output
channels upon exposure to different gases. This system is a 14 channel based on
Er:ZBLAN spherical microlasers that can easily detect and distinguish ammonia,
acetylene and hydrogen sulfide at 4-40 ppm concentration.

6.1 Intracavity absorption spectroscopy using spherical microlasers
The WGM spherical microlaser (Fig. 6.1(a)) can be generally treated as a bidirectional
free-space ring laser (Fig. 6.1(b)). In a spherical microlaser the circulating resonant
power in the cavity (that is also the gain medium) interacts with molecules in the
surrounding medium throughout the whole roundtrip (through evanescence field) while in
a free-space ring laser gain and loss are induced at different locations within the roundtrip
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inside the cavity. However the difference between distributed and localized interaction
does not affect the overall relation between output power, pump power and the properties
of the active cavity.
(b)

(a)

Fig. 6.1. (a) WGM spherical microlaser (diameter= 30-150 µm) surrounded by the target gas
(light blue). The dark blue region shows the extent of the evanescent field (effective interaction
region). (b) Ring laser with a gas cell.

Thus the theory of a “basic” bidirectional ring laser can be used for analyzing
microsphere laser by redefining the roundtrip loss and gain. The output power can be
simply written as [8]:
𝑃! =

𝑇 𝑃!"#
𝛾 ℒ + 𝑙𝑛 (𝑆)
2(1 − 𝑆) !

(6.1)

In Eq. 6.1, T is the transmission coefficient of output coupler, Psat is the saturation power,
𝛾! is the small signal gain, ℒ is the length of the gain medium and S is the survival factor
of the ring cavity which takes into account cavity losses and loss due to the gas
absorption. The small signal gain is defined as:
𝛾! ℒ = 𝐴(𝑃!"#! − 𝑃!"# )

(6.2)

where A is a constant that is function of pump absorption, efficiency and laser upper and
lower level lifetimes. 𝑃!"# is the minimum required pump power to make the gain
medium transparent. In the case of a microspherical laser, transmission of the output
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coupler (T) is simply related to the coupling amplitude between microsphere and
waveguide (κ) through 𝑇 = 𝜅 ! . The survival factor is related to the loss parameters and
cavity properties through:
𝑆 = 1 − 𝜅 ! × 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−𝛼!"# (1 − 𝛤)ℒ − 𝛼!"# 𝛤ℒ − 𝛼!"# ]

(6.3)

𝛼!"# is the absorption coefficient of the target gas defined by αgas = nσgas where n is the
gas concentration (cm-3) and 𝜎!"# is the gas absorption cross-section area. 𝛼!"# is the
absorption coefficient related to intrinsic losses of the sphere (due to material absorption
and scattering loss) and 𝛼!"# is the absorption coefficient related to radiation loss of
WGMs. Γ is the ratio of power circulating outside the sphere (evanescence wave
interacting with the target gas) to the total intensity of the mode. Here Γ is a function of
sphere radius and laser wavelength. For a given WGM, Γ can be calculated using
numerical simulation using (see Chapter 2):
Γ 𝑅, 𝑙 =

where 𝛼! =

! !
𝑗
! !

! !
𝑗
! !

(6.4)

𝑘𝑛! 𝑟 𝑟 ! 𝑑𝑟

𝑘𝑛! 𝑅! exp[−𝛼! 𝑟 − 𝑅! ]𝑟 ! 𝑑𝑟 +

! !
𝑗
! !

𝑘𝑛! 𝑟 𝑟 ! 𝑑𝑟

𝛽! ! − 𝑘 ! and 𝑗! is the spherical Bessel function of order l, ns and Rs are the

refractive index of sphere and its radius respectively. k=2π/λ is the propagation constant
in the vacuum. The quality factors of spherical cavity related to each loss mechanisms are
given by:
𝑚𝜋
|𝜅|!

(6.5)

𝑚
𝑅! 𝛼!"# (1 − Γ)

(6.6)

𝑄!"# =
𝑄!"# =
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𝑄!"# =

𝑚
𝑅! 𝛼!"# Γ

(6.7)

𝑄!"# =

𝑚
𝑅! 𝛼!"#

(6.8)

where m is the azimuthal mode number of WGM at target wavelength and Qgas is the
quality factor associated with the gas absorption. Using some simple mathematical
approximations (see Appendix IV) and assuming that the small signal gain is M times
larger than threshold again ( γ0L=M× γthL~M×(1-S) ), it can be shown that for high quality
factor resonator (Qtot>1000), the change of spherical laser output power due to presence
of gas analyte is given by:
𝑑𝑃!
𝑀
≅
𝑑𝛼!"#
𝑀−1

𝜅!

+ 𝛼!"#

−𝛤ℒ𝑃!
1 − 𝛤 ℒ + 𝛼!"# 𝛤ℒ + 𝛼!"#

(6.9)

As usually detection of molecules at very low concentration is desired (Qgas>>Qtot), Eq.
6.9 can be expanded to find the effective length (leff) for a laser pumped well above
threshold (see Appendix IV):
𝑙!"" ≡

− 𝑑𝑃! 𝑑𝛼!"#
2Γ
𝑀
≅
(𝑄!"# !! + 2𝑄!"# !! + 2𝑄!"# !! )!!
𝑃!
𝛽𝑙,𝑚,𝑛 𝑀 − 1

(6.10)

where 𝛽!,!,! = 2𝜋𝑛!"" (𝑛, 𝑙, 𝑚)/𝜆 is the propagation constant of the WGM mode in
which laser power circulates and its wavelength is within a molecular absorption line. Eq.
6.10 indicates that the effective length is proportional to ~Γ𝑄𝑡𝑜𝑡 . Note that here,
decreasing the sphere radius results in larger evanescent wave circulating outside the
sphere (larger Γ). However for smaller spheres, Qtot rapidly decreases due to radiation
losses of WGMs. As such there is an optimum radius for achieving the maximum leff. Fig.
6.2 shows the calculated effective length (leff) for the case of Qext=Qint=107 (e.g an
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Er:ZBLAN MIR microlaser critically coupled to the fiber-taper) plotted against the

leff (cm)

microsphere radius.

Fig. 6.2. Effective length (leff) of intracavity absorption spectroscopy using Er:ZBLAN MIR
microlaser for Qext=Qint=107 plotted against the sphere radius.

As evident from Fig. 6.2, the optimum effective length of ~30 cm can be achieved for an
Er:ZBLAN spherical microlaser, when Qext=Qint=107 and R=33 µm. Fig. 6.3 shows the
normalized variation of the output power (| 𝑑𝑃! 𝑃! |) as a function of the absorption
coefficient of the surrounding medium for a MIR Er:ZBLAN spherical microlaser with a
diameter of 80 µm, total quality factor of 107 (in the absence of gas) emitting at 2.7 µm.
The inset shows power variation at very low molecule concentrations. As described in
Chapter 3, such microlaser can be simply formed by melting the tip of a one centimeter
long heavily doped Er:ZBLAN fiber with a total cost of less than 1 dollar per spherical
microcavity. Once the microcavity is fabricated, it can be side coupled to an integrated
waveguide with the proper effective refractive index, which couples the pump optical
power (usually a NIR DFB laser) to the microsphere and couples out the laser power
(with a wavelength that depends on the dopant and its concentration).
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Fig. 6.3. Normalized variation of output power as a function of the absorption coefficient of the
surrounding medium for a MIR Er:ZBLAN spherical microlaser with a diameter of 80 µm and
total quality factor of 107 (it is assumed that laser is pumped well above threshold). The inset
shows power variation near small concentrations.

Integrated waveguides that are transparent from NIR to MIR range (the relevant range for
gas sensing) have been already demonstrated [5,9]. In principle, several MIR
microspheres can be integrated on a single sensor chip. Such an arrangement can be used
for detecting multiple gases with high accuracy. Fig. 6.4(a) shows the schematic diagram
of the proposed configuration where N microsphere lasers are coupled to N waveguides
(channels). Here a combination of MIR and NIR microlasers are used to capture multiple
fingerprints of the molecules in different regions. The fabrication and operation of NIR
spherical microlasers are similar to the one reported in Chapter 3 and 4 (these lasers have
been previously demonstrated at different NIR wavelengths [5]). Two pump lasers are
used to drive the on-chip spherical microlasers and the laser outputs are delivered to NIR
(or MIR) photodetectors. To improve accuracy, two channels are dedicated to each
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wavelength and form a group (for more resolution the number of microlasers within each
group can be increased).
Sensor chip

Pump-1

λΑ

Ch-2

λΑ±δ

Ch-3

λΒ

Ch-4

λΒ±δ

(a)
MIR
PD

.. ..

Pump-2

1×N
Optical
Switch

Ch-1

Ch-n-1

λZ

Ch-n

λZ±δ

Computer
NIR
PD

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6.4. (a) The proposed sensor configuration. (b) The wavelength of microlasers coupled to
each channel (purple dots) and the broadened absorption (atmospheric pressure) cross-section of
three selected target gases (acetylene, hydrogen sulfide and ammonia) near each wavelength
group, shown as solid red, green and blue lines (the absorption cross-sections are extracted from
HITRAN [11]). (c) The estimated power-map for the system defined in part (b) exposed to a
mixture of gases containing C2H4 at a concentration of 4 ppm, H2S at a concentration of 40 ppm
and NH3 at a concentration of 40 ppm. Here I assume that the signal-to-noise ratio of all the
channels is 40 dB.
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The microlasers within each group (shown with same color on the diagram) are made of
the same active material but with slightly different diameters and pumped with the same
wavelength. So each group will generate two closely spaced wavelengths within the gain
bandwidth of the selected material. The proposed configuration can be integrated on a
small on-chip (20 channels can be fabricated on 1cm by 1cm chip). To obtain a baseline
for the output power distribution over the channels in the absence of any target molecule
the channels are sequentially pumped (using the 1×N optical switch) and the output
power of each channel is measured by the two photodetectors. This will generate a
“power-map” that simply shows the output power of each channel in the absence of
molecules. Next the sensor chip will be exposed to a known concentration of each target
gas separately and the corresponding power-map will be recorded by repeating the same
sequential measurement process. Now if the sensor chip is exposed to an unknown
mixture of gases, the signature and possibly the concentration of each gas can be
identified by the measured power-map. As an example I selected Er3+: ZBLAN glass that
is capable of generating 1.5, 2.7 and 3.5 µm radiation depending on concentration of Er
ions and pump wavelength (980 nm, 1900 nm or both). I assume four microsphere lasers
with slightly different diameters are fabricated near each wavelength so that their
wavelengths are 20 nm apart. So the resulting system will have 12 channels. Fig. 6.4(b)
shows the wavelength of microspheres coupled to each channels as well as the absorption
cross-section of three selected target gases (acetylene, hydrogen sulfide and ammonia)
near each wavelength group. Fig 6.5(c) shows the estimated power-map using the model
developed in section II for the above mentioned system exposed to a mixture of gases
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containing C2H4 at a concentration of 4 ppm, H2S at a concentration of 40 ppm and NH3
at a concentration of 40 ppm.
In principle all the wavelengths generated by fiber lasers can be also generated by
spherical microlasers. So far a large variety of fiber lasers with wavelengths ranging from
NIR (1.5, 1.94, 2.05, 2.1, 2.14, 2.3 µm) to MIR (2.7, 2.86, 2.9, 3, 3.22, 3.45,3.95 µm)
have been demonstrated [10]. While I expect that rapid development of new host
materials (specially in MIR range) combined with variety of dopants will expand the
available wavelengths, even with the existing wavelengths the proposed platform can be
used for detection of several gases that are relevant for breath sensing [2] and
environmental monitoring [1].

6.2 Humidity sensing using Er:ZBLAN microlaser
To examine the practicality of our MIR Er:ZBLAN microlaser [7] for sensing, I
performed intracavity absorption spectroscopy of water vapor (humidity sensing) for
strong absorption lines of water around 2.7115 µm. Fig. 6.5 shows the experimental setup
of a microlaser in a gas chamber. By using controlled nitrogen that is blown in distilled
water, water bubbles are generated. The mixture of water molecules and nitrogen
molecules then go inside the chamber where a thermo-hygrometer is used to monitor the
temperature and humidity. The MIR output power of microlaser was measured using a
lock-in amplifier with a 1s average.
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Fig. 6.5. Experimental setup for humidity sensing using MIR Er:ZBLAN spherical microlaser.

Fig 6.6 shows the measured output power versus relative humidity for the cycle of
increasing humidity from 30% to 80% and then decreasing back to 30%. The reduction of
microlaser output power is due to intrinsic power change (in an independent experiment
drift of ~0.1-0.3nW/minutes was repeatedly measured for this microlaser [7]).

Increasing
Humidity

Decreasing
Humidity

Fig. 6.6. Humidity sensing using MIR Er:ZBLAN microlaser.
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At a measurement temperature of 25.5 oC, 10% humidity change corresponds to an
absorption coefficient of ~ 0.03 cm-1. Fig. 6.7 shows the calculated power change based
on a an Er:ZBLAN microlaser with a wavelength of 2.714 µm, diameter of 180 µm and
Q0~105. Comparing theory and experiment, clearly shows that the microlaser system does
not have any response to the presence of water molecules.

Fig. 6.7. Comparison of experiment vs. theory values for humidity sensing using Er:ZBLAN
microlaser.

We were not able to monitor the wavelength of the microlaser due to absence of a MIR
spectrometer at the time of experiment. I blindly tried various WGM excitations using
fiber-taper and performed wavelength tuning using pump power when the humidity was
at 70%. However, no significant power reduction was observed. This is most likely due
to the absence of spectral overlap between laser frequency and the strong absorption lines
of water vapor. Another reason could be due to the tendency of the microlaser to lase at
WGMs that preserve higher optical quality factor. WGMs that have resonance frequency
within strong absorption lines of water will experience lower optical quality factor. As a
result, the microlaser tends to lase in wavelengths where water absorption lines are weak
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or absent. In fact, one way to confirm this hypothesis is to perform the experiment when
initial water concentration is zero and look for water induced mode hoping.

6.3 Absorption spectroscopy using high-Q passive microspheres
Laser intracavity absorption spectroscopy is limited by the wavelength coverage of the
laser, which depends on the gain material. Alternatively, a passive MIR microsphere can
be used as a high-Q cavity for cavity enhanced absorption spectroscopy (CEAS). CEAS
uses a MIR laser coupled and locked to a WGM of a MIR microcavity through a fibertaper. Then, the variations of transmitted optical power of this system can be used to
detect the quantify gas molecules. The presence of the gas can be included in the general
expression for the transmission of microcavity by replacing Q0 with (Qext-1 + Qgas-1)-1 (see
Chapter 2):
𝜔
𝜔
𝜔
(
+
).
𝑄!"# 𝑄!"# 𝑄!"#
𝑃!
𝑇=
= 1− 𝜔
𝜔
𝜔
𝑃!
(2𝑄 + 2𝑄 + 2𝑄 )! + 𝛥𝜔 !
!"#
!"#
!"!

(6.11)

In Eq. 6.11, all the parameters have similar definition as Eqs. 6.5-6.8. 𝛥𝜔 = 𝜔 − 𝜔! is
the detuning of the laser frequency (ω ) from resonance frequency of the microcavity
(𝜔! ). Here I assume that the absorption line of the target gas is much wider than the
linewidth of passive microcavity (Δνgas>Δνcav). This condition is satisfied for high-Q
cavities (usually when Δνcav <50 MHz). When the laser power is the dominant source of
noise (for instance when the system RIN noise limited), the initial value of transmitted
optical power does not contribute to the noise of system. For this case the sensitivity only
depends on the power change and can be written as:
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𝜔0

𝑑𝑃𝑜
−𝑃! 𝛤 𝜔0 𝑄!"#
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×
𝑑𝛼𝑔𝑎𝑠
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!
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𝜔0
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𝑄!"# 2𝑄!
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2𝑄!"#

!

+

𝜔0

2𝑄!"#

+ 𝛥𝜔 !

+ 𝛥𝜔 ! ]!

(6.12)

Based on this equation, sensitivity becomes optimum when:
𝛥𝜔 = 0
𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑡 =

1

2± 3

×𝑄0

(6.13)

and the maximum sensitivity 𝜁!"# is given by:
𝜁!"# ≅ 0.26 × 𝑃! Γ

𝜆
𝑄
2𝜋𝑛!"" !

(6.14)

Fig. 6.8 shows the calculated sensitivity plotted against wavelength detuning for a WGM
near 2.7 µm inside a passive ZBLAN microsphere (R=80 µm). Note that in general, it is
easier to operate the sensor within overcoupled regime, as sensitivity has larger spectral
width.

Fig. 6.8. Sensitivity (ζ) for CEAS using a passive ZBLAN microsphere with R=80 µm for a
WGM resonance around 2.7 µm.

Here the minimum detectable absorption coefficient (NEA) can be estimated by:
𝑁𝐸𝐴 ≅

𝑁𝐸𝑃 + 𝑅𝐼𝑁×𝑇!!"# !!.!"!! 𝑁𝐸𝑃 + 0.38×𝑅𝐼𝑁
=
𝜂×𝑃!
𝜂×𝑃!
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(6.15)

Where NEP is noise equivalent power of detector and RIN is the relative intensity noise
of the laser. Note that Eqs. 6.12 and 6.15 and misleading as they suggest that sensitivity
can increase to a very large value just by increasing the incident pump power (Pi).
However at large powers eventually the system becomes shot noise limited. Moreover the
nonlinearities and damage threshold of glass will limit the maximum incident pump
power to less than milliwatts.

6.4 Summary
I studied the application of active and passive high-Q MIR spherical microcavities for
evanescent-wave optical absorption sensing. First, using a simple model, I estimated the
sensitivity of the optical output power of a spherical microlaser, upon exposure to a gas
with absorption near the laser wavelength. My calculation shows that an effective length
of about 30 cm should be achievable using a single-mode Er:ZBLAN MIR microlaser
that is pumped well above its threshold. In this case with an SNR of 40dB, detection limit
will be in ppm range.
Next, I proposed a gas sensor based on arrays of spherical microlasers coupled to
integrated waveguides that can be fabricated on a small sensor chip. Using an example, I
demonstrated that exposure to a mixture of three different gases; this device can generate
a power distribution that clearly reveals the type of the molecules present in the mixture.
In the proposed system, NLW MIR is generated inside the doped spherical microcavities;
so only one or two low-cost NIR DFB lasers (as pumps), two photodetectors, and a
sensor-chip (consisting of waveguides and microcavities) are required.
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Finally, I studied CEAS using high-Q ZBLAN spherical microcavities. My calculation
shows that, when the laser is the main source of noise, a maximum effective length of
~50 cm can be achieved for Qext =0.26×Q0.
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Chapter 7
Mid-IR distributed feedback Raman fiber lasers
In this chapter, I analyze the performance of NLW MIR lasers that use stimulated Raman
emission and optical resonance in π-phase-shifted distributed feedback (PPS-DFB)
structures inscribed inside selected MIR optical fibers. While PPS-DFB Raman fiber
lasers (RFLs) have been extensively studied in the NIR wavelength range, here for the
first time I explore the requirements for extending their wavelength into MIR range. After
describing the design and the equations that govern the dynamic of such lasers, I identify
the critical parameters of PPS-DFB RFLs operating in MIR region well beyond 3 µm.
Next I present optimized single frequency PPS-DFB RFL designs with relatively low
pump threshold based fibers made of two ypes of MIR glasses (i.e. tellurite,
chalcogenide) taking into account the impact of modal area and fiber losses. Finally, I
define a roadmap for extending the wavelength of these lasers to 9.5 µm by using
cascaded MIR fiber Raman lasers as appropriate pumps for such long wavelength MIR
NLW sources.
The objectives of this chapter are: (1) to theoretically explore the feasibility of
demonstrating compact and efficient NLW MIR Raman fiber lasers (RFL) operating in
the 2.5 to 9.5 µm spectral range; (2) to specify the optimal design parameters for “single
mode” or “single frequency” operation of these RFLs; and (3) to assess the practicality of
constructing MIR RFLs based on such designs in future experimental efforts.
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7.1 Relevant background data on glasses used for mid-IR fibers
Table 7.1 shows a summary of peak Raman gain and related parameters (Stokes shifts at
the peak Raman gain, Raman gain bandwidths and “nominal” spectral “transparency
windows”) for representative members of each “family” of MIR transparent glasses
(tellurites, chalcogenides, and ZBLAN) [1-6]. The data for silica glass, which has been
studied extensively, added to Table 7.1 for reference, largely to give perspective on the
relative magnitude of the relevant parameters. Note that most of the Raman gain
measurements were performed at NIR wavelengths (the peak Raman gain in silica at 1.55
µm is about 6.5 ×10-14 m/W), and except for silica the peak Raman gain coefficients in
the MIR glasses shown in Table 7.1 have been scaled to wavelengths near 3 µm by using
the inverse wavelength dependence [2] of the Raman gain coefficient on the excitation
wavelength, λex (gR ∝ λ/λex); as such, the peak Raman gain in the relatively “popular”
ZBLAN (fluorozirconate) glass used extensively for rare-earth-doped MIR FLs [7,8] is
comparable to (less than a factor of two larger than) that in silica, while the peak Raman
gains in several tellurite (e.g., TBZN) and chalcogenide (As2S3, As2Se3) glasses are
nearly two to three orders of magnitude larger than those in silica, indicating their strong
promise for low-pump-threshold RFLs even with fiber lengths of less than a meter. Fig. 1
shows the normalized Raman gain spectra for the same glasses. The Raman gain
bandwidths in Table 7.1 correspond to the 3dB bandwidths in the representative Raman
gain curves in Fig. 7.1; clearly at higher pump powers, much larger gain bandwidths (and
a much larger range of corresponding lasing wavelengths of the RFL) should be possible.
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Table 7.1: Raman gain characteristics of a few key NIR and MIR glasses along with their
transparency windows.
Estimated Peak
Nominal
Stokes Shift
Transparency
Raman Gain at
Raman Gain
Glass
(cm-1) at the
Window
Reference
3.1 mm
Bandwidth
Gain
Peak
(µm)
(×10-13 m/W)
(cm-1)
Silica

0.65
(@ 1.55 µm)

442

200

0.35 - 2

[1,2]

Tellurite

4.5-26

741

140

0.5 - 4.5

[3,4]

Arsenic
sulfide
(As2S3)

21.5-28.5

345

90

1.5 - 6.5

[5,6]

Arsenic
selenide
(As2Se3)

100-255

226

60

1.5 – 9.5

[6,9]

ZBLAN

0.57-2.1

570

50

0.22 - 4.5

[10,11]

For instance, a potential Raman gain bandwidth of 750 cm-1 (corresponding to Stokes
shifts from 75 cm-1 to 825 cm-1), i.e., over 5 times larger than the 140 cm-1 value stated in
Table 7.1 (for the 50% gain point), should be readily achievable in the tellurite glass
TBZN if the pump powers were high enough to enable attainment of lasing threshold at
the 15% gain point in the Raman gain curve (see Fig. 7.1).

Fig. 7.1. Normalized Raman gain spectra for arsenic selenide (As2Se3), arsenic sulfide (As2S3)
and tellurite (TBZN) glasses.
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Another key parameter relevant to the design of DFB-RFLs is the photosensitivity of the
core glasses and the maximum value of the refractive index change “modulation”, δn,
that can be achieved for Bragg Gratings (FBGs) inscribed in the fiber core. The
maximum value of δn determines the maximum coupling coefficient κ that may be
achievable in appropriate fibers made from such materials. Table 7.2 depicts information
on previously demonstrated values of the index modulation depth (δn) and the
corresponding coupling coefficients, along with the fabrication method (illumination
wavelengths and writing conditions) chosen for FBGs written on silica (the standard
“reference” material) and the above-described MIR glasses and silica [12-15]. Table 7.2
not only shows that much higher coupling coefficients are readily achievable in FBGs
written in As2Se3 fibers (compared to those written in silica fibers as the technology
“baseline” or reference standard), but also that these FBGs can be written quite easily
with relatively simple and low power laser sources. On the other hand, if larger Stokes
shifts are desired, particularly with the generation of longer MIR wavelengths with
relatively short wavelength MIR pump sources, it may be preferable to use the tellurite
glass TBZN, in which the FBG lithography process is not as easy as in the chalcogenides;
nevertheless this FBG lithography process still compares very favorably to that in silica,
both in terms of ease of writing and the magnitudes of the coupling coefficients that are
achievable. One should also note that, fabrication of FBGs and the p-phase shift element
for longer wavelengths will require lower writing resolutions, simplifying the task of
writing such FBGs, particularly for the longer MIR wavelength sources discussed in the
cascaded-RFL-pumped NLW sources described in Section 7.2 below.
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Table. 7.2 Information on previously demonstrated values of the index modulation depth (δn)

Glass

Silica
[12]

Achieved
values of
δn

4 × 10-4

Estimated
coupling
coefficient,
κ (in cm-1)
at λ = 3.1
µm

3.58

Illumination
wavelength
(nm)

267

Writing method and
powers/intensity
(cw/pulsed: pw, rep rates)
used for FBG inscription
Near field phase mask,
120fs pulses,
1kHz rep. rate,
8 mW average power and
intensity, I = 2.5×1011
W/cm2
Near field phase mask,
mode-locked Ti:Sapphire
laser and w. 1mJ pulse
energies @ 1 kHz rep.
rate, with a peak intensity,
I = 1011 (W/cm2)

Tellurite
(TBZN)
[13]

5.4× 10-4

4.83

800

Chalcogenide
(As2S3)
[14]

0.36 ×10-3

3.22

532

Phase mask technique,
10 mW cw power

10-2

89.44

633

Interferometric method,
3 mW cw power

Chalcogenide
( As2Se3) [15]

Based on the above discussion, it should be clear that the choice of glass to be used for a
specific Raman fiber laser application, will be based in part on the availability of robust
near single-mode fibers, preferably with very small mode areas in these glasses, but also
on the magnitudes of the peak Raman gain coefficients, the desired values and ranges of
the Raman shifts, and the ease with which the desired PPS-FBGs can be written in these
fibers. In this regard, the selenium-based chalcogenides and the TBZN glasses appear
particularly promising, assuming that MIR fibers of sufficiently low mode areas and
ultralow losses can be obtained in fibers made from these glasses (the requirements for
which are elucidated in the next Section).
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7.2 Generating narrow-linewidth single-line in 2.5-9.5 µm spectral region
Fig. 7.2 schematically depicts the refractive index profile in a phase-shifted FBG
structure of total length L written in a fiber aligned for light propagation in the zdirection, with two FBGs (whose index modulation periods L have been optimized for
operation at the target Stokes wavelength, λs) of lengths L1 and L2 surrounding a central
phase shift section of length ΔL (thus L = L1 + L2 + ΔL). As described below, I will focus
here primarily on RFLs in which the central phase shift section of length ΔL is assumed
to yield a phase shift (PS) of π at the target Stokes wavelength, λs, leading to a π-PS or
the simpler “PPS” designation.

Fig. 7.2. Schematic diagram of fiber core, depicting the terminology for the wave amplitudes used
for various sections in my TMM algorithm for the PPS-FBG-RFL model. Λ = λB/2neff is the
grating period for Bragg wavelength λB, and ΔL is the length of the phase shift section.

In order to determine the optimal PPS-FBG RFL design, and the optimal range of pump
powers ignoring longitudinal structural changes, such as changes in the FBG periods and
the effective length of the π phase shift section, caused by localized self-phase and crossphase modulation effects [16] for which the MIR PPS-FBG RFL may be used as a single
mode stable source, I calculate here the threshold pump powers for the fundamental mode
(Pth,0) and the first side mode (Pth,1) of DFB-RFLs based on chalcogenide (arsenic
selenide, As2Se3) and tellurite (TBZN) fibers for various values of the FBG coupling
coefficients, κ, FBG lengths, L, fiber losses, α, and effective mode areas, Aeff. The
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theoretical analysis of the PPS-FBG-RFL is most easily done via formulation of the three
coupled wave equations for the pump, forward, and backward Stokes waves, as first
written for simpler DFB RFLs by Perlin and Winful [17]:
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where AP, Af and Ab are the amplitude of pump wave, forward and backward Stokes
waves respectively, gs and - gp are the stimulated Raman gain and loss coefficients for the
laser wavelength λs (Stokes wavelength) and the pump wavelength λp, respectively, and
are related to each other by the simple relationship gp = gs.(λs/λp), and 𝑣! and 𝑣! are the
phase velocities at the pump and Stokes wavelengths respectively. In these equations, κ is
the coupling coefficient between the forward and backward Stokes waves in the FBG,
defined by κ = πδn/λB for a Bragg wavelength λB and a refractive index modulation depth
of dn. γs and γp are the nonlinear propagation constants for the Stokes and pump
wavelengths, defined by γs = 2πn2/λs and γp = 2πn2/λp, where n2 is the Kerr coefficient of
the glass. More specially, the terms in the parentheses multiplied by γp and γs in Eqs. (7.1)
– (7.3) are the spatially-averaged contributions of self-phase modulation (SPM) and cross
phase modulation (XPM) [17]. Finally, δβ denotes the propagation constant detuning of
the laser wavelength (Stokes wavelength) from the Bragg propagation constant and is
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defined by δβ = 2π neff (1/λB – 1/λs), and αls and αlp denote the linear fiber losses at the
laser (Stokes) and pump wavelengths, respectively. The steady state versions (obtained
by setting temporal derivatives to 0) of Eqs. (7.1) – (7.3) can be used to determine the
threshold conditions at the peak Stokes wavelength for cw operation. As such, assuming
a non-depleting pump and the fact that |AP| >> |Af|, |Ab| at the threshold condition, Eqns
(7.2) and (7.3) simplify to:
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Since the coupled differential Eqs. (7.4) and (7.5) are relatively difficult to solve directly,
I will apply coupled wave theory and take advantage of the transfer matrix method
(TMM) [18,19] for my solutions and threshold pump power computations, as elucidated
below. The coupled differential Eqs. (7.4) and (7.5) are first converted into matrix form:
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where Pp is the pump power and is related to the pump amplitude, Ap , by Pp/Aeff =|AP|2,
and Aeff is the effective area of the propagating mode inside the fiber. The general
solution to Eq. (7.6) is given by 𝑒 ![!] , which can be used to find the relation between the
forward and backward Stokes waves at z =L and z=0 through the matrix equation:
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where:
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and the phase shift matrix [P] is defined by:
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Note that for the case of a perfect p-phase shifted (PPS)-FBG, [P] is given by
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The threshold pump powers (Pth) for the longitudinal modes of the DFB-RFL can then be
calculated by applying the boundary conditions of DFB-RFL cavity (Ab(L) = Af (0) = 0),
which is equivalent to stating that T22 = 0. (At threshold, the transmission coefficient
(det[T]/T22) is infinite similar to a Fabry-Perot cavity with gain). This threshold pump
power required can then be obtained by imposing the requirement of T22 = 0 and solving
for the minimum value of Pp that meets this requirement. I solved these numerically for
symmetric FBGs (L1 = L2) for a range of values of L by using the Newton-Raphson
iteration method (for instance, see [20]). Using this approach I start by computing the
threshold conditions for oscillation of the fundamental mode of a PPS-DFB-RFL, results
for which are plotted below for a broad range of input parameters (κ, L, gs, Aeff, α).
Note that all the initial calculations related to pump power requirements below are for the
specific target wavelength of 3.596 µm (designed for sensing of formaldehyde [22] via
absorption spectroscopy). However the results are relatively independent of the specific
wavelength choice, at least to the first order. Based on the Stokes shifts (see Table 7.1) in
tellurite and arsenic-selenide glasses, the pump wavelengths for optimal pumping of a
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3.596 µm laser are chosen to be λP = 2.8 µm and λP = 3.3 µm respectively. To evaluate
the optimal design and threshold pump values, I assumed a PPS-FBG of symmetrical
design (L1 = L2) and used core refractive indices of 2.7 and 2.1 and nonlinear refractive
indices of n2 = 1.1×10-17 [23] and 5.0 × 10-19 m2/W [24] for arsenic selenide and tellurite
fibers respectively. In the MIR range (typically near 3.5 µm) commercially available
step-index tellurite and chalcogenide fibers have propagation losses as low as 0.25 dB/m.
These fibers have relatively large (~100 µm2) mode areas, resulting in relatively large
threshold powers for PPS-DFB RFLs. However, several researchers have reported
photonic crystal (PC) MIR fibers with significantly reduced mode areas, for applications
such as efficient supercontinuum generation. More specifically, tellurite and
chalcogenide PC fibers with propagation losses of ~ 0.3 dB/m and mode areas < 10 µm2
have been reported [25-30]. As such in my calculations, I use these numbers as practical
values that will be improved in near future.
Note that all of the initial calculations for these DFB RFL designs are based on effective
mode areas (Aeff ) of 10 µm2 and propagation loss (αls) of 0.0715 m-1 (0.3 dB/m), which
correspond to values that are quite easily achievable in these fibers, and are used as my
“baseline” fiber design values [29,30]. Fig. 7.3 shows the threshold pump power for the
fundamental mode (Pth,0) of the MIR DFB-RFL for chalcogenide (arsenic selenide) and
tellurite glasses for a range of coupling coefficients that are readily achievable in these
glasses (see Table 7.2).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7.3. Threshold pump powers for the fundamental mode (Pth,0) plotted as a function of the
FBG length for (a) chalcogenide (As2Se3) and (b) tellurite (TBZN) fibers, assuming a baseline
fiber design with an effective mode area (Aeff ) of 10 µm2 and a propagation loss (α) of 0.3 dB/m.
Three “nominal” but highly realistic values of coupling coefficient (κ ) have been chosen for three
independent plots for each case.

As evident from this figure 7.3, for moderate lengths of DFB-RFLs (10 to 12 cm) and
moderate coupling coefficients (κ = 0.8 to 1.0 cm-1), the estimated threshold pump
powers, Pth,0, are easily achievable (below 80 mW at 3.3 µm and 500 mW at 2.8 µm for
the As2Se3 and TBZN RFLs respectively) with readily available broadband MIR pump
lasers. Also, as expected, the threshold pump power for exciting the fundamental mode
decreases significantly by increasing the FBG length (L) and coupling coefficient (k)
approximately at a rate of ~𝜅𝑒 !!" [31]. Note that for a given value of κ, Pth,0 reaches a
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minimum value (Pth,0-m) at certain FBG length (Lmax) above which fiber loss dominates
the total loss (internal + external) in the cavity. (For strong cavity feedback (i.e. κL ≫ 1),
when the fiber loss is much larger than cavity loss, the threshold condition can be found
simply by using “gain = fiber loss” where the gain = PP.gs/Aeff and the fiber loss = α”).
This threshold value is approximately given by:
𝑃!!,!!!"# ≈ 𝛼!" ×𝐴!"" /𝑔!

(7.11)

As an example, for an arsenic-selenide DFB-RFL with a coupling coefficient κ = 1 cm-1,
the threshold pump power does not become smaller than Pth,0-m = 64 mW for lengths
above Lmax = 18 cm, representing an optimal value for an important design parameter.
Although one may use L ≥ Lmax as the preferred DFB-RFL length, say for increased
output power and increased stability, the need for single mode operation (and avoidance
of frequency noise and self-pulsing [32]) imposes a further limit on L.
Single mode operation of such DFB-RFLs requires avoidance of lasing at higher order
modes, and limits the maximum pump powers that may be used for optimized NLW
operation. This issue is clarified by considering the onset of lasing at the “first side
mode” frequency of the PPS-FBG, whose spectral shift (relative to the lowest order
mode) and spatial intensity distribution are illustrated in Fig. 7.4 below. Fig. 7.4 (a) and
(b) shows the reflection spectrum of one half of a Bragg grating and transmission
spectrum for a near symmetric PPS-FBG; here m = 0 and m = 1 correspond to the lowest
order longitudinal modes, referred to as the fundamental mode (narrowest linewidth) and
the first side mode respectively.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7.4. (a) Reflection spectrum of 7.5 cm long FBG for λb = 3.596 µm (one end of pi-FBG) (b)
Transmission spectrum of a symmetric 15 cm long p-phase-shifted FBG for λb = 3.596 µm, (with
κ = 0.5 cm-1). (c) Schematic distribution of the optical intensity as a function of distance for the
fundamental (m=0) and the first side mode (m=1) of for such a symmetric DFB-RFL (with a πphase shift section centered at z = L/2).
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Fig. 7.4(c) schematically illustrates the optical intensity distribution along the length of
the cavity (PPS-FBG) for the fundamental mode (m = 0) and the first side mode (m = 1);
as seen in Fig. 7.4 (b), the intensity of the fundamental mode is highly concentrated in the
center of the phase shift section, while the maximum intensity of the first side mode is
located near the center of the two FBGs surrounding the phase-shift section [32]. In order
to establish the upper limits of the pump powers that may be used while maintaining
single-mode (ie, single wavelength) operation, I calculated and plotted the threshold
pump powers for the first side mode (Pth,1) by using an initial value of the phase offset,
𝛿𝛽, from Fig 7.4 (b) and finding the higher order solutions for T22(Pp, 𝛿𝛽) = 0. As seen in
Fig. 7.5, the behavior of Pth,1 (as a function of L) is qualitatively similar to that of the
Pth,0, albeit at significantly higher values of pump powers, the consequences of which are
elaborated in the next paragraph by considering the role of the “power budget”, ΔPth =
Pth,1 - Pth,0 on the design of single mode RFLs. Clearly for single-mode operation, the
pump power (Pp) should be larger than Pth,o and smaller than Pth,1.
In addition, ΔPth (=Pth,1 - Pth,0) has to be large enough to facilitate emission of significant
output power during single mode operation. The required conditions for optimal DFBRFL designs and pumping conditions are elucidated in Fig. 7.6, which illustrates ΔPth in
the form of color-coded contour plots in κ-L space for the (a) arsenic selenide (a) and
tellurite (b) DFB-RFLs (Aeff =10 µm2 and α = 0.3 dB/m) of Figs. 7.3 and 7.5. The dashed
lines correspond to values of Pth,0 = 100 mW (for AsSe) and 1 W (for TBZN), while the
solid lines correspond to absorption-limited threshold powers for these two fiber lasers
(Pth,0-min).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7.5. Threshold pump powers (Pth,1) for the first side modes as a function of the FBG length
for the “baseline fiber designs”, ie the same choices of mode areas (Aeff = 10 µm2), fiber loss (α =
0.3 dB/m), and for the same coupling coefficients (κ) as those used for the fundamental mode
calculations (see Fig. 7.3), ie for identical (a) chalcogenide (As2Se3) and (b) tellurite (TBZN)
fiber-based DFB-RFLs.

Based on Fig. 7.6, for a specific Pth,0, a shorter FBG length and a larger coupling
coefficient results clearly in a larger value of ΔPth (i.e. a larger single mode operation
range). As an example, for an arsenic selenide DFB-RFL with a Pth of 100 mW (Fig. 7.6
(a), dashed line), changing the DFB-RFL design parameters from L = 7 cm and κ = 1.1
cm-1 to L = 25 cm, κ = 0.3 cm-1, reduces the power budget ΔPth from 8 Watts to 3 Watts,
making the former design option (shorter DFB-RFL with a larger coupling coefficient)
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much more desirable for better single mode performance and higher output powers with
minimal modal noise.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7.6. ΔPth contours (color coded) plotted in κ - L space for the (a) arsenic selenide and (b)
tellurite DFB-RFLs of Figs. 3 and 5. The dashed lines correspond to Pth,0 values of 100 mW
(AsSe) and 1 W (TBZN), while the solid line corresponds to the absorption limited threshold
powers (Pth,0-min) of 64 mW and 385 mW respectively. As for the RFLs in Figs. 7.3 and 7.5,
Aeff = 10 µm2 and α = 0.3 dB/m.

It is also obvious that pump power budgets of over 50 Watts and relatively high (Watt
level) output powers with ultra-narrow output linewidths should be readily achievable
with DFB-RFLs of a few cm length and nominal coupling coefficients while keeping the
threshold pump powers to less than 1 Watt. Finally, for chalcogenide DFB-RFLs much
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higher laser output powers and larger power budgets should also be possible with the use
of single mode fibers with much larger mode areas with the use of higher pump powers,
limited primarily by the damage threshold of the fiber. The above-described behavior can
also be explained qualitatively by considering the power distribution of the fundamental
and first side modes in DFB-RFLs (Fig.7.4c)[32]. For the fundamental mode, the power
is distributed symmetrically with its maximum around the middle of PPS-FBG (i.e. the
position of π-phase shift position) while for the first side mode, the power is distributed
symmetrically with a minimum at the middle and the two maxima offset significantly
from the center of the PPS-FBG. Thus decreasing the FBG length (while increasing the
coupling coefficient) causes the nonlinear gain for the first side mode to diminish much
more rapidly than that of the fundamental mode, enabling higher modal discrimination
and better single mode performance. As a complementary point, increasing the FBG
length for a fixed coupling coefficient, say from 5 cm to 50 cm, will increase the gain and
thus decrease the threshold pump power of the first side mode much faster than that of
the fundamental mode. However, for long DFB-RFL lengths, the gain is offset by the
increased net loss, and further increases in the fiber length will not change the pump
thresholds and power budgets, ΔPth, significantly. As such, operation of the DFB-RFL at
its absorption limited fundamental mode threshold (Pth,0-m) will limit its single-frequency
operation, but operating it at pump powers that are about a factor of two above its Pth,0-m,
will increase the side mode threshold and side-mode suppression significantly.
To ascertain the optimum values of L and κ from a different perspective, I consider the
“modal discrimination ratio” M = ΔPth/Pth,0 as a figure of merit, and make contour plots
of this dimensionless ratio in κ-L space for my “baseline” arsenic selenide DFB-RFLs,
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as shown in Fig. 7.7. This figure clearly elucidates a strong preference for using large
coupling coefficients (and short DFB-RFLs) for robust single mode operation, and that
values of M > 30 should be readily achievable for this “modal discrimination figure of
merit”.

Fig. 7. Contours of the modal discrimination ratio, M =ΔPth/Pth,0 in κ-L space for my baseline
arsenic selenide fibers (with α = 0.3 dB/m and Aeff = 10 µm2).

The threshold pump powers of single-mode DFB-RFLs can be reduced significantly not
only by using large coupling coefficients, but also by using fibers with much lower
intrinsic losses and smaller mode areas. Fabrication of low-loss, ultra-small effective
mode area MIR fibers (in particular, those based on tellurite and arsenic selenide glasses)
is a challenging task. However this challenge has been partly addressed by recent
developments in highly nonlinear MIR arsenic sulfide and tellurite photonic crystal
fibers, such as those used for supercontinuum generation [25-30]. Arsenic selenide fibers
with effective mode areas of below 3.5 µm2 at λ = 3 µm have been demonstrated [25].
With the use of higher purity glasses and improved fabrication techniques, fiber losses of
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less than 0.1 dB/m over broad spectral ranges in the MIR are anticipated in the
foreseeable future. As such, I evaluated the impact of lower losses and a range of
effective mode areas on the performance of MIR DFB-RFLs. In particular, I plotted the
fundamental mode thresholds for κ = 1.0 cm-1 and L=10 cm as a function of fiber loss for
four different effective mode areas in Fig. 7.8.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 7.8. Fundamental mode threshold powers (Pth,0) plotted as a function of fiber loss (from 0.01
to 10 dB/m) for (a) arsenic selenide (As2Se3) and (b) tellurite (TBZN) fibers of four different
mode areas (Aeff): 2.5 µm2, 5 µm2, 10 µm2 and 20 µm2. For these calculations, I assumed that λ =
3.6 µm, κ = 1.0 cm-1, and L = 10 cm.

As depicted in Fig. 7.8, threshold pump powers below 10 mW and 100 mW can be
achieved with small mode-area DFB-RFLs made of ultra-low loss chalcogenide and
tellurite fibers respectively. Although presence of defects and impurities introduced
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during fabrication process results in relatively large propagation loss in currently
available MIR fibers (compared to those in NIR), the intrinsic material losses are much
smaller and much lower loss fibers (<0.05 dB/m) are anticipated in the foreseeable future.
I also studied the impact of the operating wavelength on the threshold pump power. Fig.
7.9 shows the anticipated wavelength dependence of the estimated fundamental mode
threshold of a As2Se3 DFB-RFL for κ =1.0 cm-1, L=10 cm and two effective areas. The
increase in the pump threshold is caused by the projected decrease in the Raman gain and
the mode intensity -- as well as increased fiber losses -- at longer wavelengths (i.e. about
0.3 dB/m at 2.5 µm and 0.7 dB/m at 9.5 µm); nevertheless my calculations show that
narrow-linewidth DFB-RFLs at wavelengths as long as 10 µm should be achievable with
the use of appropriate pump sources.

Fig. 7.9. Estimated fundamental mode threshold of a As2Se3 DFB-RFL plotted as a function of
the operating wavelength for κ =1.0 cm-1, L=10 cm and Aeff=2.5 µm2 and Aeff=10 µm2.

My discussion in above focused on the optimization of the design of NLW MIR sources
based on PPS-FBG-RFLs, with particular attention given to RFLs based on specific
tellurite (TBZN) and chalcogenide (As2Se3) glass systems, with a primary focus on
optimal DFB-RFL designs and pump requirements for a NLW 3.6 µm laser (estimated
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linewidth < 1 MHz) based on these assumptions. It is very clear that the above-stated
principles apply equally well to a much broader range of MIR glass materials, including
fluorides and other tellurite and chalcogenide glasses, and to other MIR glasses and fibers
whose Raman gains, Stokes shifts, FBG imprinting capabilities and range of achievable
DFB coupling coefficients, loss coefficients at the pump and the target NLW
wavelengths and mode areas are clearly specified. As such, it is clear that these
arguments can be extended to the generation of high-quality NLW MIR sources at neararbitrary MIR wavelengths, provided that fibers with sufficiently low losses and
appropriate pump sources are achievable.
There are clearly a broad diversity of high power broadband MIR pump sources cited in
the literature [33-35], and most of these can be used with appropriate beam shaping and
fiber coupling lens assemblies as pumps for the proposed RFLs, particularly since the
pump bandwidth requirements are relatively flexible (bandwidths as large as a few nm
are acceptable without significant loss in conversion efficiency due to the large Raman
gain bandwidths of the glasses used). Nevertheless, for simplicity I focus here first on the
possible spectral coverage that may be achievable with the use of demonstrated and
easily-buildable fiber lasers of pulse durations longer than about 10 ns (depending on the
DFB length, to justify the steady-state analysis requirement and enable sufficient
reduction in the linewidth), including 2 µm Tm:SiO2 FLs [36], 3 µm Er:ZBLAN FLs
[7,8,37] and conventional “broadband” cascaded fiber Raman lasers [38, 39]. Some
specific examples of potential sources are illustrated schematically in Figs. 7.10 and 7.11
below, with key issues elucidated in the discussion in the following paragraphs. Fig. 7.10
schematically depicts a particularly versatile “nested RFL” pump arrangement that may
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be used to generate a broad range of fiber-laser-based pump sources to generate high
power pump lasers at various MIR pump wavelengths (up to 5 µm), thereby enabling
PPS-FBG-RFL based NLW MIR sources at any target wavelength as long as 6.5 µm.

Fig. 7.10. Proposed schematic arrangement for a MIR Raman fiber laser system based on three (n
= 3) nested cascaded broadband RFLs to generate pump broadband pump wavelengths as long as
5 µm, and narrow-linewidth laser radiation at any arbitrary wavelength up to 9.5 µm.

The system consists of three stages: (1) a stable and high power MIR pump laser; (2) a
pump “wavelength shifter” (consisting of a nested cavity cascaded multi-Stokes Raman
fiber laser) whose high power broadband emission output is one Stokes shift away from
the target wavelength; and (3) the NLW MIR PPS-FBG-RFL designed for the specific
target NLW MIR emission wavelength. In Fig. 7.11, the choice of high power pump fiber
lasers such as Er:ZBLAN (up to 24 W pump power, λp = 2.7 - 3.0 µm) and/or higher
power Tm:silica fiber lasers (up to 250W pump power, λp = 1.9 - 2.1 µm) [36] is based
on currently demonstrated high power stable MIR fiber laser sources. In this “nested
cascaded RFL” scheme, each of the “intermediate” Stokes wavelengths λs,i (in the
example in Fig. 7.10, i = 1,2) oscillates in the nested cavity with broadband high
reflectivity FBGs without significant outcoupling, while the final Raman cascaded
wavelength λs,n (λs,3 in Fig. 7.10, ie, n = 3) outcouples with an appropriately high
coupling efficiency to generate a high power pump source at λs,n, with a power
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conversion efficiency limited primarily by the quantum deficit between the original MIR
FL pump and the final Stokes wavelength. With the use of higher power pumps (for
instance, see [37]), large Stokes shift broadband tellurite RFL-based pumps, and a larger
number (n > 6) of “nested” cascaded RFL pumps [38], this nested RFL-based concept is
easily extendible to NLW sources up to 10 µm or so, limited only by the availability of
small-mode-area chalcogenide fibers with sufficiently high nonlinearities and
transparencies. This pump scheme is particularly important if one needs to extend the
narrow linewidth RFL source to specific target long MIR wavelengths such as those
corresponding to specific absorption lines in target molecules for trace or remote
detection systems. Note that the threshold pump powers and conversion efficiencies for
each Stokes order can be decreased by simply increasing the nonlinear fiber (Raman gain
medium) length, as long as the fibers exhibit sufficiently low losses. As such, the
nonlinear fiber, the power and wavelength of the pump source and the Bragg wavelengths
and reflectivities of the FBGs are designed for efficient generation of broadband power at
a specific wavelength, and its subsequent delivery to the final narrowband DFB-RFL
stage at 3.596 µm. Fig. 7.11 shows a few representative examples of two primary pump
lasers (Tm:silica and Er:ZBLAN fiber lasers) for pumping the broadband nested RFL
cascade, and conservative estimates of the anticipated wavelength coverages that should
be possible with various orders in the RFL cascade based on the Raman gain spectrum of
arsenic selenide (210 - 270 cm-1), arsenic sulfide (300 - 390 cm-1) and tellurite (630 - 770
cm-1) glasses.
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Fig. 7.11: Ranges of cascaded Raman wavelengths for various Stokes orders in specific MIR
glass-based RFLs pumped by Er:ZBLAN and Tm:silica fiber lasers. The solid rectangles (or bars)
indicate wavelength ranges of efficient Raman conversion, and the hollow rectangles correspond
to wavelength ranges that may be limited by transparency limits of specifically chosen glasses
(approx. 4.5 µm for most tellurites and 6.5 µm for As2S3). The last (6th) row corresponds to the
use of both tellurite and As2Se3 based RFLs, with 2 orders of nested tellurite fiber-based RFLs
followed by 3 orders of nested cascaded As2Se3 RFLs (inside the large green rectangle) to yield
pump wavelengths as long as 7 µm to pump NLW As2Se3 DFB-RFLs at target NLW wavelengths
between 7 and 9.5 µm.

As a specific example, one can choose a > 20 Watt Er:ZBLAN pump laser wavelength at
2.78 µm and design the arsenic selenide fiber-based nested cavity RFL by choosing HR
FBGs at λS1 = 2.98 µm, λS2 = 3.32 µm to match the Raman gain peak in arsenic selenide,
and generate efficiently out-coupled 3.32 µm laser radiation in the 3rd Stokes order to
pump a PPS-FBG-RFL designed for narrow linewidth emission Note that such a multiStokes Raman fiber laser could be easily operated with a net conversion efficiency [39]
of over 40%, corresponding to NLW emission at Watt-level output powers and extremely
high spatial and spectral brightness characteristics. Likewise, multi-Watt output power
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pumps are anticipated at 4.5 µm in the system depicted in the 6th row of Fig. 7.11 to
enable power levels as high as 100 mWatts at wavelengths as long as 10 µm.

7.3 Linewidth
Linewidths as small as 10 kHz have been demonstrated in NIR silica fiber based DFBRFLs (of 30 cm length) [40, 41], and linewidths < 10 MHz have been demonstrated in
short (12.4 cm long) NIR DFB-RFLs based on relatively lossy germanosilicate fibers
[21]. Note that for ultralow loss PPS-DFBs (such as at NIR wavelengths near 1.55 µm)
the linewidth for κL ≫ 1 is estimated to be given approximately by ~ 4𝜅𝑒 !!" /2𝜋𝑛!"" . In
order to estimate the upper limits for the linewidths of the proposed MIR DFB RFLs, I
calculated the cold cavity linewidths using the transfer matrix [T] for Pp = 0 (see Eq. 7.9)
Fig. 7.12 shows the calculated values of the anticipated cold cavity linewidths in a PPSDFB made of AsSe as a function of fiber loss for several values of κ and L. In the low
loss limit, the estimated linewidths for MIR DFB-RFLs have an inverse exponential
dependence on κL.

Fig. 7.12. Estimated linewidths for As2Se3 DFB-RFLs as a function of the fiber loss.
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As evident from the graph, emission linewidths of less than 1 MHz are anticipated when
the fiber loss is less than 0.3 dB/cm (as shown in Fig. 7.12 for κ = 1 cm-1 and L = 10 cm).
Even a linewidth of a few MHz (anticipated for a broader range of DFB-RFLs design
parameters) is sufficient for most MIR spectroscopic and sensing applications. The limit
for infinitely long PPS-DFB and infinitely large coupling coefficient indicates that fiberloss limited linewidth for available MIR fibers are larger than 100 kHz (note that for
silica based PPS-DFBs at 1.55 µm, the loss-limited linewidth is estimated to be of the
order of a few kHz). Note that when nonlinear optically or thermally induced phase shifts
are negligible (see Section 7.5 below), the actual linewidth of PPS-FBG-RFL can be
much smaller than that of the “cold cavity”.

7.4 Power scaling and wavelength tunability
The emission wavelength of the DFB-RFLs can be tuned by stretching the entire fiber
structure, say via a mechanical beam bending method [42] or via various linear FBG
“stretching or squeezing” assemblies such as stretching of an appropriately long PZT
structure [43,44] to which the FBG is firmly attached. As such, continuous tunabilities of
the order of 1 nm (or several 10’s of GHz), sufficient for most spectroscopic sensing
applications, should be easily achievable. In the discussion above, I projected power
levels of the order of Watts in tellurite based MIR DFB-RFLs. Boosting the power of
MIR NLW RFLs from milliwatt to Watt levels can be achieved using “downstream”
high gain amplifiers, such as broadband electrically-pumped inverted molecular gas
amplifiers or Raman fiber amplifiers (RFAs). Note that increasing the output power of
such lasers without using external amplifier is very challenging due to limitations
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imposed by nonlinear optical and thermal effects and materials’ damage thresholds, as
elucidated below.

7.4.1 Nonlinear optical and thermal effects
Nonlinear optical and thermal Effects can impose relatively severe constraints on the
operation of PPS-FBG-RFLs at high powers. As an example, at high pump (and therefore
laser powers), the circulating MIR power in the central π-phase shift region or even in the
FBG can be large enough (see Fig. 7.4 (c)) to cause significant refractive index changes
due to the Kerr effect or thermo-optic effect. Such effects can not only cause a significant
deviation in the magnitude of the phase shift in the central region from its optimal value
of π at the target wavelength, but also cause a change in the effective grating period,
resulting in a strong reduction of the quality factor of the fundamental resonant mode.
Such effects can severely limit the maximum stable single mode output power that can be
extracted from PPS-DFB-RFLs [16]). As a specific example, for DFB-RFLs made of
chalcogenide (As2Se3) fibers of 10 µm2 area, I anticipate a limit of ~ 100 mW of output
power due to Kerr-induced index change and the resulting phase shift. On the other hand,
thermally induced index change is not a fundamental limit and to a large extent can be
mitigated by proper thermal management (active or passive cooling) of the fiber.

7.4.2 Materials damage thresholds
From the low-phonon energy MIR glasses that exhibit large Raman gains (notably the
chalcogenides), many suffer from relatively low values of the threshold optical intensity
for surface damage, primarily due to the large expansion coefficient and low glass
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transition temperature (Tg). Chalcogenide glasses have been reported to exhibit surface
damage at optical intensities near 3 GW/cm2 in pulsed regime [45] and to exhibit damage
thresholds as low as 5 MW/cm2 for cw operation. The surface damage thresholds for
tellurite glasses are estimated to be of the order of 35 MW/cm2 for cw operation; however
for some tellurite glasses such as TBZN and TPZN, the measured damage thresholds as
large as 20 GW/cm2 (under pulsed operation) [4]. Much higher damage thresholds are
expected for tungsten-tellurite glasses such as TWL [4,46]. Note that the optical damage
threshold intensities depend strongly on excitation wavelength and beam quality; either
way, these damage threshold values are anticipated to increase significantly with further
research and development of optimized MIR glasses and optical fibers based on
improved material quality, notably those based on glasses with fewer impurity ions,
lower defect densities, reduced attenuation coefficients, and improved heat treatment and
surface preparation, all of which are anticipated to be natural trends in the materials and
fiber developments of such MIR fibers in the foreseeable future. Nevertheless, the
measured optical damage threshold intensities establish a preliminary estimate, or a
“guideline value” of an upper limit for the maximum pump powers that may be used. For
the best available low-loss (0.3 dB/m) fibers of 10 µm2 effective mode area, I estimated a
CW power limit of ~40mW for chalcogenide (As2Se3) and ~100 mW for tellurite fibers
(based on the estimated values of surface damage threshold). These surface-damage
threshold values are expected to be much more relaxed (i.e., higher) with the use of
tungsten-tellurite fibers [4,46], as well as for the case of quasi-CW short-pulse pumping.
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7.5 Short mid-IR Raman fiber lasers
Although in the main calculations of threshold pump powers, I used moderate values of
coupling coefficient, Table 7.2 reveals that much larger photo-refractive changes can be
induced in MIR fibers. For instance attainment of coupling coefficients (κ) as large as 9.0
cm-1 should be easily achievable in As2Se3 glass. Calculation shows that using larger
coupling coefficients, threshold pump power of below 100 mW should be achievable for
a 2 cm long of As2Se3 DFB fiber (assuming κ =6 cm-1 and α = 0.3 dB/m). This may lead
to fabrication of a new family of ultra-compact NLW MIR lasers.

7.6 Summary
I described the design of a new family of high spectral brightness NLW MIR lasers of < 1
MHz anticipated linewidths – with potential for operation at any target wavelength
between 2.5 µm and 9.5 µm. More specifically, I analyzed the design and potential
performance characteristics of MIR distributed feedback (DFB) Raman fiber lasers
(RFLs) based on π-phase-shifted (PPS) Fiber Bragg Gratings (FBGs) inscribed in MIR
fibers based on appropriately chosen low-phonon-energy glasses, such as chalcogenides
and tellurites. I showed that the recent developments in MIR fiber and fiber Bragg grating
inscription technology, can enbale the realization of the proposed designs in the near
future.
I estimated threshold pump powers for specific PPS-FBG-RFL laser designs and pump
wavelengths for single frequency (fundamental mode) operation at chosen target
wavelengths, focusing initially on the specific example of spectroscopic sensing of
formaldehyde via its well-known absorption feature at 3.6 µm. I showed that the
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threshold pump powers for these - and other similar – DFB-RFLs can be as low as a few
milliwatts (< 50 mW) for optimized devices fabricated with appropriate low-loss small
mode area single mode fibers. I also established the feasibility of achieving arbitrary
NLW laser lines between 2.5 and 9.5 µm by using cascaded MIR fiber Raman lasers. In
conclusion, PPS-DFB RFL platform may lead into demonstration of a new family of
NLW MIR coherent sources for proximal and remote sensing of molecules at trace levels
and other high spectral brightness and long coherence length MIR applications.
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Chapter 8
Low-threshold mid-IR Raman laser on a silicon chip
Monolithic integration of photonic devices on silicon chip, known as “silicon photonics”
is one of the fastest growing optics-related technologies with potential advantages over
conventional designs and configurations that are based on fiber-optic or free-space
connection of individual components. The silicon photonics platform takes advantage of
low-cost manufacturing based on existing infrastructure for electronic integrated circuits
(ICs), mass production, integration with electronic CMOS circuits, and compact form
factor with the potential of integrating hundreds of components on a single chip [1].
Today, one of the main challenges of silicon photonics is the absence of cost-effective
silicon-compatible light sources [2]. As an indirect bandgap material, silicon cannot
generate photons with useful efficiency via population inversion. Integration of existing
semiconductor laser structures, primarily based on III-V material, is the only source
option for an electrically driven laser source on silicon chips. The laser gain material can
be either grown on silicon substrate or it can be attached and coupled to the silicon chip
using flip-chip bonding. If electrical pumping is not critical, one can take advantage of
nonlinear optical properties of silicon, such as stimulated Raman emission, to design
optically pumped silicon lasers. Clearly, this approach can be justified only if certain
properties of the resulting laser beam are superior to that of the optical pump or a low
cost and compact external laser does not exist at the desired wavelength. Table. 8.1
shows a summary of these possibilities.
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Table. 8.1. Summary of some of silicon photonics compatible sources [2]

Si-Photonics source

Gain
By growing III-V on
silicon

Advantages

Silicon Hybrid laser

By bonding III-V on
silicon

Flexibility of choice
of III-V

Silicon Raman laser

Silicon Raman gain

- Low-cost
- Spectral purity

Epitaxial lasers

Robust

Disadvantages
- Expensive
- Lattice mismatch
- Expensive
- Bonding insertion
loss
- Need for external
source

In this chapter, I study and analyze NLW MIR laser generation on a silicon chip via
stimulated Raman emission. Silicon Raman lasers have been proposed and demonstrated
in telecom band more than a decade ago [3-7] with the promise of better wavelength
selectivity and spectral purity compared to semiconductor laser sources that are typically
limited by linewidth enhancement factor [8]. Table. 8.2 shows the characteristics of stateof-the-art NIR Raman silicon lasers. In most demonstrations, a relatively long waveguide
of a few centimeters has been used to achieve low threshold pump power. Threshold
pump power is a critical figure of merit for Raman lasers, since the relatively low
stimulated Raman gain of silicon results in a high threshold power. The smallest
threshold power for such lasers was demonstrated using a photonic crystal structure that
suffers from ultra-low output power due to its small mode volume and required complex
fabrication [7].
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Table. 8.2 State of the art NIR silicon Raman lasers and their performance

#

Structure

1

4.8cm,
coating
reflectors

2

4.8cm,
coating
reflectors

3

4

3cm Ring
cavity

~10µm
Photonic
Crystal
cavity

Linear
Threshold
Waveguide
pump
loss
power
(dB/cm)

Max
Power

Wavelength
(nm)

Freecarrier
Depletion

Ref.

0.35

Pulse
0.4mW
Avg

40µW

1669

Y

Rong et al.
2005
[4]

0.35

CW
200mW

10mW

1690

Y

Rong et al.
2005
[5]

0.2

CW
20mW

0.3

1µW

50mW

120nW

1545

Rong et al.
Y&N
2007
[6]

1540

Takahashi
et al.
2013
[7]

N

To attain Raman lasing and reduce the threshold pump power, the majority of
demonstrated NIR silicon Raman lasers use a p-i-n structure to deplete the generated
free-carriers of two-photon absorption (2PA) in silicon. It is assumed by the silicon
photonics community that at wavelengths above 2.2 µm, 2PA is absent and three-photon
absorption (3PA) is negligible, making silicon a superb material in MIR spectral region
[9]. Although there have been several theoretical studies and many attempts towards
demonstration of MIR Raman lasing in silicon waveguides [10,11] so far, no
experimental demonstration has been reported. The two obvious limitations in MIR (as
opposed to NIR) are the absence of low-loss MIR silicon waveguides and to some extend
unavailability of MIR pump sources with sufficient power and desired beam quality
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(required for efficient pump-waveguide coupling). As a result, designing configurations
that enable MIR Raman lasing with low-threshold powers may pave the road toward
demonstration of such a laser.
In this chapter, I explore the impact of the 3PA and free carrier absorption (FCA) loss on
the MIR silicon Raman lasers. Next, with the outcomes of my study, I propose and
analyze a new architecture for ultra-compact (<600 µm) on-chip silicon Raman laser that
can generate single NLW lines around 3.2 µm with sub-mW threshold pump power.

8.1 Impact of nonlinear losses on mid-IR silicon Raman laser
It is well-accepted by the silicon-photonics community that 3PA loss in silicon is
negligible in MIR spectral range for the wavelength range of 2.2-3.3 µm [9]. As such,
Raman lasing can be generated much easier in MIR than NIR without the need of freecarrier depletion [4-6]. I show despite of the fact that 3PA loss for pump wavelengths
within 2.2-3.3 µm is negligible compared to 2PA loss, FCA loss due to the generated
carriers via 3PA process can be a limiting factor for MIR silicon Raman lasing. To prove
this hypothesis, I calculate the condition for CW Raman lasing in silicon for a pump
wavelength between 2.2-3.3 µm. The general form of the threshold equation for a Raman
laser can be written as:
𝑔! 𝐼 − 𝛼 − 𝛼!!" − 𝛼!"# = − ln(𝑅! 𝑅! )/𝑙!"#

(8.1)

where lcav is the round-trip cavity length, Ri=1,2 is the reflectivity of the cavity mirrors (for
ring cavities R1=1), 𝑔! (𝑚/𝑊) is the Raman gain, 𝛼 (𝑚!! ) is the linear absorption loss,
𝛼!!" = 𝛾𝐼 ! and 𝛼!"# = 𝜎!" ∆𝑁 are the 3PA loss and consequent FCA loss [12], and
I (W/m2) is the pump intensity. 𝜎!" and ∆𝑁 are the FCA cross-section and the
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concentration of free-carriers [9] generated via 3PA process. γ , 𝜎!" and ∆𝑁 can be
estimated as [9]:
!

!

𝛾 (𝑚 /𝑊 ) = 1.54×10

!!"

𝜆
1.1

𝜎!" (𝑚 ! ) = 1.45×10!!"
∆𝑁 (𝑚 !! ) =

!

1.1 1
−
𝜆
3

𝜆
1.55

!

!

𝛾𝐼 ! 𝜏!""
×10!!
3ℎ𝑐/𝑛𝜆

(8.2)
(8.3)
(8.4)

Here, the units for wavelength (λ) and free carrier lifetime (τeff) are µm and second
respectively. h, c, and n are the Planck’s constant, speed of light in vacuum, and
refractive index of the pump mode respectively. After substituting all the parameters in
the Eq. (8.1) and neglecting 3PA loss compared to linear and FCA loss (𝛼!!" ≪ 𝛼!"# ), I
look for solutions where 𝐼(𝜏!"" , 𝛼) remains real and positive. It is shown that the required
lasing condition for lasing can be simplified as (see Appendix II):
𝛼 − ln(𝑅! 𝑅! )/𝑙!"# . 𝜏!"" ≤ 666×

𝑔! ! . ℎ𝑐
𝜎!" 𝛾𝑛𝜆

(8.5)

where all the parameters have SI units, except the pump wavelength unit is µm. Fig. 8.1
shows the solution of Eq. 8.5 for some of previously reported NIR silicon Raman laser
cavities as well as the previous theoretical calculation for the MIR silicon Raman laser
[5,6,10]. Each cavity number (#) corresponds to same NIR structure in Table. 8.2. The
“(MIR)” cavities correspond to sets of the selected parameters for a pump wavelength of
2.88 µm [10] (in the Ref. 10 3PA is neglected). For each cavity configuration (defined by
R1, R2, and lcav), the areas below the solid line define the values for 𝛼 and 𝜏!"" , that
satisfy the lasing condition for pump wavelength of 2.8 µm. I chose this wavelength due
to the availability of high-power, high-beam quality Er:ZBLAN fiber lasers. The red
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region is where Raman lasing is impossible and the border corresponds to the calculated
threshold for a cavity with infinite external quality factor (mirrors with 100% reflectivity
or infinite cavity length).

Fig. 8.1. The relation between effective carrier lifetime (τeff) and linear loss (α) required for
silicon Raman lasing when the pump wavelength is 2.8 µm. The areas below each curve
correspond to the range of τeff and α that can support Raman lasing for the given cavity
parameters (R1,R2,lcav). In this calculation, silicon Raman gain is 1.0×10-10 (m/W) [13].

The carrier lifetime in waveguide structures is relatively short (~10-200 ns) compared to
its value in bulk silicon. Inside a waveguide the free-carrier lifetime mainly depends on
the fabrication method and waveguide geometry [14]. For configurations that bulk silicon
are used as the gain medium, the linear loss in MIR range is relatively small (α <0.1
dB/cm, only limited by the intrinsic loss) but carrier-lifetime is typically long on the
order of µs [14]. Based on Fig 8.1, free-space Raman lasers can operate in the region
where τeff is large and α is small and integrated Raman lasers can operate in the region
where τeff is small but α is large. For instance, using the state-of-the-art NIR resonators
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such as the one reported in Ref. 4, the measured τeff =65ns limits the required roundtrip
loss to less than 0.5 dB/cm. Using the ring cavity reported in Ref. 6 and the measured τeff
of 15.5 ns limits the linear MIR loss to less than 2.5 dB/cm. Note that these conditions
are more difficult to access in MIR as the fabrication of low loss SOI waveguide is
significantly challenging due to absorption of silica. In addition, low-loss MIR SOI
waveguides have relatively larger cross section than their NIR counterparts, resulting in
longer free-carrier lifetimes [11].
To evaluate the effect of wavelength dependence of 3PA and FCA losses, I also plotted
the right hand-side (RHS) of Eq. 8.5 against wavelength (see Fig. 8.2). Higher value of
RHS correspond to higher limits on the maximum allowed values of τeff and α for
supporting Raman lasing (effectively easier conditions to satisfy).

Fig. 8.2. Pump wavelength dependency of right-hand-side of Eq. (8.5) for 2.2-3.3 µm. Larger
values correspond to possibility of Raman lasing with larger values of τeff and α.

Fig. 8.2 indicates that Raman lasing at a pump wavelength of 2.85 µm imposes the
smallest upper limit on τeff and α. On other hand, at pump wavelengths above 3.2 µm,
demonstration of a silicon Raman laser will be much easier. Note that pump wavelengths
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above 3.3 µm correspond to four-photon absorption (4PA) in silicon. My preliminary
calculation shows that in this region, for pump intensity up to the damage threshold of
silicon (109 W/cm2) [9], the FCA loss due to 4PA process for pumping at 4.0 µm is about
three orders of magnitude smaller than the FCA loss due to 3PA process for pumping at
2.8 µm. So at pump wavelengths above 3.3 µm, 4PA and FCA losses are insignificant.
In conclusion, while 3PA loss is negligible in a MIR silicon Raman laser, the absorption
associated with the free-carriers generated through 3PA process play a critical role. So
aside from unavailability of MIR sources with sufficient power and high beam quality,
neglecting 3PA (FCA due to 3PA process) may be the main reason for failure of the
previous efforts on demonstration of a MIR silicon Raman. Based on the above
calculations, Raman lasing in silicon and in the presence of 3PA requires low-loss
waveguides, short carrier lifetime and strong optical feedback. When waveguide losses
are not small enough or the quality factor of the resonator is not sufficient, free-carrier
depletion is required (similar to NIR silicon Raman lasers).

8.2 Design of a low-threshold mid-IR silicon Raman laser
The outcomes of the Section 8.1, suggest that cavities with strong feedback and low
propagation loss are the key enablers for a MIR Raman laser. A design that satisfies these
requirements eliminates the need for high-power MIR pump sources and depleting the
free-carrier concentration.
Here I propose a new design for a compact monolithic silicon Raman laser based on
strong feedback provided by a π-phase shifted Bragg grating (pps-BG). The laser is
designed for CW pumping at 2.71 µm and Raman lasing at 3.15 µm. While the 2.71 µm
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has been selected due to availability of high power Er:ZBLAN fiber lasers at this
wavelength, the same design strategy can be implemented for generating Raman lasers at
longer wavelengths using larger pump wavelengths. I show that considering realistic
values for waveguide loss (~1 dB /cm), a single frequency narrow linewidth (<50 MHz)
Raman laser can be generated with a threshold power as low as 200 mW. To further
decrease the threshold power, I combined the pps-BG cavity with two Bragg mirrors for
resonant pump enhancement. The two cavities can be monolithically integrated on a
single SOI chip using standard silicon processing techniques. The complete device is less
than 700 µm long. Calculations show that combination of pps-BG and resonant pump
enhancement results in threshold pump power (Pth) less than <10 mW based on singlemode SOI waveguides with 1 dB/cm loss. Given that losses as low as 0.1 dB/cm have
been already reported for multi-mode SOI waveguides for wavelength range of 3-4.5 µm
[15], with a careful design (to account for multimode operation), the threshold power of
the proposed laser configuration may become as low as ≤ 100 µW.
In what follows, first I analyze the pps-BG structure as a standalone laser and then add
the BGs to demonstrate ultimate performance. The key section of this silicon Raman laser
is an integrated pps-BG that enables resonant enhancement of the nonlinear interaction in
a very small mode-volume (~10 µm3). The base waveguide structure used in this design
is an air-clad quasi single-mode SOI waveguide with a cross section of 0.9×1 µm
(h=1µm, w=0.9µm) shown in Fig. 8.3(a). These dimensions were selected to minimize
the optical field in the oxide and to maintain single-mode propagation in the corrugated
region where the width is larger than 0.9 µm (to provide sufficient reflection in the
grating periods). The calculated propagation loss (α) due to material absorption for this
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waveguide is ~0.018dB/cm and ~0.011dB/cm for pump and laser wavelengths (using
silica loss from ref. 16). In order to minimize the impact of side-wall roughness, the
waveguide area is selected to be as large as possible without making the waveguide
highly multimode (Aeff ~0.98 µm2). However based on current fabrication technologies in
practice I still expect the loss to be dominated by the surface roughness. So the selected
values are used for the initial estimation of threshold power and then the impact of the
waveguide loss is evaluated.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8.3. (a) Cross section of the base SOI waveguide with air cladding. (b) A section of the
symmetric grating profile. (c) Calculated coupling coefficient resulting from waveguide width
variation.

Fig. 8.3(b) shows the grating profile (layout) made by periodic enlargement of the
waveguide width from the original width (0.9 µm). The strength of the resulting grating
is controlled by the coupling coefficient κ = πδn/λB where δn is the refractive index
modulation induced by varying the width of the waveguide [17]. Fig. 8.3(c) shows the
coupling coefficient (κ) plotted against the width variation indicating that κ’s as strong as
0.1 µm-1 can be achieved by a width variation of only 100 nm.
Fig. 8.4(a) shows the definition of the design parameters for the pps-BG based silicon
Raman laser. The operating principles of Raman lasers based on pps-BG are well
established and verified in the context of distributed feedback (DFB) Raman fiber lasers
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[18]. The Bragg wavelength is defined as λB = 2neffL, where L and neff are the grating
period and the effective refractive index of the propagating mode respectively. The power
build up factor in the π-phase-shifted (pps) region is proportional to κ and cavity length
(LDFB). I calculated the threshold pump power (Pth) for Raman laser generation at 3150
nm when the silicon pps-BG (Fig. 1(a)) is pumped at 2700 nm using the mathematical
framework and methodology reported in ref. 19 (for modeling MIR DFB Raman fiber
lasers). Preliminary calculations show that when DFB feedback is strong (κ.L > 10), freecarrier lifetime (τeff) is less than 20 ns (which is typical), and waveguide loss (α) is about
2dB/cm), the effect of nonlinear losses can be neglected in the threshold pump power
calculations (see Appendix III).
Fig 8.4(b) shows the calculated contour-plot for Pth as a function of κDFB and LDFB,
assuming α =0.011dB/cm and Raman gain (gR) = 1.0×10-10 m/W at laser wavelength
[13]. The average effective area (Aeff) of the pps-BG is = 0.98 µm2 corresponding to a
confinement factor of Γ=0.96. Here the linear waveguide loss is limited by material
absorption. As evident from Fig. 8.4(b) increasing κDFB and LDFB reduces the threshold
pump power until the threshold reaches the absorption limited value (referred to as
Pth-min) of 3 mW (for α =0.011 dB/cm) that is the minimum achievable threshold pump
power for this structure. To evaluate the impact of non-ideal (absorption limited)
waveguide loss, in Fig. 8.4(c) I calculated Pth-min as a function of a and Aeff. This figure
shows that threshold pump power of < 200 mW is achievable for losses as high as
1dB/cm in a waveguide with Aeff =0.98 µm2.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8.4. (a) Schematic diagram of silicon pps-BG Raman. (b) Calculated Pth based on ideal linear
waveguide loss of 0.011dB/cm and negligible nonlinear loss. Here the pump wavelength is 2700
nm and laser (Raman) wavelength is 3150 nm. Variation of κDFB between 0.05 and 0.1
correspond to a width variation between 45 and 100 nm (see Fig. 8.3(c)). (c) Threshold pump
calculated as a function of effective area of the waveguide and linear waveguide loss.

Estimating the actual linewidth for a pps-BG Raman laser is a complicated task (to my
knowledge it has not been reported yet). However its upper limit for the proposed ppsBG silicon Raman laser, can be estimated to be equal to the cold cavity linewidth
(Ppump<<Pth). Fig. 8.5 shows the cold cavity linewidth plotted as a function of a for three
combinations of κDFB and LDFB. A linewidth of less than 100 MHz is achievable for
waveguide losses of up to 2.0 dB/cm, sufficiently small for most of gas sensing
applications where the absorption lines are usually in GHz range.
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Fig. 8.5. Estimated upper limit (cold-cavity) linewidth of pps-BG silicon Raman laser.

The blue line in Fig. 8.5 is the absorption limited value of the cold cavity linewidth,
which can be achieved for 0.01-10 dB/cm loss range with relatively moderate κDFB and
LDFB values.
To verify that the silicon Raman laser is single mode (which is favorable for sensing
applications), I also calculated the threshold for the first side-mode (the next longitudinal
mode of the pps-BG structure) [19]. Since the side modes of DFB structure for moderate
coupling coefficients (κ=0.05 µm-1), are ~20 nm away from the center frequency, they
will not experience sufficient gain (due to narrow Raman gain bandwidth of silicon [20]
between 3.14-3.16 µm for 2.71 µm pump). Therefore within the desired pump range
(P>10×Pth) the higher order longitudinal modes of the pps-BG will not oscillate.
To further reduce Pth, the pump power within the pps-BG (designed to sustain the laser
wavelength, λlaser) can be resonantly enhanced using two identical BGs designed to
sustain the pump wavelength (λpump).

Fig. 8.6(a) shows the proposed design. The

symmetric BGs effectively serve as a Fabry-Perot cavity for λpump that create the
maximum field enhancement around the pi-phase-shifted-region of the pps-BG resulting
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in a very efficient Raman laser. Fig 8.6(b) shows the transmission spectrum through the
whole structure (for κBG =κDFB = 0.05 µm-1, LDFB = 200 µm, and Lpump-BGs = 100 µm),
showing that the cross talk between the two cavities is negligible.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8.6. (a) The design of silicon Raman laser based on pps-BG and resonant pump
enhancement. (b) Transmission spectrum through the structure shown in part-a for
κBG =κDFB = 0.05 µm-1, LDFB = 200 µm, and Lpump BGs = 100 µm. (c) Pth-min for Raman lasing in the
structure shown in part-a. Here κBG = 0.05 µm-1, κDFB = 0.07 µm-1 and LDFB = 200 µm and
propagation losses for the pump and laser wavelengths (αl,p) are assumed to be equal.
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Note that as opposed to previous designs (e.g. ring cavity), where pump and laser
resonance were spectrally coupled [3-8], this structure allows for tuning each cavity
separately simply by local thermal tuning of the BGs or the pps-BG [21]. As such given
the narrow spectral bandwidths of both pump and laser modes, the impact of the
fabrication uncertainties can be compensated by independent tuning of each section (see
Fig.8.6 (b)). In addition, this facilitates the realization of a wavelength tunable silicon
Raman laser where the pps-BG resonance is tuned within the Raman gain spectrum. I
estimated the threshold for the resonantly enhanced device with BGs that are designed
based on the same base waveguide structure. These BGs provide high reflectivity at the
pump wavelength (λp=2.71 µm) and high transmittance at the laser wavelength (λL=3.15
µm). Fig. 8.6(c) shows the contour-plot of Pth-min for this configuration as a function of
the length of the BG’s (Lpump,BG) and for several values of waveguide loss assuming equal
losses αl,p for pump and laser wavelength. Here κBG = 0.05 µm-1, κDFB = 0.07 µm-1 and
LDFB = 200 µm (almost equal to the distance between two pump gratings). The optimal
values of Lpump-BG that result in minimum threshold pump power can be inferred from Fig
8.6(c). These optimal lengths correspond to critical coupling condition for the pump
cavity. For waveguide losses of up to 1dB/cm, the minimum achievable threshold pump
power can be as low as 10 mW for Lpump BG’s ~ 120 µm. Moreover, my calculation shows
that a Pth-min of below 100 mW is simply achievable even using waveguides with higher
propagation loss (up to αP,L = 2 dB/cm). In fact single-mode MIR SOI waveguides with
losses below 1.0 dB/cm have already been demonstrated [22,23]. More recently, multimode MIR SOI waveguides with ultra-loss of below 0.1 dB/cm has been demonstrated
[15]. Using a multimode waveguide for a fabrication of a DFB Raman silicon laser
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requires careful design to efficiently deliver the pump power to fundamental TE mode of
the waveguide as well as considering the parasitic effect in reflection spectrum of Bragg
gratings. The threshold pump power scales with waveguide dimension. By defining the
parameter 𝑋 = 𝐴!"" 𝛤𝛼 as the product of effective area, confinement factor and linear loss
(only material absorption), the impact of the scaling on the waveguide dimensions can be
quantified. Fig. 8.7(b) shows threshold factor X calculated as function of scaling factor.
Here a scaling factor of 1 corresponds to the waveguide dimensions of 2300 nm by 4000
nm. Clearly 3600 nm×2000 nm is theoretically optimized waveguide for Raman or other
nonlinear generations.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 8.7. (a) TE mode profile in an ultra-low loss MIR SOI (air-clad) waveguide. (b) Threshold
factor against scaling factor.

Note that I assume that for such a multimode waveguide, the pump power can be
delivered primarily to fundamental mode of the waveguide using an adiabatic taper [24]
to maintain maximum overlap with the generated Stokes (laser) mode. Here the parasitic
spectral effect due to intermodal coupling in multimode waveguide will insignificantly
degrade the reflectivity of Bragg gratings for the fundamental mode of the waveguide
[25]. In addition, large modal dispersion of the waveguide naturally results in insufficient
gain for other modes (due to narrow Raman gain bandwidth of silicon).
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8.3 Summary
I showed that the FCA loss associated with 3PA process in silicon for pumping at 2.2-3.3
µm prevents Raman lasing in MIR region. This may be the main reason of why no MIR
silicon Raman laser has been demonstrated yet. To achieve Raman lasing in this region,
low loss waveguides and cavities that provide strong optical feedback are needed.
Alternatively, free carrier depletion (similar to NIR silicon Raman lasers) can be used to
overcome the corresponding losses.
Next, I presented a CMOS compatible all-silicon MIR Raman laser that can be
implemented on SOI wafer using standard fabrication methods. The laser is compact and
its total length does not exceed 700 µm. The laser cavity is a π-phase shifted Bragg
grating sandwiched between two Bragg gratings that enhance the pump resonantly. For
proof of concept study, I assumed that the Raman laser is pumped by an Er:ZBLAN MIR
fiber-laser (λ=2.7 µm) and generates a wavelength of 3.15 µm. My calculation shows that
for realistic value of propagation loss (1.0 dB/cm) a threshold pump power of less than
10mW is achievable (for the design shown in Fig. 8.4(a)). I also estimated an upper limit
of 50 MHz for the linewidth of a pps-BG silicon Raman laser fabricated usin a SOI
waveguide with 1 dB/cm loss.
Using this structure, Raman lasing in the MIR range should be achieved without the need
of free-carrier depletion. This work paves the road for a new class of integrated silicon
based MIR sources that are currently in high demand in particular forsensing
applicaitons.
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Chapter 9
Future directions
The devices described in the previous Chapters, pave the way for development of three
different categories of NLW MIR lasers and their applications for sensing. Various
aspects of each one of devices can be improved and expanded to become more practical
and reach their optimal performance. In this chapter I briefly discuss few of relevant
ideas.

9.1 Fabrication of ZBLAN fiber taper
As described in Chapter 4, to couple out the MIR power of Er:ZBLAN spherical
microlaser, a low-OH silica fiber-taper with loss of α ~5 dB/m or a Ge doped silica fiber
with loss of α ~10 dB/m at 2.7 µm was used. Unfortunately, these fibers suffer from a
relatively large propagation loss (in particular above 2.5 µm). The alternative could be
fabricating fiber-tapers made of MIR transparent glasses. Fig 2.13 suggests that for
effective coupling between fiber-taper and Er:ZBLAN spherical microlaser at the pump
(980 nm) and the laser (2700 nm) wavelengths, the fiber-taper should have an effective
index of ~1.5 (for optimal phase matching). Tellurite and ZBLAN fiber-tapers are the
best candidates among other available MIR glasses (see Table 2.2). Fabrication of
ZBLAN fiber taper is quite challenging due to its fragile physical properties. However,
my initial attempt suggests that using a highly controlled pulling process (temperature,
velocity and time) fabrication of ZBLAN fiber-tapers might be within the reach. Fig. 9.1
shows the SEM image of a ZBLAN half-taper fiber, fabricated using an U-shape electric
heater. Note that similar to ZBLAN fiber draw process, fabrication of fiber-taper requires
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increasing the temperature of glass above its softening point. In principle this process can
be done below the crystallization temperature to prevent microcrystalization in ZBLAN.
As evident from Fig. 9.1, the surface quality of the tapered region is as smooth as the
original fiber (drawn in an industrial draw-tower) with no sign of microcrystalization.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 9.1. SEM image of a ZBLAN glass half fiber-taper. (a) Tapered region. (b) ZBLAN fiber
clad made by industrial fiber-draw.

Using such fiber-tapers (or even half-tapers), the output power of the MIR Er:ZBLAN
microlaser can be improved and the length of the output section does not have to be less
than 10 cm (as in my experiments). Due to lack of access to tellurite fibers, I did not
examined pulling these fibers. However, based on the physical properties of tellurite
glass, pulling such fiber tapers should be even easier than ZBLAN. In addition, tellurite
fiber provides better phase matching for an Er:ZBLAN MIR microlaser.

9.2 Fabrication of microlentil resonator
As it was discussed in Chapter 2, optical modes of an ellipsoidal microcavitiy with
relatively small eccentricity are closely spaced and distributed over a wide frequency
range (see Fig 2.7). Fabrication of a perfectly symmetric sphere is extremely difficult,
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mostly due to induced asymmetry by fiber-stem. So typically several closely spaced
WGMs within the peak gain of Er oscillate together resulting in multimode laser
emission. To achieve single-mode operation and mode-hope free tuning (based on
thermo-optical effect), the spectral spacing between the WGMs should be increased. This
can be achieved using non-spherical cavity geometries. For instance in a microtoroidal
resonator, the number of modes are reduced by decreasing the size of the cavity in one
direction. Unfortunately fabrication of an active microtoroid cavity requires multiple
steps and is so far has been limited to glasses that can be processed through sol-gel
process [1]. A cost-effective way of reducing the spatial modes of an ellipsoidal cavity is
increasing its eccentricity through a post-fabrication process (effectively squeezing a
microsphere in one direction). Once the sphere squeezed sufficiently, I expect the
microcavity to take the shape of a lentil and I refer to it as microlentil cavity. Fig. 9.2
shows microsphere, microlentil and microtoroid cavities. Note that the curvature of
micro-lentil does not necessary look like Fig 9.2 (b). However since the sphere is
squeezed in one direction the azimuthal modes becomes significantly lower for a lentil
shape.

(a) Microsphere

(b) Microlentil

(c) Microtoroid

Fig. 9.2. Schematic of possible microcavity geometries: (a) microsphere, (b) microlentil, (c)
microtoroid.

Fig. 9.3 shows the calculated spatial modes of a lentil shape resonator at 2.7 µm with
(axis are 40 and 180 µm). As expected a micro-lentil cavity only supports few azimuthal
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modes (here only two) as opposed to a microsphere with the same diameter that usually
have over 100s of azimuthal modes. This feature allows for attainment of single-mode
operation as well as tuning the microlaser without mode-hopping.
(b)

(a)

(c)

Fig. 9.3 TE optical modes of a microlentil resonator (minor axis = 40 and major axis = 180 µm)
at 2.7 µm: (a) fundamental mode, (b) higher order radial modes (c) highest order (2nd) azimuthal
mode.

Fig 9.4 shows the preliminary version of a home-made device, designed and made for
fabrication of soft-glass micro-lentil cavities. Note that working with soft glasses such as
ZBLAN allows for reaching the softening point of the glass at relatively low
temperatures (<500 oC). Here the heating element is made of nichrome coil rapped
around a quartz glass tube.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9.4. (a) Photograph of the microlentil fabrication device, which consists of adjusting stage,
microheater and fiber holder (b) close-up view of the heating chamber (quartz tube) before
rapping the nichrome coil. The microsphere is placed at the tip of the ceramic ferrule and pushed
against the aluminum base. Inset: expected deformation of the microsphere upon heating and
pushing..
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The microspheres (fabricated using the method explained in Chapter 3) are loaded into
the ceramic fiber ferrules and then pressed to a flat surface. The idea is by controlling the
temperature and pressure eventually a micro-lentil should be formed. Unfortunately my
initial effort did not result in formation of high quality micro-lentils. One of the main
issues was the difference between the diameter of the hole in the ceramic ferrule and the
diameter of the fiber stem (about 30 micron). Due to this difference, once the glass
becomes soft, the microsphere moves inside the hole instead of being squeezed.
Moreover it is very difficult to keep the temperature inside the chamber above softening
and below melting point. I expect that with few modifications and careful adjustments,
the next version of this fabrication system can produce micro-lentil cavities with
reasonable quality.

9.3 Dual wavelength pumping Er:ZBLAN mid-IR laser
As discussed in Chapter 4, laser generation by the 2.7 µm transition of Erbium atoms is
naturally a self-terminating process. While using Er-Er cross-relaxation process at high
dopant densities, sufficient population inversion can be achieved, this approach suffers
from two major drawbacks: 1) Increasing the Er dopant density will increase the excited
states absorption as well as ETU2 process. 2) Er-Er cross relaxation process is only
capable of transferring half of energy of lower laser level to upper laser level.
To further enhance the efficiency of Er:ZBLAN MIR laser emission at 2.7 µm, I propose
pumping the gain medium at two different wavelengths. Fig. 9.5 shows the absorption
and transitions associated with the proposed dual-wavelength pumping scheme.
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P2=1670 nm

P1=980 nm

Fig. 9.5. Dual wavelength pumping scheme for Er:ZBLAN 2.7 µm lasers. P1 and P2 show the
transitions associated with the two pump wavelengths (1670 and 980 nm).

Here the second pump wavelength (~1670 nm) will pump the electrons from I13/2 to I9/2
level. These electrons are rapidly transferred to upper laser level (I13/2.) via multi-phonon
processes. Note that excited state absorption cross section for the transition from I13/2 to
I9/2 is relatively large (~0.7 times 980 nm ground state absorption cross section). This
allows for efficient pumping via second pump.
Using the second pump laser, forces all the accumulated energy in I13/2 to participate in
population inversion. As a result, careful control of this pumping scheme, may result in
significant enhancement of the slope efficiency and output power of 2.7 µm Er:ZBLAN
lasers. In addition, this technique allows for attainment of population inversion in lowconcentration Er:ZBLAN glass.

9.4 Thermo-optical gas sensing using passive ZBLAN microsphere
Another interesting approach for exploiting the high quality (high-Q) MIR WGM
microcavities for gas sensing is based on thermo-optic sensing [2,3]. In this approach, a
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MIR laser with a wavelength matched with one of the strong absorption lines of the target
molecule illuminates a high-Q MIR WGM microcavity. The temperature perturbations
induced by MIR absorption in the vicinity of the microsphere, changes the effective index
of the WGM via thermo-optic effect (both through evanescent field and heating the
glass). So for a given illuminating power, the resonance frequency of WGM shifts
proportional to the gas concentration. The WGM can be monitored using a NLW NIR
laser and its high-Q enables translating the presence of small number of molecules to
detectable variations in the transmitted optical power. Note that as opposed to other
sensing schemes (the ones discussed in Chapter 5) that require a NLW MIR laser, this
technique can be done using MIR light emitting diodes (LEDs) or free-space MIR lasers.
To increase the signal to noise ratio, the MIR laser can be modulated and resulting
variations in the transmitted NIR power can be picked up using lock-in measurement. For
maximum sensitivity the wavelength of the NIR probe laser should be tuned to the
middle of transmission slope. Fig. 9.6 shows a possible arrangement for gas sensing
based on this technique. Here ZBLAN microsphere is illuminated with MIR laser at
wavelength correspond to the absorption line of water vapor.

Illumination

Probe

Fig 9.6. Experimental setup for thermo-optic gas sensing using a passive high-Q ZBLAN
microsphere. The output of a modulated MIR laser is illuminated on ZBLAN microsphere using a
lensed ZBLAN fiber. A NLW NIR laser monitors one of the high-Q WGMs of the ZBLAN
microsphere via a lock-in amplifier.
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The induced power variation for such a system can be estimated as [3]:
Δ𝑃!"#$% ~ 𝐺𝑄𝑃!"#$%

1 𝑑𝑛
1
𝛾𝑃! Γ
[1 − exp (−𝛼𝐿!"" )]
𝑛!"" 𝑑𝑇
𝐶!""

(9.1)

where G is the detector gain, Q is the quality factor of sphere, neff is the effective index of
the mode, 𝛾 is the efficiency of heat transfer from the gas molecules to the microsphere,
Pi is the illumination MIR power and Γ is the spatial overlap between illuminated region
and the WGM. 𝛼 is the absorption coefficient of the gas at the selected MIR wavelength
and Leff is the effective length above the sphere that contributes in the heat transfer to the
microsphere. 𝐶!"" is the effective thermal conductance that quantifies the efficiency of
the heat transfer to the corresponding WGM mode and can be estimated as 𝐶!"" =
!

!! ! !! !!! .!
!
! !! !

. Here 𝜓! is WGM radial mode distribution and 𝐶! is the thermal

conductivity of the glass sphere.
Note that the general idea of thermo-optic sensing is relatively a well-known technique
[2,3]; however to my knowledge all of the previous theoretical analysis and experimental
demonstrations are done in NIR range and use WGMs both for heating and probing (as
opposed to heating the gas with an external source and probing via WGMs). Given the
cost and complexity of fiber-coupled NLW MIR lasers with sufficient power and the fact
that most relevant absorption lines are in MIR range, the proposed scheme is a major step
toward fabrication of low-cost gas sensing systems.

9.5 Summary
In this chapter, I presented three new ideas that can improve the performance of the MIR
spherical microlaser and one sensing scheme that does not rely on NLW MIR lasers.
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Fabrication of a ZBLAN or tellurite fiber-taper can significantly enhance the output
power of the WGM MIR microlaser. For spherical microlasers, mode-hop-free operation
and tuning can be achieved by reducing the number of WGMs that can simultaneously
lase and couple to the fiber-taper. I proposed post-fabrication squeezing of the
Er:ZBLAN microspheres as a possible approach that can create microcavity geometries
(called microlentil cavities) that support small number of WGMs near the peak laser gain.
A simple setup was developed for proof-of-concept demonstration of the proposed
fabrication technique. While the initial results weren’t satisfactory, they clearly indicate
that with further modification and optimization, fabrication of high quality microlentil
cavities is within reach. Finally, I proposed dual pumping (at two different wavelengths)
as a promising technique that can improve the efficiency of the MIR Er:ZBLAN
microlaser by facilitating the attainment of population inversion between Er states that
generate the 2.7 µm laser. In addition to the ideas related to improving the performance
of the MIR Er:ZBLAN microlaser, I described the application of high-Q passive MIR
WGM microcavities in a new type of thermo-optical gas sensing. My preliminary
analysis shows ZBLAN (and other soft-glass) spherical microcavities demonstrated in
this thesis are excellent candidates for this type of sensing.
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Appendix I
AI.1 Pump and laser modes overlap
For WGM spherical microlasers, WGMs around pump and laser wavelengths take
different spatial distribution in the microcavity. This spatial difference becomes
significant, when the pump and laser wavelengths are distant (i.e MIR spherical
microlasers). Fig. AI.1 shows an example of radial and angular mode distribution of
pump and laser in MIR Er:ZBLAN spherical microlaser.

(a)

(b)

Fig. AI.1. Spatial distribution of WGMs of an Er:ZBLAN microlaser (Rs = 28 µm) for pump
WGM (p-q,p,r) and laser WGM (l-m,l,n). (a) Radial modes distribution inside microsphere. (b)
Angular modes distribution.
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To know the quality of the intermodal pumping, the overlap of pump WGMs (𝑙, 𝑚, 𝑛),
and laser WGMs (𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑟) needs to be calculated. The Overlap efficiency between pump
!,!,!
and laser modes (Γ!,!,!
) can be calculated by:

2

l,m,n
Γp,q,r
R s ,ns =

Vs

2

Ψl,m,n . Ψp,q,r dV
4

Vs

Ψl,m,n dV

(AI.1)

where 𝑉! is the volume of microsphere. Ψl,m,n and Ψp,q,r are the electric field of the laser
and pump WGMs respectively (see Chapter 2 for electric field of WGMs in a spherical
microcavity).

AI.2 Dominant lasing mode
We refer to the WGM that have the lowest threshold pump power as the dominant lasing
mode. Threshold pump power (𝑃!! ) of laser WGMs (𝑙, 𝑚, 𝑛) when pumped by pump
WGMs (𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑟) can be calculated by:
𝐴!,!,! . 𝑃!! ≈ 𝛾!! ℒ = −ln (𝑆!,!,! )

(AI.2)

where 𝐴!,!,! is a constant related to pumping efficiency (i.e. properties of gain medium
and pump WGMs). 𝛾!! is the threshold gain and ℒ is the circumference of sphere. 𝑆 is the
survival factor of the laser WGMs and is related to Qtot by:
𝑆!,!,! ∝ 1 −

1

(AI.3)

Q!,!,!
!"!

where Q0,L is the intrinsic quality factor of the sphere at laser wavelength. As a result, Eq.
AI.2 turns into:
𝑃!! !,!,! ∝

!,!,!
− ln 1 − 𝑄!"!

𝐴!,!,!
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!!

(AI.4)

For a spherical microlaser, the pump is resonantly build up in the cavity therefore the
pumping efficiency constant 𝐴!,!,! is proportional to cavity build up factor and the spatial
overlap between pump and laser WGMs. As a result, I have:
!

𝐴
!

!,!,!
Here 𝑄!"!
= (!!,!,! + !
!"#

!
!"#

!,!,!
𝑄!"!
!,!,!
∝ !,!,! Γ!,!,!
𝑄!"#

!,!,!

(AI.5)

)!! and 𝑄!"# is the small signal absorption limited quality

factor of microcavity at pump wavelength and is given by:
𝑄!"# =

2𝜋𝑛!""
𝑞
≈
𝜆𝛼!"#
𝑅! 𝑁!" 𝜎!"#

(AI.6)

where 𝑞 is the azimuthal mode number of the pump WGM, 𝜎!"# is the absorption cross
section of Er (ground state absorption for pump), and NEr is the Erbium concentration.
Combining Eq. AI.4 and AI.5 yields to:
− ln 1 − Q!,!,!
!,!

𝑃!! !,!,! ∝

!!

!

!,!,!
!,!,!
𝑄!"!
× Γ!,!,!

!,!,!

!,!,!

× Q !"#,!

(AI.7)

for summation over all feeding pump WGMs (𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑟). Considering that the maximum
!,!,!
pump power enhancement occurs for critically coupled pump modes (𝑄!"#
≈ 𝑄!,! ), Eq.

AI.7 is approximately simplified to:
𝑃!! !,!,! ∝

!,!,!
− ln 1 − 𝑄!"!

𝑄!,! ×

!!

!,!,!
!,!,! Γ!,!,!

for summation over critically coupled pump modes.
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(AI.8)

Appendix II
Required condition for silicon Raman lasing in mid-IR region
To calculate required condition for silicon Raman lasing when pumped λp=2.2-3.3 µm
(corresponds to 3PA absorption region in silicon), I start with the general laser equation
(Round-trip loss=round-trip gain) [1]. Considering 3PA and FCA losses, the simplified
form of the laser equation for a silicon Raman laser is given by:
𝑔! 𝐼 − 𝛼 − 𝛼!!" − 𝛼!"# = − ln(𝑅! 𝑅! )/𝑙!"#

(AII.1)

where 3PA loss and FCA loss due to 3PA process are given by:
𝛼!!" = 𝛾𝐼 !
𝛼!"# = 𝜎!" ∆𝑁

(AII.2)

Here 𝑙!"# is the total cavity length, I is the pump intensity. 𝜎!" and ∆𝑁 are the freecarrier absorption cross section and the concentration of free-carriers generated via 3PA
process respectively. 𝑔! and 𝛼 are Raman gain and linear loss respectively. Parameters
γ , 𝜎!" and ∆𝑁 can be estimated as [2,3]:
𝛾 (𝑚 ! /𝑊 ! ) = 1.54×10!!"

𝜆
1.1

𝜎!" (𝑚 ! ) = 1.45×10!!"
∆𝑁 (𝑚 !! ) =

!

1.1 1
−
𝜆
3

𝜆
1.55

!

!

𝛾𝐼 ! 𝜏!""
×10!!
3ℎ𝑐/𝑛𝜆

(AII.3)
(AII.4)
(AII.5)

where 𝜏!"" is the free carrier lifetime. h, c, and n are the Planck’s constant, light velocity
in vacuum, and refractive index of the silicon respectively.
Since I am interested in calculating the threshold condition, I neglect the contribution of
Stokes photons in 3PA process (They are insignificant at threshold). By substituting
AII.1-AII.5, the oscillation condition turns into solving cubic equation:
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ln(𝑅! 𝑅! )/𝑙!"# − 𝛼 + 𝑔! 𝐼 − 𝛾𝐼 ! − 𝜉𝐼 ! = 0

(AII.6)

where
𝜉 = 𝜎!"

𝛾𝜏!""
3ℎ𝑐/𝑛𝜆

By digging for conditions in Eq. AII.6 that 𝐼(𝜏!"" , 𝛼) is real and positive, and neglecting
3PA loss (𝛼!!" ≪ 𝛼!"# ), required condition for MIR silicon Raman lasing (Eq. 8.5) is
derived:
𝛼 − ln(𝑅! 𝑅! )/𝑙!"# . 𝜏!"" ≤ 666×

𝑔! ! . ℎ𝑐
𝜎!" 𝛾𝑛𝜆

Here all parameters have SI unit except the wavelength (λ) that have unit of µm.
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Appendix III
Effect of nonlinear losses on performance of mid-IR
distributed feedback silicon Raman laser
To know the effect of 3PA and FCA losses on the performance of MIR DFB silicon
Raman laser, the coupled equations of DFB Raman laser [1] have to be modified
accordingly. By considering nonlinear losses, the modified coupled equations for DFB
silicon Raman laser become:
𝜕𝐴!
𝑔!
=
𝐴
𝜕𝑧
2 !

!

𝜕𝐴!
𝑔!
=−
𝐴
𝜕𝑧
2 !

where

1
− [𝛼!" + 𝛾 𝐴!
2
!

!

1
− [𝛼!" + 𝛾 𝐴!
2
!!

!""
𝜉 = 𝜎!" !!!/!"

𝜎!" (𝑚! ) = 1.45×10!!"

and
!
!.!!

!

!

− 𝜉 𝐴! ] 𝐴! + 𝑖 𝛿𝛽 + 2𝛾! 𝐴!
!

!

!

− 𝜉 𝐴! ] 𝐴! − 𝑖 𝛿𝛽 + 2𝛾! 𝐴!

𝛾

!!
!!

= 1.54×10!!"

!
!.!

!

(AIII.1)

𝐴! + 𝑖𝜅𝐴!
!

!.!
!

(AIII.2)

𝐴! − 𝑖𝜅𝐴!
! !

−!

[2]

and

[3] for wavelength λ (unit: µm) and free carrier lifetime

τeff (unit: second). h, c, and n are the Planck’s constant, light speed in vacuum, and
refractive index of the pump mode respectively.
To find the threshold pump power of DFB silicon Raman laser, coupled Eqs. AIII.1 and
AIII.2 can be solved using similar methodology that was used in ref. 1 (or Chapter 7).
Fig. AIII.1 shows the calculated threshold intensity (|Ap|2) for a MIR DFB silicon Raman
laser, pumped at wavelength of 2.8 µm once with and once without considering nonlinear
losses. For this calculation, I selected moderate values of feedback parameters (κ =0.05
µm-1 and L=200 µm) and τeff = 20 ns. As evident, for low loss waveguides (α <2 dB/cm)

the effect of nonlinear losses on the calculated threshold pump power is negligible (<8%
difference). “No lasing” arrow shows the region where the solutions for |Ap|2 become
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imaginary. As such Raman lasing is prohibited for this DFB cavity when the waveguide
loss is larger than 2.5 dB/cm.

Fig. AIII.1. Threshold intensity for a DFB silicon Raman laser (κ=0.05 µm-1, LDFB=200 µm -κ.L=10) with and without nonlinear losses. For this calculation τeff = 20 ns.
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Appendix IV
To derive Eq. 6.10, we first start with the equation for the output power of a microlaser
(that is similar to a bidirectional ring laser):
𝑃! =

𝑇 𝑃!"#
𝛾 ℒ + ln 𝑆
2 1−𝑆 !

(AIV.1)

For sufficiently large value of Qtot (>1000) the survival factor S is close to unity and ln(S)
≈ S-1. Using this approximation and assuming that the small signal gain is M times larger
than threshold again (γ0L =M× γthL ~ M×(1-S)), AIV.1 can be estimated as:
𝑃! =

𝑇 𝑃!"#
𝑇 𝑃!"#
𝛾! ℒ − (1 − 𝑆) ≈
(𝑀 − 1)
2 1−𝑆
2

(AIV.2)

In which the right hand side of Eq. AIV.2 is valid when laser is operating well above the
threshold pump power. The change of spherical laser output power due to presence of gas
analyte can be calculated by:
𝑑𝑃!
𝑑𝑃! 𝑑𝑀
𝑑𝑆
=
×
×
𝑑𝛼!"# 𝑑𝑀 𝑑𝑆 𝑑𝛼!"#

(AIV.3)

Where dPL/dS can be calculated from Eq. AIV.2
𝑑𝑃! 𝑑𝑀 𝑇 𝑃!"#
𝛾! ℒ
×
≅
×
𝑑𝑀 𝑑𝑆
2
1−𝑆

!

=

𝑃!
𝑀
×
𝑀−1 1−𝑆

(AIV.4)

The survival factor can be expanded as (Eq. 6.3):
𝑆 = 1 − 𝜅 ! × 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−𝛼!"# (1 − 𝛤)ℒ − 𝛼!"# 𝛤ℒ − 𝛼!"# ]
Assuming that all three loss factors (i.e. material absorption, gas absorption and
radiation) are much smaller than 1, survival factor can be estimated as:
𝑆 ≅ 1 − 𝜅 ! 1 − 𝛼!"# 1 − 𝛤 ℒ − 𝛼!"# 𝛤ℒ − 𝛼!"#
(using exp(x) ≈1+ x when x <<1)
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(AIV.5)

For large values of Qtext we can assume κ2 <<1 so from AIV.5:
𝑑𝑆
≅ −Γℒ(1 − 𝜅 ! ) ≅ −𝛤ℒ
𝑑𝛼!"#

(AIV.6)

By substituting Eqs. AIV.6 and AIV.4 into AIV.3:
𝑑𝑃!
𝑃!
𝑀
𝑀
=
×
×−Γℒ ≅
𝑑𝛼!"# 𝑀 − 1 1 − 𝑆
𝑀−1

𝜅!

+ 𝛼!"#

−𝛤ℒ𝑃!
1 − 𝛤 ℒ + 𝛼!"# 𝛤ℒ + 𝛼!"#

In which by substituting Eqs. 6.5-6.8 into the denominator of this equation and taking
into account that ℒ = 2𝜋𝑅 and 𝛽!,!,! = 𝑚/𝑅, Eq. 6.10 is derived.
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